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.INTRODUCTION

Energy education is the attempt to resolve the conflict

between our prpsent life styles and the energy costs in both

ddllars *and resources "to prodtice and mainfaihthat life styre,.

Working.knowletge of basic economics concepts can assist in"

developing-the necessary understanding ,and decisIon-making skills

inhetent in dealing with the changirig energy situations.

These lessons have, been designed to help students hvbecoming

more aware of the energy choides that they must make in the present

and for the futute. The costs of maintaining's specific standard

of living and a-thriving national economy can be controlled with

wise energy choices and decisions. Thelpergy and economic cod

-cepts contained 41lessons,can help student's in making

those choices.

4
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LESSON 1: QUESTIONS ABOUT ENERGY' CONSUMPTIO

CONCEPT: Consuinption

RECOMMENDED USE: Middle school

'TIME REQUIRED: 1-2 class periods

MATERIALS REQUIRED: ansperency: "U.S. Energy Consumption Per
Capita, 1950-1982"

Transparency: "Breakdown Of U.S. Energy
Consumption"
Blackline masters are provided.

ECONOMICS IN THIS LESSON:

Satisfying people's wants for goods (products) and services
is the main purpose of economic activity. The process of satis-
fying wants is called consumption. People consume (use); goods
and services to satisfy their economic wants.

RATIW1ALE:

As background for understanding the current energy situation .

it, is important for students to Understand -that energy,iS a.pro-
? duct that people cdnsume to meet certain needs., In this lesson
two basic questions abopt. energy congumption.:.in this country are
considered.%

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.:

V.

On completion of -his lesson, :learners will ,be able to:

1. 746W21. some basic facts abOut-energy co ption.in
-the U.S.
identify major energy uses in the U.S.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE-
.

A. Begin the les n y putting the number. ".06,000, 0

BTU's"- on the kboard,' Have students spend-a few
minutes. guessing What this Zigure represents:.

B. .Then ask "Would it help if I told you this figureeis
equivalent to 2448 gallons of gasoline? .Allow for
some more guessing:

,

C. If they haven't already guessed tell students that the
number represents the approximate amount of energy con-
sumed by every man, "woman anci child in the U.S. (Actui-
ally the figure is for 1982). To make the per*capita.
energy consumption figure more meaningfulto students,
have -them calculate how.,long.2448 gallons of gasoline
would keep a car running; assuming it used 20 gallons
a week.
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D. --project the tranSpdrency "Energy consuilption Per

-Capita, 1950-1582." -Have'itudents determine. what

the graph .is, about .

1. inspecting the graph title
2. --checking the graph source, and
3. examining the information on the graph;

5-&

Th ey,,_ should respond something like: It is a line

graph based on inlormation-from the U.9-. Energy

Information Administration, about energy consump-
tion-in the U.S. The information is-fdr1960-1982
and is given per capita. Energy information is
given in millions of BTU's, per" capita.

-E. -Then ask students to discover the trend in energy
consumption that is 'shown on the'graph. Hascon-
sumptiOn per, capita increased between 1950 and 1982?

Was it h slow, steady increase or did it_increase by.

jumps?. The students should respond that consumption

per capita did increase during the period 1950-1979..
A big Tiimp occurred. between 1965 and 1970. Since

1979, consumption per capita has decreased.

F. Say that the class has seen how much energy is used

or consumed in the United States in a year. . Then

say something like "Now let.'s brainstorm about how

energy is used in this c,uintry. Name .as many dIT:

ferent uses for energy as you can."

NOTE: Write tHeRules for Brainstorming on the blackboard.

,Be sure students are.-.aware of rules before brainstbrm-,

. ing begins.

Rules for. Brainstorming

-1 tInsbrainstormin g, every idea, however Crazy it May

-sound, is welcome. .

G.

2. No one should criticize anyone's 'ideas! In other
vorbs;'no comments, no laughter, no'flunny looks.

3 The goal of brainstorming is for the group to -

'produce as Many' -ideas as possible. Original,

zany ideas are welcome.
1441L"Hitchhillng" is' desirable. That is,.if a good
Tij.dea come..p'y, pick it up and add to. its.

Lis0.;;studest::fopp.Onses on chalkboard. Do, not edit

respp*deg": ()Set a,time limit, probably not mote than

20 minutes..5' .

H. Have the classcattorizb energy uses by type. (They

might categori4 uS4's into' transportation, household

user, industrial!us'e;,:etc. Let students decide on
their own categories.0

-



I. To-end the lesson .say something like "If all. thesenergy
uses you.thoirOt of'were gouped into four major

-1-- categories transportatioh, residential, industilal,
,end commercial 7- Which category woulduse.the most
energy?. Which would use the least? Record student
'resiSonseSson.the chalkboard. Then project the trans-
parency: "Breakdown of U.S. Energy Consumption.'

' AO was right?

NOTE: While ehe data on the transparency is from 1968,
the perceRiages in the four categories apply with
-little change today.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY:

1.. Develop a 'set of true /false questions dealing with energy
consumption per capita, trends in consumption, and uses of
energy.,.'Use information ip the lesson to generate 'these
-questions.-

'

2. Have studentS list.several uses for energy. HaVethem,
identify Which are tr.Ansportation, residential, .commer,
cial and industriql uses..

I

-SPIN OFF

Invite representatives from one or more majorenergy us
to',plass. In each case, Wave them detail'how energy'is used in
their sector (e.g., "home use" - space heating, air conditioning,
water heating, - refrigeration, etc.). Thee have each'representa-
tive'discuss what measures-.are being taken to reduce:waste in
His or her particulSr sector.

I

12
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TRANSPARENCY MASTER

U.S. ENERGY CONSUTIPTION PER CAPITA, 1950 to 1982
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1950 55' 60 65 - 70 ' 75 76 '77 78 79 80 81 82

Source: U.S. Energy Information:Administration.
Information for 1981 and 1982 are estimates.



TRANSPARENCY MASTER

BREAKDOWN OF U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION, 1968

C

Transportation
25.2%

Source: Patterns of Energy Consumption in the United States, Office
of Science and TechT6Togy, Executive Office or the Presi-
dent,,Washington, D.C., 1972
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LESSON 2: OUR CURRENT ENERGY SOURCES

CONCEPT: Productive resources/natural resources

RCOMMENDED USE: Middle school
t

.TIME REQUIRED: lA class periods

MATERIALS- REQUIRED: Student' materials included

ECONOMICS IN THIS' LESSON:
. .

./

Before goods (e.g.. asoline) and services can. be consumed, tfiey
must be produced. For is to'happen productive, resources are neces-
sary. Productive resources constitute the input of pro=tion.:

Natural resources are one type of productive resource: They are
elements of the natural environment, that are used to produce goods and
services and thereby help people meet their needs.

Natural resources include land, water, oil and mineral deposits,
the fertility of the soil, climates Suitable for growing crops, tit ,ter
and so on. Some of these resources are'non-r,enewable. These are
used up in the process of production. Others renew themselves or
can be renewed through human effort. These are renewable natural
resources.

RATIONALE:

As a background for understanding our current energy situation,
it is important for students to realize that most energy sources now
being used in this country are non-renewable. They are being depleted
as they are used to produce energy.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:.

1. . identify the characteristics of natural ,resource;
2. distinguish between renewable and non- renewable resources;
3. list the natural resources that are currently our main energy

sources;
4. characterize current energy sources as renewable or non-

renewable;
5. describe some implications of our dependence on non-renewable

energy sources.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

A. Have students read through paragraphs 1-4 in the student
'materials.

B. As a class, review the characteristics of a natural resource
(Paragraph 1). Record the characteristics on the chalkboard:.

15
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.

1. A nat resource is an element of the natural

environment.
2. It is used to produce something that people use

to satisfy needs.

geview the examples of natural resources in.:paragraphs
2. and 3 andthe."non-example". of a natural resource in
paragraph -4., .(A tornado ls a "natural,,.hazardI It is

:introduced here to show-that not every'element'of the
natural 'environment is*': .ri.b.tural resource.')

Have2students examine the list in paragraph 5 and identify '

the natural resources on the list. They should respond
copper, TetroleUm, wind, soil, water and natural gas.
(There. might be some, debate about whether or not wind,
is a natural resource. It depends on velocity. If there
is too little or too much velocity, wind is not a natural

resource. In between these extremes it can be'harnessed
to produce usable energy, so it is a natural resource,)

E. Have students answer the 'question posed in paragraph 6.
A variety of responses is possible.

F. To complete this section of the lesson, have students pro-
.

vide other 'examples of natural resources. In each case
they should be asked what the resource is used' to. produce.

G. Have students read through paragraphs 7210%

1. As a class, review the characteristics of renewable and
non-renewable natural resources (paragraphs 7 andA9).
Record the characteristics on the chalkboard.

:Renewable Non-Renewable

eleMent of the natural environ-'

used"to produce things people
use to satisfy needs

10-

the current stock can be used
upi; but supply can be.replen-
1.81-led or replaced.

element of the natural
environment

used to produce things
people use to satisfy needs

cannot be restored; can
be,used up; supply-is de-
pleted when used.

I. After reviewing the examples in paragraphs 8. and 10, have
students give other examples of renewable and non-renewable
natural resources. In each case they should be asked to

. explain mhy it is renewable or non-renewable.

J. Before:students examine the pie graph, yRu might want to
revieWthe material in paragraphs 11 and 12 asa class.
Paragikph 11 is a reminder of what, a pie graph shows. ,

Parag'aph 12 outlines a procedure for determining what a
pie graph is about. 4

'16
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1111rw K. Have students Atr the question posed in Fgragralitie -12.:--,
They should say-something'like "This is a pie graph about-'*
the natural resources used to produce:energy in this country
in 1982. The graph shows whattion of all energy produced
was 'contributed by each natural resource. It is 'based on
information from the Department of Energy "

L. Have students follow the directions outUhed ,in paragtaph
13. and 14. (Note: Some students may not realize that
water is used to'produce electricity. Also in some situ-
ations it may be necessary for students to do some research
in orr to determine how to group these. resources.) Their
lists and calculatiOns should look like this:

Renewable Non-Renewable

Water .3.8%

3.8%

Domestic petrol um. 25.9%
Imported petroleum 17.2

, Domestic natural gas 25.1 .

Nuclear Fuels 4.4
Imported natural gas 1.2
Domestic coal 22:4

96.2%

` 140-tave students list what they have learned about energy
./.4,sources now used (paragraph 15). This listing can be done

.
' -Nas an individual assignment or as, a group activity. Stu-

'dents should come up with findings like:
,,

,,. 1. Only five different .natural resources are used.to
#4
A. produce almost all of our energy at.the present time.

2. Most of our energy is produced froM non-renewable

`elf
resources.

3. Coal, natural gas and petroleum account for er
90 per cent of our energy sources. ,

In paragraph 1u students are asked to speculate about the
meaning of what they have learned. You might begin by
listing what students learned about energy sources on the
board. Then let them generate questions for.an energy pro-
duction expert-. They might ask things like:

* When:will our- current energy sources run out if we
keep using at the same rate? ,

What is being done to develop renewable energy sources?
Are new supplies of our' non-renewable-energy sources
being found? . _ . .

What is ,being done; to assure a supply of energy if our ..
current-nonrenewable sources run out? .

/
SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY.:

1. Ask stUdents,to.define a natural resoUrce, Have theM
give an example and explaih why it is a natural resource.

17
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2. -Ask the students to list 3 characteristics of renewable
resources and of non-renewable resources.

Give students a I:ist of naturalvresources not previously
seen. Have them distinguish between renewable and
non-renewable ones.

4. Give students a list. of .10 possible energy sources. HaVe
them characterize these sources as renewable or non-renew-
able. Then Have them identify which 5 sources on the
list are currently our major energy sources.

5. Have students write a shirt paragralph describing some of-

the possible consequences of our dependence on,non-renew
able energy sources.

SPIN OFF:

.
-Have students examine pie:graphs for other historical periodg

i) and other parts of the worlds.' They can respond to cpaes.tions
similar to those in paragraphs 12-16 of the student materials. Some
useful pie graphs appear on the following page .

. .
,
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SOURCES
/
OF WOR I144RY ENERGY IN 1980 (PreliminarY)

kInclude only crudWcril, lease condensate, natural Aas
plant liquids, dry natural gas, coal, net hydroelectric

i power, and net nuclear power.

(Includes crude Oil,

lease condensate,
and natural gas
plant liquids.)

4 fr

Source: Based on data:from: 1980 InterAtional Energy Annual.
September, 1981. pp. 7-12.

19
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CHANGING. PATTERNS IN THE USE OF ENERGY. RESOURCE'S IN TETE UNITED STATES''

1850 1900

oil, natural gas,
and hydropower

Wood Era

coal
73%

Coal Era

1950

"hydropower
5°40 hydropower

4%

1973

nucle r 1%

58%

oil , :0%)

and
natural
gas

(18%)

77%

oil (46%)
and.

natural
gas.

(31%)

Oil and Natural Gas Era Oil and Natural Gas Era

(Data. Bureauthe U.S. Burea
of Census and Resources for
the Future) G.T. Miller.
Energy and Environment:,
Four Energy Crises

15
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STULENT iiATER1ALS: OUR CURRENT ENERGY SOURCES

1. natural resource is an element of the natural environment. It
is used to proaUce something. People use the things produced
from natural resources to gatisfy their needs.

2. A tree is a natural resource. Its an elemeht of the natural
environment that is use to. build -houses, to build cooking fires,
and to make paper. Houses; cooking fires; and Paper, in turn,
are used by people to satisfy their' needs..

3. 'Iron ore, is also a natural resource. It is an-element of the,
natural environment that is used to make steel.. People use
steekl to satisfy many different needs.

4. 'Ts a tornado4a natural 'resource? It is ar element of "ate natural
'environment:- But it is 1):. r usc' to or,-)LlucL anything that people
use to'satisfy their needs. So a tornado is not a natural .re.-;
source.

5. Identify the natur4 resources in the following list:

-blizzard hailstones
coppe -r soil
petroleum water
wind locusts
earthquake 'natural gas

6. What is ekch natural resource on:your list used to produce?

7. Sometimes it is useful to distinguish between two. kinds of nat-
ural resources. One kind is called-a renewable natural resource.
This Means that the supply of the natuTaresource can be re-
plaqed or restored as it is used.

8. When a forest is cutdown it will grow again. The fertility
ti of the soil can be restored"when it is exhausted. Soil can be re-

stored naturally or by human effort. When the supply of water
in a well is low, rains come to replenish it. .Forests, soil and,
.water are examples of renewable resources.

9. tither natural resources are non - renew. They can be used up.

10. Iron-ore and copper are examples of non-renewable resources. As
they are used to produce things like steel and wire, they cannot'
be replenished. The earth's supply of these natural resources
becomes less and less as they are used.

11.. Examine the following graph. Remember that in a pie graph the
pie, is used to represent a whole., "Slices" are drawn to show-

, the'portions'of the whole. The size of each slice shows how
much that portion contributes to the whole.

17
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12. :What is the pie graph about To' answer thts question inspect
the graph title, check the graph source, and examine the

,../informatioriTripa 'slice" of tli-15T-Jgraph..

NATURAL RESOURCES USED. TO PRODUCE ENERG IN THE U.S. 1982

Domestic
Natural Gas

25.1%

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, August, 1981

1 8'

22

Imported
NatUrat Gas

1.2%

4



c.

-

Tb learn what the pie graph says, begin by aking two lists.
Place all the renewable natural resources shown on the pie
graph on one list. Place the non- 'renewable en gy sources
on the other list.

14. Then, calculate what portion of. all the energy produced in
the U.S: in 1982 came from renewable natural resources. What
portiOn .game from non - renewable sources?

15. List two things that you have learned from the pie graph about
natural' resources now used to produce energy in the,U.S.

16. In this lesson you have learned some things about our present
energy sources. In view of what you have learned, what are
some questions you would ask an energy production expert,
(economist), if he/she visited .your class?

19
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LESSON WHAT IS NEEDED TO PRODUCE ENERGY?
/

CONCEPT': Prodpctive resources: ;labor, capital, and natural'resources

RECOMAPED USE: Maldle school

TIME REQUIRED: One class period

MATERIALS REQUIRED:.

This'lesson begins with the teacher demonstrating the production
of an item. In this outline the production of a "bookend" is featured.
You can make almost anything as long as it involves clear an simple
examples of labor, capital goods, and'resour,ces (See below for defini-

tions of these terms).

If you decide to make a bookend you will need:

#-2) hammer
ails
pieces'of wood (get two pieces of scrap from the school shop

instructor that are the same width,(say.about 5") and between
5" and 8" long. You can, nail these together to form a crude
bookend.

, Also needed for this is the student worksheet "Using the.Factors
of Production to Get Energy." A.13-lackline master is provided.

ECONOMICS, IN THIS LESSON:

Before goods (e.g., gasoline) and servides can be consumed, they

must be produced. For this to happen, productive resources (also. called

faCtors of production) are necessary. Productive...resources are

is 'the inputs to .production. Goods and services are the outputs.

There .are three kinds of productive,resources. Natural resources
are elements of the natural environment that are used to. Fi6-ance

goods and services. Natural resourcess-include.land, water, oil and
mineral'deposits, the fertility of the soil, climates suitable for
growing crops, timber and so on.

Human resources (labor) are people and their physical and mental

capacities. The number of people available for work, the hours they
work, the quality of their skills and their motivation are all dimen-

sions of labor input.

.Capital goodS are those things created by past human effort that

are available to produce goods and services in the future. They in-

clude m ?chines, tools and factories.
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RATIONALE:
. s

As a background for unders( ding.issiles'?related tO!the produc-
tion of iit'is important tar s' Udents'to 'understand that the
prpduction of any good involves inpilitpoLnatural resources, Capital
goods, and labor.

INSTRUGTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

On completion'of.thisleSsono, learn will be .able, to
,.

. .

1. identify the characterls cs of the three factors of
production: -. r

2.' distinguish among examples. o labor, capItal, arfd natural
resources;

3. illustrate the'need for all t ee factors in the productien,
of dner4.

41.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

A.. You mfoght begin. the class ,by saying:.

B.

"You know, -,74 need a,bookend. Peo le always. need one thing. ,

or another. So what do they do? They go out and ,buyit,'r,
or they find soMeofte to make it for them. Sometimes they'
can make it thems yes.' That's wilat I'm going to do. I!m
going to make a okend."

"To make my bookend, I'll use thisiwood. I'll nail these:
two pieces together with my hammers. Maybe on of You can
hold the pieces while I nail. OK,'here is my'bodkind,".

Ask students:"What was needed to build the bookend ghat
ydu jupt.made?" Have them answer as a cldss. Write
answers on the blackboard. They might respond:

1P

"You, had to 4i1 the pieces. of wood together-
,"

"You'needed wood."
"Works had to be done."
"You used a. hammer."
"You had to. have something to make the bookends out of."
"You needed:eools."
"You used,nails."

C. When the Students run out of suggestions, paint out that.
building this bookend was a simple project. It was lie
all production projects. Thesame thrfee'things are.needed
to produce all goods. Wr to them on the board along with
definitions:'

,



(i) .Labor: Human time and effort. . r.

'Cii) _Natural R0ources: Things we take-from nature,
like ores, air, water, and sunshine. '

(iii). Capital Goods: Things' people' have made in the past
that.,they can now use- .tc, make morethipgs, like
factories, saws, and can openers.

use.One,statement from, the studeq list (generated.
esponse to the questions' in Step B, above) to illus-

,

te ech of the three' factor,s of production- ,-You
might choose: /

Labor: ?You had to nail the pieces of wood together."
Natural Ropources; l'You seeded wood."
_Capita? Goods:- 'You used ,a hammer."

- ,

-piart-"'ealled factors of rOduCtion. Anything that
1._clubed requires the input o all three.

tie:sudents categorize .thec4Wer.statetliena 'on' the
examplesof-,labor., natural resources, ox capital
Jheyshould respond: / p

e,21

.

, 'i "Work had:to be done.". . .

eo

t4l.;ReSourees:- "You had to have something to -stake
. ..,

, ...-f1;eookend.out of."
. Ni .

..°C.'Ca I Go : "You needed tools."
VTIA.°1 "You used nails."%4, s.,),

'4-'4.1. c1411
_, . t ,...

Y. Pia -ibut thesworksheet "Using the Factors of Production
.....

`4,f, to'!Oet Energy." Have students read the directions for
each section. Do the first examples from section A .and
section B as a class.. -Students should respond:

Section A, Que tion 1,0-'Sawing the wood into chunks is
labor:

SectiOn B, Question -7 - Labor: Felling the trees, cutting.

4.

,
the wood, stacking it stoking the
stove, cleaning the chimney, remov-
img ashes.

Capital - Ax, chain saw, od stove,
perhaps a wheelbarrow, orlikruck,
chimney, stove. shovel, ash pail.

i
Natural lesour.ce: Wood.



NOTE: Answers -given: here in S'ect'ion B_are typicaL,_ Thete
611 answers that are equally correct.

Ask students to. complete theWt)rksheet duritig-the reMaindelli

of the claSs 2ericid.CitCulate and check answers.: (You.
might want StiOdents-to work An, pairs.) -Students might

tespoid as.f011ows:

Section

,,,Section B

TankeT trucks are capital resources.

The pipeline system is a caPital:re:soutCe.
.

.-The puMber' work in installing -the sys

teTryjslabdt:.

The drilling -rig is capital equipment-. It
is a spol people mdde,

. ; The:dam, :turbine,- and zenerator are capital.:
equipment !

Question: 8. ,Labor: Work of plant engineerS, work of

linemen.,
Capital: The nuclear` power plant, the
transmission, and distribution system,
the toagter. Going_ farther back in the
nuclear fuel cycle, other ca:pitalkquipf
ment required would include the equip-
ment at the uranium mine and the milling
and enrichment facilities.

Natural Resource: Uranium.

9. Labor: Work of the fActory workers.
Capital: , 'The factory building itself,
the melting pots., and other equipment.

Natural ResoUrces: Natural gO, sand,
other ingredients in the.glass..

Labor: Workers ono the rig, refinery
workers, tank- truck driver, service
station attendant. 'Y

Capital: Ships, rig, tank truck.
Natural Resource: Crude oil.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION ,STRATEGY:-

1. Aslc.students.toAefine labor,
reSourceS. :Vave'them.g.ive. an

24
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Halve students answer queistiOns similar to those posed
in Section A of "the student worksheet "Using the Fac-
tors of Production to Get Energy."

For eXample:

To do this... Requires this,

oil refineryworkers
run refinery

1. Fly from Chic
to New York

What is it?

(Answer-Labor)

2 Truck Beef to
.market

crude oil (Natural resource)

3.. Make glasswae natural gas .(Natural resource)

4. Cook a meal
on a gas sfove

watching the pot (Labor)

0 5. Pump water wind (Natural resource)
with windmill

3. Have students answer questions similar to those posed
in Section B of the student worksheet "Using the'Fac-
tors of Production to Get Energy. ". For example:

6 A farmer uses a windmill to pump water for irri-
gating his crops.
Labot: IlhsWer-maintain.windmill)
Capital: (Pump, tower, windmill blades)
Natural Resource: (Wind. Also other resources

.were used to create capital re-
., sources' and, in obtaining energy

from wind.)

7. Two kids watch TV: The electricity comes from a
power plant burning'toal that was mined underground
hundreds of miles aviay4
Labor: (Coal miner, power plant workers, linemen)
Capital: (Coal miner equipment, railroad, power

plant, electricity wires)
Natural Resource: (Coal, water for cooling, air

for combustion)

SPIN .OFF

Have studentslcollect art/cies describing the production of

energy in different historical periods or in different parts of
the world. Have students identify the 'labor, capital, and natural
resource inpuIs used to produce energy in each case.



REMEMBER:

USING THE-.FACTORS OF PRODUCTION TO GET ENERGY

WORKSHEET

LABOR is people's time and effort.
CAPITAL is anything people have made in the past:that can be
used to make more goods and services. A hammer is capital,
and so is a truck, a factory, or a road.

NATURAL RESOURCES are things we take from nature, like ores,
water, air, and sunshine.

4

SECTION A: Listed-below are some, ways people can get energy. To
obtain this energy, it is necessary to use labor, capital,
and natural resources. Write eijher "labor,"'"capital," or
"natural resource" in the blank space at the end of each line,
to describe what the thing in the second: column is.

To do this... Requires this... What is it?

1. Heat a home with sawing wood into
a wood stove chunks

2. Heat a. home with tanker truck
fue.l oil

3. Heat a home with pipeline system
natural gas

4. Heat a home with installation by
a solar collectOr plumber

k
5. Move a car using drilling rig

gasoline

6. Light a home dam, turbine, and
generator

SECTION B: To get energy, it is necessary to use labor, cipital,

and natural resources. Below are some ways people get energy.
For each way of getting energy, give an example of labor, capi-
tal, and a natural resource used. There are many possible
right answers.
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7. A 'family heats,its home with a e.woad stove,, using wood the
family memberi. jilt in their own wcrodlot.
Labor:

Capital:

Natural Resource:

8. A boy' makes toast i
energy from a nucle
Labor:

electric toaster using electric
er plant.

Capital:

Natural Resource:

A glassware factory uses natural gas to melt glass, and makes
bottles.
Labor:

Capital:

NatUral Resource:

10. A man burns gasoline in a oar to drive to the supermarket.
The gasoline was made from crude,oil from an off-shore oil
rig.
Labor:

Capital:

Natural Resource:

28
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LESSON 4: ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

ACEPTS: Costs' and 'benefits, decision making

RECOMMENDED USE: Middle school

TIME REQUIRED: 2-3 class periods

&IATERIALS REQUIRED: Handouts,: "Background"
"Proceeding's"
"Costs and Benefits"
"Review Sheet" .

Blackline masters of sstrident HandoutsdenHandouts are provide

ECONOMICS IN THIS LESSON:
W

When a person or a group dhooses one type of goods instead of
another, they are making a trade-off--- that is, they may be trading
-off less of one thing, for more of something else: Society has-to make
trade-offs too, e.g., between its need for more energy and its
desire to preserve the environment. Essentially this involves
comparing the various costs and benefits of each of the alterna-
tives. It also involves determining how these costs and benefits
will affect different groups within the economic system.

RATIONALE:

It is important-for student to realize that whenever a de-
cision is made, there are costs and benefits associated with'it.
The purpose of this 'lesson to give students an opportunity
to begin to identify the benefits and costs, the good news and
bad news respectively, associated with the use of different
'energy sources.' Identifying costs and benefits associated with
alternatives is an important step in learning howto make well-
reasoned decisions.

-INSTRUCT1ONALOBJECTIVES:

On ,completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:

1. identify some of the costs and benefits associated with
certain energy alternatives;

2. use costs and benefits to make decisions about"-pegy
alternatives.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

NOTE: In this lesson students will participate in a simula-
tion. The simulation revolves around 'the meeting of the
Board of Director's of an electric utility. They are" trying
to choose between building a coal- or a nuclear-powered plant.
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You Mel:want :to .ilse the mitterials included in this lesson

exclusavely. It is complete. However , you may want stu-
dents to supplement what is contained in these materials
by _doing some research.

- A. 'Xo _begin this lesson have students read the "Back-
ground" handout. Review the basic facts as a class,:

i) A study shows that in 10'years electricity
production will not match anticipated con-
gumption.

)
Using .oil to generate electricity is too
expensive.
Board members decide to build another large
plant.

iv) They must choose an energy. source for the"
-plant opal or nuclear. =fit

NOTE: Other energy alternatives. kike solar, wind,
etc., -are not yet able to generatel 500 NW in one
place.

v) A hearing is to be held to, hear presentations
by representatives of the coal and nuclear
industries. People concerned about the environ-
Mental impact of coal and nuclear energy will
also be speaking.

vi) Ad the simulation begins, the meeting is about
to start. 4

iii)

Distribute the "Procedures" and assign roles. You
might ask students to review their parts over night
.before the hearing is held. You will need to assign
the following roles. Outline responsibilities of
each role to students selected.

Chairperson: Board of Directors - runs the meeting

- lawyers (6) - make presentations for the envirpnmentalidts
and the energy( companies. .

Witnesses (3) z- make presentations related to lawyetV state-
ments

Recorder: . played by teacher -.keeps recotd of the key points
made (might use a tape recorder)

Board :of Directors (remaining class member's) - listen to pre-
sentation, ask questions of presenters,
and make .a decision.

30



NOTE: The handout "Costs.and Benefits" should be distributed
to Board of Dirkctors. Tell their to use these forms to keep
track of the costs (disadvantages) and benefits (advantages)
associated with.the two energy sources, as they listen, .to the
presentations.

C. When'kveryone is ready, the Executive Session of. the
aletro Power: and Light. Company Boaid of, Directors
should begin. -Events syould follow-the "Proceedings."

After all statements are made and questions are asked,
the Board Members must debate among themselves'the
merits of the two energy sourtes. Divide the class
into groups. (Let the lawyers, witnesses, and chair-
person join groups.) Have each group-come to a decision.
Encourage them to make their decision 'based on the costs
and benefits associated with each resource.

E. Each.grOup should announce its decision. Decisions can
be announced in a variety of ways - in a- classic "form
"letter " in the school newsletter or newspaper, etc.
The announcement should contain a rationale.

*

NOTE: You can decide what form the final decision should
Tk--J or let the Board decide.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

To conclude this lesson, have students complete the "Review
Sheet." This can be assigned as an inz-class activity or as h.ekm
work. You might consider using student answers to these questips
to measure what they learned in this lesson. In any case, student
answers to these questions should be discassed as a group to end
the lesson.

SPIN OFF *

You might have students examine a number of aiternative source
of energy not, considered in this lesson, using the criteria develop d
here as a framework.

A reasonable task would be to compare three energy alterna-
tives that can be used to produce electricity, using the chart
developed in this lesson. The FREE AND INEXPENSIVE RESOURCES
section of this unit lists several sources of.information for
this task.
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BACKGROUND,

Last year the Metro Power and Light Campany (MPLC) conducted
a study. The purpose of the study was to estimate future elec-
tricity needs in the region served by MPLC. The study showpd
that in 10 years there would be a problem. ElectriCity-produc-_
tion would fall short of expected consumption by 500 megawatts

.-
'(MW).

I

In the past MPLC always solved its energy problems in the same
way. It built a new electric generating plant that used oil for
fuel. Now the price of oil is so high that another solution must
be found.

The MPLC Board of Directors reviewed the study of future electri-
city consumption in the region. ,They quickly decided.to build
another big electrical generating plant to provide the additional
500 MW of energy needed.

The Board of Directors knows something about energy alternatives.
They realize'tliat only two possible energy sources could be used
to power such a plant in the next several years. They would have
to choose between nuclear energy and coal. But which one should
they choose?

ro

Most of their experienceilad been with oil-powered plants. There
fore, the Board of Qirec ors of MPLC felt that they could not
choose between .coal and nuclear energy withaat more informatic,

They .decided to hold a meeting.
coal and nuclear industries to
with the environment were also
is gathered from the speakers;

9

They invited experts from the
make statements. People concerned
invited. After all the information
the Board will make a decision.
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PROCEEDINGS

Public Meeting)
Metro Power and Light Company

Board of Directors r

'HANDOUT

CHAIRPERSON: Welcome to, this meeting called by tha Board of
Directors, Metra Power and Light Company.
Coal and nuclear energy are dependable sourtes

,for making electxicity; But we use both at
great risk to our environment and health. Let's
lock first at the.environmentalists' side of the,
story. Then we shall listen to. the coal and

.',,nudlear2Power experts and hear their side of
the story. Lawyers for the environmentalists,
would you state yaur case?

4

ONE:(Environmentalists): Many people depend on electri-
city in their homes and on their jobs. Certainly
coal is tn important resource for generating elec-
tricity. But getting the coal from the ground
hurts the environment. Strip mining damages
14krge areas of land. A huge machine removes
to oil to get the coal. This kind of mining
>causes erdsion of d/bland, Often there are
landslides- and falling racks .

Underground mining_is damaging also. Water seeps
into the abandoned-mines and mixes with sul,fur
from the cda to make acid mine drainage which
kills .fish nd ,often colors the stream red.

Ladies and bent emekof the Board, coal mining is
also. dangerous to the miner's health. Black lung
disease has cost the miners the losk 9f their

. money and their lives. Coal miners usually have
short life spans. Many miners. get hurt in mine
accidents, too. I would like to call Mr. Will
Banks. He has black lung disease.

-ry

411
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COAL- MINER WITNESS: (Coughing while talking). I have worked in
4

No. 5' mine for 25 years, narrowly avoided be-
ing. killed when I first: d working in the-.
mine because part of the min caved,in. Then,
last year, I got-black lung disease from breath=

' ing _the coal dust. Iteis a disea , the doctors

q:)
tell me, whith gets worse each yea , and I will
no longer be able to work. I-t 1 'my sons not
to Aiork Ln the mines. Eyen tholligh they now train

.

miners to-avoid accidents and the pay is good, it
.t a is too dangerous a job.

, LAWYER TWO (Environmentalists) -: You have just. heard tha hazads
in mining coal. Making electricity with coal is
another problem. Burning coal in power plants'
gives off hot gases,,particulate
fur which:makes the air dirty. The sul r combines
with the water vapor-in.the air to make something
that smells like rotten eggs and affects respira-
ttoiy systbms. Carbon dioxide is also given off.
Some sciktists believe that-it changes the cli-
mate.

The coal wastes, or ash, are hazardous materials.
They have to be disposed of carefully. The hot' .-

water generated when steam is produced from the :

-burning coal is dumped into nearby rivers and
lakes. :This changes ehe environment of the
plants and animals t,hat'live'there.

Even after the electricity is made, there are en-
vironmental problems. Ladies and Gentlemen of tithe
Board, you have seen utility poles carrying high
tension lines. You kimpw how 'ugly they are! These
utility poles and mil of cables needed use up
lot of land. When these hi tension lines inter-
fere with your favorite.TV rogram, then, something
must be done!

LAWYER THREE (Environmentalists): Nuclear, power is used primarily
to make electricity from steam in large power plants.
Uranium is the basic fuel and-is found in ores and
mined in the western part of the United States. In
the mining of the uranium ore, uranium tailings are
buried deep in the ground ,Uranium is radioactive
for a long period of tim . It can be dangerous to

' the health of those peop e living on sites where
the uranium tailings are buried. I,would like to
call.a witness. .
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WITNESS (Young woman with gray hair): My naOre is Mri. Emma Hurt.
and I am 29 years-old and have 3 young children.
I live in Grand Junction, Colorado. The radio--
activity readings where I live are high due to
the-burial of uranium tailings under the town.
The doctors have just told me that I have deu-
kemiat a form of cancer of the blood, and only
have a few years to live. Who'is going to raise
my chil4ren?

LAWYER POUR (Environmentalists): .Ladies,and Gentlemen of.the4.

is
Board, yoll, have iust heard about theitind of health
problems that can occur in uranium mining. There
are other problems in'the generation of electricity.
One is a problem of waste heat. Nuclear power
plants have more waste heat than coal fired plants
and discharge all their waste heat into the cooling
water. This cooling water can kill the fti in near-
by streams or oceans. Some scientists also believe
that radiation is higher around nuclear power plants.

But the biggest problem is what to do with the
nuclear wastes or used fuel from these poTsTer
plants. These wastes are stored in steel drtms
near the power plants. They are poisonoup and
dangerously. radioactive for millions of. years.
The government has not made .a decision as to
where they will store these wastes while they
are radioactive. 'Most states do not want them.
stored anywhere near the people that live in
their state. Future generations may suffer'If a
solution is not found to their problem in the 7 1,

next few years. We cannot let that happen! '

Members of the Board, you have heard the case for
the.environmentalists arguing against the produc-
tion-of electricity by. coal or nuclear power.
Since this is a special case, I will now open the i

proceedings to questions from the Board. Are there
any questions? (After the questions) Could we hear
a summary of the environmentalists' case?

(Reads notes or plays back tape on the environment-
alists' presentation.)

Now we will hear the case for the Energy Industries.
First we will hear testimony from the Everywhere
Coal Mining Company. Lawyer, would you state your
case?

jCHAIRPERSON:

RECORDER:

CHAIRPERSON:
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LAWYER FROM THE COAL COMPANY: Ladies and Cent,lemen of t Board,

. I am-here to sha4,you and-the people that coal min-
.

ing is different today.

We need coal. We have an abundance of it in this
_

state. Coal is used to make' electricity for your
TV and your _kitchen appliances. Without-coal many
people would not have electricity far light.

We know that strip pining leaves_, ugly scars on the
land. The coal mining CompanieS-now are bound ty
state law to restore the land to its natural and
usable state. 4,

Also, in 1970 the United States Congress passed
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. Ladies and\
Gentlemen, all coal qining companies today spend
a lot of time and money improving the working condi-
Vons of their miners and training them how to mine
the coal so that our safety records are much,. much
better.

CHAIRPERSON: Now Wewill hear from the lawyer from the nuclear
power plant.

THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT: We have to use more electri-
city to keep our economy going! We need more-large
nuclear power plants so that we won't be dependent
on foreign-countries for our.energy supplies.

It is cheaper to produce nuclear power than it is .

to produce power from coal. Also, it doesn't
cause any air pollution problems.

Nuclear power plants produce less radiation than
your color TV set does or the granite-in buildings
in New York City.

LAWYER FROM

Our safety record is excellent. Even considering
the Three Mile Island accident, nopember of the
public has suffered physical harm'from a nuclear
power plant. Statistics show that this is not true
for coal:

As for the storage of radioactive wastes,-we have
that problem solved. May I call.on an expert wit-
gess to address that problem? Professor Alvarez
from State Technical University, will you please
come to the stand?
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WITNESS, SCIENTIFIC EXPERT: name is Professor Alva&z,." I am

aanuclear en eer from State Technical Unilier-
sity. We havedone many studies on the storage of
long iermfradioactive.wastes. Our pilot program i .

iie.vadia-shows that making the wastes into a solid and .ti
storing'them in underground salt forMations will proif ,

\

tect those wastes from ever .leaking any.radiation,
into the atmosphere. We have presented our findings
to the government officials.

CHAIRPERSON: Thank you Professor Alvarez. Do the members-of the
Board h ve any questions for these lawyers? (Ansyer

(
questi 1 s) C e have a-isummary of the case for
the cda and nuclea Alt.ility companies?

RECORDER: (Reads or plays the notes of the coal company and
nuclear industry iiresentations.)

CHAIRPERSON: The Board is excused to deliberate. Remember that
you are to decide which source of generating elec-
tricity is better to use while protecting the en-
vironment.

4
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COSTS ANDI BENEFITS

COSTS (DisadvantaeA)
. .

BENEFITS (Advantages)

Coal

4 .

k.

AI*

ucled
4
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A "V

What.were two things about coal that made it seem like a
reasonable energy sourc for the Board to Choose? How about
two disadvantages?

,

2.. What were two things about nuclear energy 'that- made it seem
like a,rea-ponable energy-source for the Board to choose?.. .

What are two disadvantages?

. If you were asked ,to choose between coals and nuclear energy
to poWer a 'large electricity generating plant which would .

you pick? Why?



LESSON 5: WHAT DO YOU GIVE 'UP TO PRODUCE ENERGY?

CONCEPT: 00portunity costs

RECOMMEIZED USE: Middle school

TIME REQUIRED: 1-1 class periods

MATERIALS REQUIRED: Worksheet 60ther Uses for Resources That Could
be Used to Get Energy"

Blackline masters included.

, ECONOMCS IN THIS LESSON:

Opporttinity ,cost refers to what must be given- up when ndecisions
are made to use scarce productive resources to pioduce particular
goods or services. A decision to prodace one good means giving up
the possibility of producing something else. Thus, the ,opportunity
cost = what could have been produced with the resources instead -
is the cost of Producing that good. For an individual, the oppor-
tunity cost of something' purchased is the next best opportunity
that must be foregone. For .4 society, it is the next best alter-
native use to which' productive resources could have been put.

RATIONALE:

When ddcisions are'made to use scarce resources to produce
energy, opportunity costs are involved. Another use'of these
resources'is foreclosed. Citizens must be sure that energy de-
cisions are based on a clear understangling of the opportunity
costs involved.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

On ,completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:

1. define opportunity costs;
2. identify the opportunity costs involved in decisions

involving the use of scarce resources.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

A. Have students read paragraph 1 in the student materials.

B. Ask students why they think "time" is considered,a
scarce resource in paragraph 1. They might respond -
"because there'are.only a limited number of hours in
a day but there are numerous ways pebple want and.are

\,able td use that time."
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C. ,Have students read paragraph 2. Review its, meaning
as a group. Ask them who must make a'deciSion about
the use of time. (Answer: Me, a basketball player.)
Ask them what the alternatives are. (Answer: Prac-
tice-basketball or work at the grocery store.) Here
is a situation where a. choice must)be made about th
use of a scarce resource - time.

You might ask s tudents to describe situations in hich
they have been faced with choosing between alter atiive

ways of using; scarce resources'- like time or in ome.
NOTE: Record, student examples for later use.

E. Have students read paragraphs 3-5. 'As a class, review
the characteristics of opportunity cdst:2,

a. Not Measured in money;.
b. TTfers to the next best.use of a resource that

is foregone when .a decision is made to use that
resource in a particular way.:'~

F. Review the examples of bp.portunity costs in paragraphs
4 and 5. It is important for students to realize that
opportunity costs are the next best opportunities
passed by or foreclosed. /

G. Have students follow the directionS contained 1.n para-
graph 6. They should respond:

a) The girl's time is limited. Slie must choose, how
to use it. The opportunity eost of her decision
to' go ,with one boy is not ,being able*to "go to the
dance with the other boy.

b) The lot is' the scarce' resource. The opportunity
cost of using the.lot for a paresis not being able
to use it for a parking lot.,

c) &Steel is the limited resource here. The opportunity
cost of building the bridge is not being able to
build the' hospital.

H. Return to the student descriptions of decision-making
situations generated in response to Step D, above.
Have students apply the questions asked, in paragraph. .

6.of the student materials.to their examples.

In paragraph 7 of ths student materialg attention
focuses-on energy. Have students folloW the directions
contained in paragraph 7. (If your students have com-
pleted the lesson "What Is Needed To Produce Energy?",
ask'them to identify which resources- in the stories
are natural tesources,capitalgoods and labor.)
TheY should 'respond:.
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a) natural gas; to heat homes 'or to make fertilizer;
not .being able to use the natural gas for ferti-.
lizer. (Natural gas is.'a natural resource.)

b) crude oil; to make gasoline or to make plastics;
not being able to use that crude oil to make 4.

plastics: .(Crude oil is a natural resource.)'

c) concrete; to make buildings for.a nuclear power
plant or to build dams; not being able to
that concrete to build dams: (Concrete is a
capital_good.)

d),land; for a windmill or a radio antenna; not.
-5.1-rig able to.build a.radio antenna there'.
(Land is a natural resource.)

e) the skilled workers; to find and produce more
energy or to create other goods; not using the
workers to create other goods. (Skilled workers,-
are an example of labor.)

NOTE TO TEACHER: 'Students might argue that there is more than
one way to use each of the resources described in
the stories. You should point out that opportunity costs re-;
fer to the next best'use to which a resource can be put.

,J. End the lesson by pointing out that students and their
families must recognize the opportunity costs involved
in the decisions they make as,energy consumers. For
example: What next best use of a family's limited
income is t' uu up when a large portion uf that in-
come is spent on gasoline .to keep the family station
wagon going?, ;This is a topic considered in detail
ip another lesson. But it is an important point to
make now.)

Point out also that as citizens, students have a re-
spphsibility to oversee'how energy decisions' are.
made in eir communitiea and nation. One important
aspec Of that monitoring involVes watching the eX-
tent to which opportunity costs have been considered
in energy decision making.

SUGGESTED :EVALUATION STRATEGY:,

1. Ask stude to define opportunity costs. Have them
give an example from their own experience.

2. Develop g series of short stories similar to those
contained' in paragraph 7 of student' materials,
Use the questions in paragraph 7 to test students'
ability to identify'-the opportunity costa,:involved
in decisions involving the use-of scarce resources
to 'produce energy.
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SPIN OFF

The worksheet entitled, "Other Uses for Resources That
Could Be Used "To Get Energy" ,will give -students additional prac-

.tice in identifying oppprtunity costs .invOlved in energy produc-

tion. The worksheet contains aa list of resources. Beside each

resource is an example of how it can he used to -produce energy:.

The students ' task is to suggest the next best use for that re--

source. Let students use their linagination. Accept all reason-

able answers.



a) -natural gas; to heat homes or to make fertilizer;
not being able to use the natural gas for ferti-
lizer. "(Natural gas is a natural resource:)

b) crude oil; to make gasoline,or to make.plastics;
not being able to use that crude oil to make
plastics. (Crude oil is a natural resource.)

c) concrete;' to make-buildings for a nuclear power
plant or to build dams; not being able to use
that concrete to build dams. (Concrete is a
dapital good.)" ,

d) land; for a windmill or a radio antenna; not .

frig able to build a radio antenna there.
(Land is a natural resource.)

,e) the skilled workers; to find and produce more
energy or to create other .goods; not usingthe
workers to create other goods:. (Skilled, workers
Are an example of labor.),

NOTE TO TEACHER: Students might argue that there is more than
one alternate way to use each of the resources described in
the stories:- You should point out that opportunity'cOsts re-
fer to the next best use to which a resource can be put. -

J. End the lesson by pointing out that students and their
families must recognize the opportunity costs. involved
in the decisions they make as energy consumers. For
example: What next best use of a family's, limited
income is given up when a large portion of that
come is spent on gasoline to keep the family station
wagon going? (This is a topic considered in detail
in another lesson. But it is an important point Jok
make now.)

Point out also tha't as citizens, students have a re'-.
sponsibility to oversee how energy decisions are
made in theii communities and. nation. One important
aspect of that monitoring involves watching the ex-
tent to which opportunity cots have been consid4wed
in energy decision making.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY:

1. Ask stude'hts to define opportunity costs. Have them
give an example from their own experience.

2. 'Develop a series of'short stories similar to those
contained in paragraph 7 of the student materials.
Use the questions in paragraph 7 to test students'
ability to identify the opportunity costs involved
in decisions involving the use of scarce resources
to produce energy.
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'SPIN OFF

The worksheet'icentitled, "Other Uses foIr Resources That

Could Be Used To Get Energy" will give students additional prat-.

tice in identifying opportunity costs involVed ii energy produd

'don. The worksheet contains a list of resOurces. Beside each

resource is an expmple of how it can be useic14gO produce energy.

The students', task is to, suggest the next best use for that re-

source. Let students use their imagination. Accept all.peasOn-J4

able answers.

48
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STUDEI4T MATERIALSc OPPORTUNITY COSTS

All decisions involving the use of scarce resources
fOrce us to choose between alternative,s. For most.
of us time is a good example of a scarce resource
We always have so much to do, but a limited amount

iof time to do it in. We must make choices about
the use, of Out limited time.

2. Imagine that you are on your school's basketball
team. After school each ,day you have two hours

a'available before supper and homework. How will
you a'se these two hours? YoU could, go to basket-
ball practice. The coach has a rule that players
must attend all practices if they want to play -in
the weekend gaMe against other sch,00ls7, ,You "could
spend that time working at the grocery store. You,
want to earn money'tO buy your mother a birthday
present. These are your alternatives.

3. Decisions have opportunity costs associated with
them. Opportunity costs are not measured in dollars.
They refer to the next best use.of a resource that
is passed up or foregone when a decision is made
to use that resource in a particular way.

4. If you spend your time,practicing,basketball, ,then
you will pass up a chance to,earn.'money for a pres.
ent. Not being able to-earn money to buy your r:
mother a birthday present is the opportunity cost
involved in deciding to spend your time at basket-
ball practice.

5. What if you decided to spend,'yol !- time working at
the grocery store? What would your opportunity
cost be then? It would be not going to practice
and therefore not playing in- games against other
schools.

6; All decisions Madel,about the use of scar4e resources
involve opportunity costs. Below are three stories.
In eacl*ase identify the resource about which a
decision is being made. Then describe the oppor-
tunity cott involved in the decision,

a) A girl has two differentboys ask her to the
sdme school dance. What is the, opportunity ,

cost of her decision. to go with one boy?

b) A city has a vacant lot that'it can use for
a city park or as a central parking lot. What
is the opportunity cost involved in building
the park?
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c) A small country Is able to purchase enough steel-
to build a bridge or,g hospital. What isvthe
opportunity cost of making the bridge?

.

7. Scarce resources are used.to produce `energy: 'Using'
those resources to produce energy means thgt they can7.
not be used to.produce something.else. What opportunity
costs are involved in energy gpoduction? The following
stories will help answdr-.that question. ,For each story:

i) Identify.the scarce resource about Which a decision
is being made.

ii) Identify the alternate,use to which the resource
can be put.

iii)'Describe the opportunity cost involved in the

, decision.

a) A million cubic.feet of natural gas can be used to
heat homes. It can also be converted into fertilizer
to grow food. 'What is the opportunity cost involved
in using the natural gas to heat homes?

.b) A million barrels of crude oil can be used to make
gasoline for cars. It can also be made into elastics.
What is the opportunity cost involved in usi the

crude oil to make gasoline?

c) A certain amount of concrete can be use make .1

the containment building of a n, ,lean p r plant.
It can also be used to build hyuro -elect dams.
What is the opportunity cost involved in using
the concrete tb bgild a. nuclear power plant?-

.
'/T

d) A windmill can be built on a certain piece of
land. It is also a good site for a radio station
antenna. What is the opportunity Cost involved
in building the windmill on, that piece of land?

e) Fifty skilled workers could be used to find and
produce more energy. These workers could also
be used to' create other goods. What is the
opportunity cost involved 'in using them to find
and produce-more energy?

8. Energy production' requires that decisions be made about
the use of scarce regources. These decisions will in-

,volve opportpnity costs. The next best use of these re-
sources will be given'up or foregone when they are used
to produce energy. It is.our respohsibility as 'citizens
to be sure that energy decisions are based,on a clear
understanding of the opportunity 'costs involved.
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WORKSHEET

OTHER USES FOR RESOURCES THAT COULD 'BE USED TO GET ENERGY

Here are some resources.
than to produce energy.

Resource

Name some, use for each resource, other

e of use xample of use
to get energy for another purpose

1. coal .bumn

2: farmer's time oiling windmill

3. uranium make into reactor

4. sunlight4k
'e

grow trees for'.
fuelwood

5.

43,..

drill nE l Cr
'C) -1_11 X0.1 oil or

gas

iron pipe. make a pipeline
for natural gas

7. power shovel use to surface-
mine coal

8. natural gas to powercompressors
that push*gas through

,the pipelines

9. Ship carry crude oil from
Africa to the United
States

1 .wind drive a windmill

50
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LESSON 6: NO WAY OF REDUCING ENERGY USE IS FREE

CONCEPTS: Oppqrtunity'costs

ICE,C0f1HENDED USE: Middle ,school

TInE REQUIRED: 1-2 class periods

MATERIAL REQUIRED: Student materials included

ECONOMICS IN THIS LESSON:

Opportunity costs refer to what 1st be. given up when decii
sions are made to.use scarce producti resources-to produce
particular goods and services. A decision to produce one good
means giving up the possibility of producing something else.
Thus, the opportuhity cost what could have been produced with
the resources instead - 'is the cost of producing that good:.
For an individual.thebpportunity cost of something purchased
is the other things that must be foregone. For a society it
is the alternate uses ,to which productive resources could have
been put.

When a person Or a group chooses ,from among alternatives,
this involves cqmparing .the various costs (including opportunity
osts) anU benefits of each of the alternatives.

A
RATIONALE:

In deciding whether or not tounde take measures to reduce
energy use, it is necessary 'to balance t e costs of a Viiirticular
measure against its expeCted benefits.. Most people ar aware
of the benefits associated with energy-use-redction measures.
But dotney realiieChat there are'o ortunity-costs as well 'as
monetary costs .involved in implementingt ose measures? The
.purpose/of. this lesson is to examine the opportUnity costs

..--assoc-ap3ed with,decisionsito reduce-energy use.
.

I

INSTR CTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:

1. define op &rtuni.EA costs;
2. describe pportunity costs'involved in decisions re-

lated to redUcing energy use.'

51
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SVGG 'TED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

A
t

A. Begin by saying: "For.most of.Jis, time is'a good eX-
.ample of a limited resource. te_always.have so much
We want to do, but a limited amount of time to do it

in. We must make choices about. the use of our \limited

time, and other, limited resources." e

B. Go on, "Imagine that taiight you' will have 'one hour
available between supper!4.and bed, time.. How will ,you

use that time? You could(; watch T.V., your favorite
show is on tonight. You 'could spend the time
finishing a book report. It's due,the day after
tomorrow. These are your chdiced.'

C. Diagram the situation described.in 'Step B on the
'chalkboard, as follows:

One Hour

Watch..q. .

Choices:

time,.a limited resource.

I

Finis-h Book Report

D. Then say "Decisions have costs that go along with them
that are not measured in'dollars. 'These kinds.of costs
refer to the next best opportunity that is passed up,

when one choice' is taken instead'of,another. Tpese
costs are called opportunity costs.

.

E. "Let's say you choose to wa tch your favorite program.
What is the' opportunity cost of making that choice?
You pass 'up an opportunity- to' finish your-book 'report.
So the opportunity cost of watching T.V. tonight is
not finishing' your' book report.

7
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. Ask "What is the opportunity cost involved in choos-
ing to finish your book report?" Students should
respond, "Well, I give up the opportunitjto watcli
my favoiite .V. program. So the opportunity cdst'
of finishing my report is `not' being able to watch
T.V." .. °,-,

G. Distribute'the student handout "Opportunity' Costs."
Have students read-the directions for Part A. Re-
view the directions as a group. Then have.students.
complete Part A..

Review student answers to the questions posed in
Part A of the handout. They should respond:

Situation One: t) Mark's time is the limited re-
. source. ,

't ii) (Student's 'choice)
iii) If student picks baby sitting,

then the opportunity cost is
not being able to go out with
friends. If the °student picks
going out, with friends, then the
-opportunity cost is nobaby sitting.

4

Situation Two: i) Tina's paycheck is the limited resource.
ii) (Student's choice)
iii) If student picks new record Albin,

then the opportunity costlis nOt being
.able to buy a new shirt. If student
picks new ahirt, the opportunity cost
is not being able to buy a new record
album.

A
NOTE: Point out that in this case a money, post -- the price
-OTThe shirt or record -- as well as an-ojortunity cost as
involved.

Situation Three: Space in Bill's yard is.the limited re-

,

source.
iA (Student's choice)

iii) If student chogses to grow tomatoes,
then the opportunity cost, is not being
ableto grow green peppers..', If the
student picks green peppers, then the
opportunity cost is'not-being able to

. grow tomatoes.

I. Complete this portion,of. the.lesson'by reviewing the
meaning of opportunity cost* as followg: (You may

. want to write these points on the chalkboard.)
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A 4J-) We must make choices,about the use of our
li4ted resources,

ii) When orie ling is chosen over another,.there
, i. is some imes money cost involved. ,

ill). There is.a.LW.us an opportunity cost involved.

.
iv) )An. opportunity, cost is not measured .in dollars'

and cents, .

v) It is the next best opportunity that is given
up whenone thing is chosen instead of another.

1 ' k

. To begin the second part of the lesson say "Consumers
are often faced with making choices. Some of these
choices have to do withenefgy. Here's an example-.

,.,-

J

L

"1*Jet's-sup"pose that the price of electricity 'increaSes.,

If chi6 happens most consumers will. try toreduce.or.
ccut dow6:on the amount ofelectrcity they use."- Then
ask-"Haw.can a consumer doWn on' the amount of

uses her home ? ". ReCord student re-

:: .sppnses,onthechalkbO'aYd. They mightrespond:
sV4

,o' By turning out lights:- \

(5,. By using certain electric appliances less e.g.
fewer h urs of T.V.,'etc.);
If.sh as an electric furnace, she could-turn

'the thermostat down;
She could insul4te her electricyater/leater;

o She could use some appliances.difterently-,(e.g.,
open dishwasher. .door to ,dry.dishes).

Some stUdents.might mention that, she could turn. to

a
r

substitut.- q; she heated her hoMe with electrd-:
....city,'she might replace her electric fu nace with

one that us'enatUral..gas.

. ,
"There are -a lot of ways to .reduce the amount, of

.
electricity. .used in the.home: But before 07 .cif these
wayS are used some' choice must be 'made, -like.:

d' Shoul -d -w e start'turning.off the lights all the
tipe or "should we go-on as we are? -

o 'Should:we bury an "old fashioned" ha'rid operated.
can opener gr keep using our electric orne?"7

"Let's imagine that a consumer is faced with haling
one of these .kindS of choices:. She, examines the
'family budget very-carefully and finds 500 dollat
that bould.be used to buy ark- of those new enegy7

-'effixient.ipfrigerators that uses only a littre
electrtcity,,to operate.

It 4

4
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She figures that elebtrICity prices :will Am vgo
1ng up so by spending :sotrne.mpney.510w fpr ap: nergy.
efficient refrilketatot,....the-famIlY will7;Save lot of
Money in the futUrethe electric bills.

d

"Then she:starts wondering,rDo-Igo down.tlo the dppli7
ance"store and buy a-.-nela-refrigeratot OrShould.I.:
spend ma to get my teeth fixed? 'These.Cavities
are ki,,i1.1ing Mel

. ;

.**

"Let's say she decides. to go ahead'andsbuy the energy
efficient refrigerator:. 'What arether money costs?"
(Student. response 7 $500).. "What is her opportunity .

cost?u (She, gives up an opportunity to get, her teeth
fixed_ - so the opportity cost-of buyingthe refrig-
erator is not getting her teeth fixed.)

-,. .

L. Have students read, directions for Part B of the hand-
out, "Opportunity:Costa." Review the airections as a
group. Then have students' complete Part B. Encou
age them to use their imaginations.

'a M. Re/iew student responses po the questions:asked in
Part :B as a class. Many answers are-possible. Be
sure, however, thalqy represent' opportunities
foreclosed by the ec ion made. in each case. Some

a) Giving Up comfort.of'cool-Itemperatures in yOur
house;

b) Giving up the opportunity to move around the
city `on your own'schedule; what could you do
with the time spenOmiting?

c) Other thingsyou cAld have done with your time
and money;

d) Giving up your oldfriencTh and familiar neighbor:-.'
hood:

6) Giving up spare time that you'spent to buy' and
operate .a large refrigerdtor deeded to store all
that perishable4food.

NOTE TO TEACHER: Students might argue that theie is more
than one alternate way bf using each .of the limited resources
described in these situations. You should paint outthat
opportunity :costs refer to.the next best use to which.' the
resources can be put. 4
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To end this esson, remind s dents that when consumers
.make decisions they must consider the costs" as well as

. the benefits that :.go along with those decisions. Point
out In closing that when, costs are ,estimated, money
costs are often importhnt. ,But opportunity costs -
the next best opportunity thnust be given up when
aparticqar'decision is made - must always be considered.

.t::

SUGGESTED EVALUATION SftATEGY:-

1. Ask students to.define opportunity costs. 'Havethem.
givean eXample'frow.their-own experience..

. _

2. Develop a. series of short energy-saving de4siOa state- 4
, .

ments similar to those- contained in Part Btoy:r46, stu-,
dent worksheet. , Have students describe afilopportlinity)

cost associated'with each,decision. Here 4re dOme
possible statements:

sc

OF

The .S. Department of Energy published efree pamphlet en-
(titlecl " ips for Energy Savers.'! Single copies can be obtained
by writing:

a) Deciding tOredile theamount'of natural gas,
used by turning down the thermostat in your
'home; . . .

*,
,

b) Deciding to reduce thelApount of gaSOline'-us'ed
by getting your cb.r.tuned.

"Tips for,Energy Savers"
.Pueblo,..00 81009

`In the,pamphlet are hundreds of suggestions for reducin
Eonsumption. These suggestions are grouped under three head-,

ings.: (1) In and Around the Home, (2). < on the Road, (3) In the'

Market Place. .c

Ha tudents examine the suggestiOhs in;the pamphlet.
Assign the the task of ,describing opportunity costs associated
with .thes suggestions.. _

4.
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UUDENT-HANDOUT.

OP P.,(,)RTUNITAFVST S:

'Part-An ShaW6 be,low are choices faced by different people. In--7Zach case .(i) identify the limited resource daperibed (ii)
identify the choice-that you would pick.. and (iii) s tatk. the
opportunity cost involved-in making that-choice. Use t
space provided for your answert.

Situation One: Mark can babysit on Saturday night or
go out with friends.

i) wbat limited resource is described herO
ii) Which dhoice would: you pick?
iii) What is the opportunity cost ihvolved in making the

choice?

Situation Two: Tina can spend.her paycheck received for
delivering newspapers to buy a new records'
album or a new shirt.

i) What limited resource is describ0 here?
ii) Which( choice would you pick?
iiiy What is the opportunity cost involved in making that

choice?

Situatiqn Three: Bill grows vegegbles in a small garden be-
hind his house.. has- enough space left
to plant either, tomatoes or green peppers.

i) What 'limited resource -is described here?
14

ii) Which choice would you pick?
iii) What is the opportunity cost involved in making

choice? .

, ,

et,

Part B: Listed balpw are 5 decisions that you.could.make to re-
duce energy use. There are benefits (in terms of possible
futurelsavings) that go along/with each Some decisions
have money, costs at, :go along with them. Your job, however,
is to consider only opportunity costs-. Write down' in the
space provided, an opportunity cost that would go tlong with
each of these decisionp. Many different answers are pos--
sible..

.



Saving energy- by tutning .d6Wn_thp
air.conditiOler

. Deading 0 reduce
taking.thebus

thertqbtatolt your

the amount of gasoline used by

Decidingto,redUce.the amount of heatitigOil..used by
Spendingstheekend caulking and.Weather:stfipPing.
yote hoMe' '

d. Deciding to reduce the amount of gasolihe%used by
moving to a home nearer the plve where you work

e. SaVing,gasoline'by doing all your grocerysho ping
in one weekly trip

1
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LESSQN 7 HOW MANY SftOULD,WE BUY'?

ti
CONCEPTS: Demand,:yrice mechanism

RECOMMENDED USE: Middle schoa

TIME REQUIRED: 1-2 class periods

MATERIALS REQUIRED: One. apple
Student handou "My Demand Schedule"
Transparency "Class Demand"
Student handout "Demand for Gaqoline
in Hoosierland" ,

Student handout "Scenes at a Hoosierland Service
Station" *

Blackline masters prOvidedi

p

RATIONALE: ti

The concepts of supply and demand are extremely helpful in
understanding energy issues. Unfortunately, the concepts are often
used. in a confusing manner by writers and speakers. It,is'there-
fore important thatstudents learn the correct definitions of
these concepts and their accurate application to energy 'use.
The purpose ofthis lesson is to clarify the concept demand.

The demand for a good refers to the amount of that good
that consumers are willing and able to purchase at various 'pos-
sible pries, other things being equal, during some partidular
period of time. The lower the price, the more will be_deManded
and vice versa. :' *

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
/r1

On completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:

1.- define demand;
'2. describe the relatiod between prices and the

'quantity demanded.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROC;pURE:

A. Begin this lesson by shoving the apple to the students.
Describe It (weight, variety) angirlet students examine
it. Then say "Raise your hand'if you would buy apples
like this one."

6.1
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B. Distribute _handout "My Demand Schedule". EXplain that

in the column labeled "Amount -L Would Buy" students
should write the number of .apples they Val-Jan b-e both-

willing aqd 'able to buy at "each, price, today': (Note:

you might need to explain that. "willing means you

would like to°buy something; "able" means you have
the money to, buy something.)

C. Point out that Someone who is willing and able to
buy two apples at 30 ceneCeach would be willing
and able to buy at least two apples (and maybe more)-

at 25 cents each. Then, for each price in turn, ask:

"How many apples would you be willing and able to

buy if apples were cents each?" Have-student

write the amount,they would buy on, their schedules.

er students complete the handout,. project trans-,

parency "Class Demand Schedule". Have students s,

raise their hands with fingers extended to show the-

number of apples they would be willing and able to
buy at each TTice as you announce it. Write the

total amount demanded on the'appropriate line of

the class schedule. (There may be prices ah which

no apples are demanded)

7" E. Point out that the schedule jutt created shows the
for apples, 4oday,. Demand refers to the

amount of somethingTin this case apples, that
other people (you- students) are willing and able

to buy at various prices', other things being equal.

Ask "How many apples would this class be willing
and able to buy .if they 'sold at 50 cents each?
How about 1 cent each?'

F. Project transparency "Class Demand Graph". Select

students to plot the data on class demand as points
on the chart. Then connect the points.

G. Ask the following questions about the line, graph
created in Step V. (Note: This might be a good
opportunity for you to introduce some of the fea7

tures of line graphs.)

a. How many apples was'the class willing and able
to buy at 215 cents per apple?

b. At whah price was the c ss Vining and able
to buy apples?

c. As the price of each apple went up, what
happened to the number of apples the, class' was

willing and able to buy? (Student response 7

it went.down.)

1'
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d. As the price of eaclvapple went downi:what-,

.--- happened to the riumer;of apples the'Class
.: was willing and able to buy? ..(Student response -. .

III
, it went up.) '- -; .

.

..
- ... 1,

. . . .

.

e. What. general statement can you make about how
,

the price of apples aVected the number of
apples the class was willing and able to buy?
(Students might respond: As price goes up the
numbV:ofapp /es'the .class :WasWillin and .- -.-

Able to buy np down and vice versd.)-

H. You might want.to have .students creat second demand
schedule and graph (using the procedures describe .

above) for am item that most students value more
apples--like candy bars or "twinkies. This WI' crive
students an idea of How the amouneof a good de.'
at vatious prices depends on the nature of that

I. Distribute handout "Demand for Gasoline in Hoosier-
land." Point out that the information on the hand-
out is fictional but it is realistic.

041.

J. Have students foleow 'the directions in Part A of the
handout. They should. respond.: Demand refers to the'
(amount) of a product, in this case (gasoline):, that
people are willing and (ableY to buy At.various (prices)4
The table says that if gasoline was drfered.forsa e
at $2.00 a galloh, the amount, demanded would. be 120,600)
gallons: :If the price was ($1.00)', the amOunt dhmanffed
would be 40,000 gallons.

K. Have students answer the questions' in Part B of the
handout. They should respond:

a) 50,000 gallons e
b) $1.25 a gallon
c) It went down.

--El) It went up.
e) pos4ble respanse: As price goes up the number

of gallons of gasoline demanded goes down, and
vice versa.

L. Conclude this lesson by pointing out that the demand,
for a good - whether it be apples or gasoline - refers
to the amount of that good that people are both will-
ing thid able to buy at variouStprices, other things
being equal, during some parlular period of time
Point out further that, price an important effeei
on the amount demanded. The higherathe price, the
less will be the amount demanded.

V
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SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY:

1. Ask students to define demand.'
2. Have students describe in writing or using,diagrams

how the amount demanded changes with change in price.

4, SPIN OFF
t

In this lesson students were introduced to the concept of

demand. They learned about the relation between price and the

amount demanded. To extend this lesson, have them responti to the.
situations described on.the handout "Scene6 at a Hoosierland'
Service Station."

. ,

NOTI: A shortage is described in the first situation, a.
' surplus in the second.

NOTE: Th s lesson is intended as background for three lesson :

"SupD. y, Demand and Prices in the Energy Market"
%hangOs in Supply and Demand"
"Price Ceiling's"

;

N a

t
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MY DEMAND SCHEDULE

Today's Date

PRICE PER APPLE -4,

50c

45c

40c

35c

36c

25c

20c.

15c

10c

Sc.

I

65
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STUDENT HANDOUT

AMOUNT .I WOULD BE WILLING
AND ABLE TO BUY



OA CLASS DEMAND

TODAY'S:DATE

Amount the Class would be
williug and able to buy.Price per Apple

50c
45c
40c
3

250
20c
15c
100
5c
10

.

TkANiPARENCY MASTER

4

TODAY'S, DATE

Price per Apple

500

450

400

350

300

250

200

150

.100

'50
00

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Amount the class would be willing and able to buy

67

64
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STUDENT HANDOUT

DEMAND FOR GASOLINE IN HOOSIERLANDT
JANUARY1, 1983

('ER GALLON)

$2 . 00

1.50
4

1.25,

1.00

'.50

r

AMOUNT DEMANDED t PER. GALLON)

20,000

30,000

35, 000

40,000

50,000

PART A: Fill, in the blanks in the following sentences. .Use the.,,
information above to help you. Also use what you know
pbout demand.

The table above shows the demand for gasoline in Hoosierland
on January`l., 1983. Demand referS to the' of a pro-
duct, in this case . , that people are willing and

,to buy at various . The table says
that if gas.pline was offered far, sale at $2.00 a gallon,

. the amount demanded would be gallons. If the.
price u7as , the, amount -demanded -would be 40,000
gallons

DEMAND FOR GASOLINE .IN HOOSIEELAND
JANUARY 1, 4983

Price

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25'

.1.00

.75

.50

.25

0
5 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 -66 74k75 80 (Tens of Thousands

of Gallo*
Gallons of gasoline

It 69
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.

4-- .

Fart "B: Answer the f011Owing questionslin the space Trovided:
Use the information in the. graph to help you.

a -) Haw many gallons' of gasoli,ne would be demanded if the
price was $:504 gallon?

>3`; .-

b) At Whatprige would:35,000 ggll nsof gasoline be.. der

mandedl
:A

AS,theice of eadh'galion Went up, What happened to
the number of gallons demanded?

.

d) As the price of each gallon went down, what happened to
the number of gallons demanded?

,

e) What general,sitatement can you make about hpw the price
.of gasoline Affected the numbe\of,gallonsAemanded?

of4

t-

k
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STUDENT HANDOUT

SCENES AT.,A HOOSIERLAND 'SERVICE STATION .7' .

&for Gasoline Hoosierland
January 11983,

ce {per 'gallon) .:--Amount Demanded (per .gailon)
J 2o,ocro

35,000.
40;000
50%000. .,

. , *Situationi,Dne: On January 1, 083, the price of gasoline in Hoosier-. .,

land, is set at $1.00 a gallon. At that price, service station'
owners offer 30,000 gallons of gasoline .for sale. 1140 ,many
gallons _would be demanded at that price? . , ''caolc.,at' the
following "pictures. Which would better.describer the scene.;`
at. a' setvick station, in Hoosierland after gasoline had, been,selli.ng* Tar $1400 a. gallon for a wh'il ? .

FREE
case of

coke with_
fill-up

NO
MORE

GAS

1-.,
Situation Two On January-1, 1983; the price of gas ine in Hoosier

land is set at $1.50 a gallon: At that ieFi , ,service station
owners offer 4,0,000 gallons of gasoline sale. Vow 'many
gallons would be demanded Nit that pric . Look at the
fol Lowing- pictures:, Which: would be tte describe).the scene at ,
a service station in Hoosie.rland after gasoline had beeh sell-
ing for $1-50 a .gallon for a while?

FREE
case of

coke with
fill- up

7

.
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.:LESSON; e. SUP PL Y , DgMAND';AN'D PRICES IN THE ENERGY MARKET . tog:

et
't 4

CoqQ-EPTS: `,Market,,Market,,,supply, demand, market:

RECigiMENDED 1SE:1 Middle schOol
4

TI11E' REQUIRED: .2-3 class periods

14ATEKIAL REQUIRED;. :Student inate'rials,'Included
Student worksheets:
! 1. "Supply" and Demand" --

.

2: "Scenes at a Hoosierland Gasoline Station"
lalackline4masters ofthese worksheets are included.

-.

0
, .

...
. ,

, .

EcOOMICS tN THIS :LESSON: . .

A .

Tn the-American economy individual buyers and sellers re-
-giier their decisions to buy or segdods, services and
productiVe resources in'the market. The market "adds 4"
.these fndlvidual. decisions :to buy and sell and 'creates

.

out of them, aggregate forCes.known aS supplj'and demand.
.

Supply -,---id demand constitute the' sum total,of all the
lindiViOul Vecisions tO. sell and to buy in the market. 4

In,,,,ractile with one another,. the price of what is .bought
and 'sold is determined. . .

amounts8,1
.

1 indicates:-the ,of aything that will be
offered fOr-sale at various. possible prices during some

,--perio&pi time, other.things consEant. Generally, the
h,igher the price of something, the .more it will be pr,011
sduced and ot*fe/-ed for sale and vice versa.

,

Demand pflects the amounts that c,onpumers will. be will-
Ing 'and able to buy at various possible prices during ,the\-1

'. . same time period, other things. constivt. Typically, Ihe
'lower the price, the"more will be demrded and vice versa.

.. . . ...,i,
.

In the market; supply and demand working togethelPdeter-
-mine a market clearing price. At this price the amount
demanded and2the amount isupplie0 are equal.

r
. -

RATIONALE: '

"

a

t
.

a .

e

:The ,concep"tsof.sqpply, demand an market clearing price are
1.1sefu1 when analyzing the econo ctions ihvolved In energy
.use. .Unfortunately,,eheserconce are often used in a
:confusing manner by Writers and speakers._ It is therefore
import.ant studentslearnithelcorrect'definitions of
these concepts And their accurat application to energy
use: Clarifying these .terms' and using them correctly, is
the purPbS0.9f this lesson:

. '
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IliSTffliCT1ONAL OBJECTIVES:
t

On completion of this lesson, learners will be able to :'

1. define supply, demand and market clearing price;
2. describe, the relation between price's and dip,

quantities supplied and demanded;,
3. describe how price changes affect the decisions

made,. by producers and consumers.

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

NOTE': An effort is made in thislesson to. make ,an abStradt-
set of ideas - the working of a: market economy*- condrete.
for students. Thus, ,a Survey like.the one-described in
the lesson is mot -really held to determine level,of supply
and demand. Estimates-are made as survey of indivi-
ddal consumers and producers was held.and their responses
were added together, however.,

,i0ne of your tasks in this.lesson will'be to periodiCaAly
remind students that they.. will get a good sense of how the
"real wOrle.works in terms of, supply and demand bywork-
ingwtth the imaginary material in this lesson. Several
suggestions for connecting the lesson with real world events
are made in this teacher sguide.

A. You may decide to pretent the material contained in
paragraphs 1-3 (including Table One) tothe students
orally. It isimportant for'students to realize that
consumers were' asked how much gasoline they would be
willin and able to purchase on the day ofthe survey
and that individual answers were added together to pro-
duce the demand figures, seen in Table One.

NOTE: In' reality, of course, demand is nevetr as accur-
ately computed as it ' is here. ,NevertheleSS, -it re,-
presents the sum of individual consumers' decisions.
In the &oilier, way, supply'represents the sum of indivi-
dual producers 'decisions.

B. Have students read paragraph 4 and review the charac-
teristics of dethand as'a:group:

The amount of a pr6 4uct consumers are willing-and
able to purchasePat various possible prices during
a period of

9
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C. NOTE: Certain fadtors determine the amount of a
-1316Ect, like ga!soline., that siensumers are willing
and able to purchase ,at various prices. These f,v-
tors, called deterMinants Of demand, like consumers'
income and taste, are subject to change. The amounts
demanded at ,various 'priced will also change. In this
lesson ,a specific date is always used when discussing
demand. This has the effect of holding these determin-
ants of'demand constant. (They probably won't change
in one day). This allows students to observe the
effects of 'changes in price on the amount demanded
without worrying about "other things constant." (The
lesson "Changes in Supply and Demand" examines the
determinants of demand and supply).

D. Hand out the worksheet "Supply and Demand." Have stu-
dents follow the directions in paragraph 5. Their
graphs should look like this:

FIGURE A: DEMAND FOR GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND
April 1, 1978

Price

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25.

1.00

.75

.50

.25

0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65, 70 75 80 (Tens of Thousands

of Gallons)
Gallons of Gasoline

After students have completed. their demand line-graphs,
have them answer the question in paragraph 6. They
should respond- "C,, the amount of gasoline demanded
decreases as,the price increases.'!

°

'7 C

P. 0
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point
.

F. To complete this section of the lesson, out

that:.what is Ctue of:HOosierl#nd is true elsewhere -
certainly in this country; :,,Th is..alsO true fotmost,

..: produtts.Cont4mers will buless-of dAxrd4UCt..at'a:.
higher price than they will.atf.a:lower pticei other

'-things constant.

G. The next section of this lesson. dealg *with..suPply-
It is. covered in paragraphs 8 to 13 of the studeht'
materials. ':Use the proCedure suggested in Steps
A-F above to cover this material. Students are
asked to cons tract a-line graph in paragraph 11.

They use the worksheet "Supply' and Demand'. Their
graphs should lqok like this:

FIGURE B: SUPPLY OF GASOLINE, HO6sIERLANDI, April 1, 1978
ler

Price 2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

.50

.25

0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

gallons of Gasoline .

(Tens of Thousands
of Gallons)

Their answer to the question asked in paragraph 1.2
should be "A - As price increases, the amount of

gasoline supplied, also increases."'

H. NOTE: Certain factors determine the amount of a pro-
duct, like gasoline, that suppliers are willing,,and
able to offer for sale, at various prices. These'
factors, called determinants of supply - like the
price of resources and the number of producers -
are subject to change. When they_change, the amount
supplied at various grices will alsO change. In this'1,
lesson a specific date is. always used When discussing
supply. .This-has.'-the- effect of holding these deter- .

-

minants of supply constant. This allows students to -.

observe the effects' of change in price on-the amount
supplied without worrying about "other things constant."
(The'lesson "Changes in Supply and Demand" examines
the determinants of supply and demand.)

71
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. Concltde the section on supply Tand'AeMand by pointing
Out that what'is true of Hoosierland is also true else-
where in the U.S. It is also.trte for most.,prOducts.:.

...Producers.wt11' provide more Of aAprodtOtfOr-sale.at
thantheY',WIJ1 160etiprice, other

things dOnstant.k 1.7

Paragraph 14 reviews what students have learned about
the need of Hoosierland consumers and produce As.
Basically their needs oppose each other.

N\ You'might point out that what is trim of Hoosierland
is true of the U.S, and what is true of gasoline is
true of almost all products. Producers are willing
and able to offer more'at high prices. Consumers
are willing and able to purchase gore at low prices.

Then point out that in the U.S., as well as in Hoosier-
land, questions such as what price is charged, .how much
is produced, how much is purchased and who gets what is --
produced are answered in a market situation. (Paragraphs
25 and 16).

L Have students read paragraphs.17 and 18. Point out that
the graph in Figure C shows the market situation for
gasoline in Hoosierland for one moment in time. In
the graph the demands of the consumers are-allowed to
interact' with the supplies offered by the producers.

NOTE: A similar graph.could be used to show the inter-
action of supply and demand for nearly any product
avai-lable in the"U.S.

M. Have students read paragraphs 19 -21. Review these
paragraphs as a class.

a) There is one price - $1.25;- where the.supply and
demand lines intersece'and the quantity demanded
equals the quantity supplied.

b) This price is called the market clearing price
bedause...

c) all gasoline.offered for sale.at that price would
be purchased.

, NOM' Some students max.have trouble understanding why
35,000 gallons would be both demanded and supplied at

they do, have them look back to 'Figures 4
and la to examine' supply, and demand separately at the
$1.25 price.

7
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N. Point out that under liormal conditions the, of
products tends to move towards tfte market clearing,
price. (NOTE: One 'exception in the U.S.' economy
occurs when the government imposes a price control'
below the marked clearing,price. This topic" is ex-
amined in the lesson "Pride Ceilings.") .5.

0. Once the price of a product is established in a market
situation, the amount'of that product that will be pro=
duced,and purchased is also established, (Paragraph 22)

P. A new idea is introduced in paragraph 23. Price has
a rationing effect. It determines who will purchase
a product. Have students read this paragraph_ carefully.
Be sure they understand that price plays a rationing
role.

4,

With the information contained, in paragraph 23 as back-
ground, have students follow the directions in paragraph
24. Accept all reasonable suggestions. You might want
to distinguish between short range (SR)_options .-

thingS that people can do immediately - and long range
(LR) options that they can implement over a longer
period of time. Students might respond:

a) The consumer could do without gasoline (SR).
,,, .

:..:-

The consumer could use a lot less gasoline
, , , by using_ hiS/her car less'(SR). .

c) The consumer might. start walking or taking the'
bus (SR).

d) PUrchase a fuel efficient car (LR).
,e) Clove closer to job, schools,. shopping (LR),
f) Political action to increase/improvepublip

transportation (LR)..

SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY:

1. Ask students to define supply, demand and. market clear-
ing price.,

2. Provide students with information:about various energy
products similar to that contained in Table One and
Two. Then have them:

a) construct line graphs;
b) state in words the trends shown in the line graphs.
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Here is some information that you can use:

DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY

AMount Demanded

100,000 kildWett hrs.

90,000

70,000

50,000

45,000,

Price (per Kilowatt hr.)

lc

2c

3c

4c

Sc

Amount Supplied

30,000 kilowatt
hrs.

45/000

70,000

80,000

95,000

3. Use the information in the table above to cr ate a
market situation graph (like Figure C). Then:

a.) have students identify the market clearing price;
b) answer questions about the options available to-

consumers and producers when the price of elec-
tricity changes.

SPIN OFF
04.

In this lessori s- tudents have been introduced to the concepts
of supply and demand as they nteract in the market. They
have learned where prices co, from and that they usually
stabilize near the market .c1 aring price. To extend this
lesson, have them respond to the questions on the.worksheet,
"Scenes at a Hoosierland Gasoline StatIon."

NOTE: The first situationlescribes a surplus. Nau
should point out that a sale'at a clothing store, an
after.ChLstmas sale, a Washington's Birthday sale,
etc., are all' similar to the way gasoline producers
dealt with the surplus (as shown in t1 e.
of prices being lowered). Each of the-techniques
is usyd by sellers to 'find a price where, of their
merchdise will be sold to customers. A clearance b
sale is an attempt to clear thQ market.

The second situation describes a shortage.' In this
situation the prices wOuld be going up, encouraging
sellers to sell,mote and consumers to buy -less.

a
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STUDENT MATERIALS:: SUPPLY, DEMAND AND PRICESIN THE ENERGY MARKET.

DEMAND FOR GASOLINE

1. Imagine that an energy survey was held in the fictional,
country of Hoosierland. The survey was held about 5 years
ago. In the surve , energy consumers were shown'a cnart
of different,gasone prices. The chart looked like this:

2.

Price Per Gallon

$2.00
1.50
1.25
1.00
.50

Consumers were asked "How much gasoline would you use at
each of the prices shown on-the chart?ifl They were asked.
to tell how, much they were willing and able to buy..on the
day Of the Survey, April 1, 1978.

The answers. giVen by all consumers involved in the 'survey

were added together. The results are shown in TOle One.

TABLE. ONE DEMAND.FOR.,-GASOLINE,,h0 SIERLAND
*

Price (pe gallon) Amount Demanded (in gallons)

:.$2.00 .20,000

.30,00t

35,000

407,90

50,000

4.' e One shoWs th demand for gasoline in Hoosierland on
MIF,day of the survey . Demand efers to the amount of a
product that people are nd able to purchase at
various prices at a certain tame the table says that
if gasoline was offered:for s e at $2.00 a gallon, the
amount demandikd would, be 20,001 gallons, If the price
was $1.00, the amount deTanded would be 40,000

.
In Figure A on the'worksheet 'Supply and Demand", gallons
of gasoline are shown along th horizontal axis. Price
is shown along.,the vertical aXis: Use the information in'
Tab-le Ohe'to contruct'a lite,graph on the worksheet.



6. 'Which one of the following conclusions can be drawl grom
the demand line that ypu constructed?'

a) The amount of gasolinedemanded does not seem to be

affected by price.
ID) As price increases, the amount of gasoline demanded

also increases.
c) The amount of gasoline demanded decreases as the

price increases.
s

7. What is true,of HooSierland is true of the United States.
Consumers will buyless of a product at a higher price.
They will buy more at a lower price, other things constant.

SUPPLY OF GASOLINE

8. In the survey of April 1, 1978, Hooseirland'gasoline pro-
ducers were also shown the same chart.' They were pa.sked

"How much gasoline would you offer for sale at each of the
prices shown on the chart?" The producers were asked to
tell how many they were willing and' able to offer for sale,
on the day of the survey.

The answers given by all producers involved in the survey
were added together. The results are ShoWn in Table-Two.

TABLE TWO: SUPPLY OF GOLINE} ROOSIERLAND'
April 1, 1978

Price (per gallon)

$2.00

1.25

1.00

.50

Amount Supplied (in gallons)

60,000

40,000

30,000

.1104 20, 000

.10. Table'Two shows the supply of gasoline in Hoosierland_ he

day of the,,survey. SuPpPp1Yy refers-to the amount Of a'p oduct.
that producerk are willing and able to offer. for sale at
various prices, at a certain time. The table says that,if
gasoline could be offered for sale at $2.00 a gallon, the

ti, amount supplied would be 60,000 gallons. If 'the price was

$1.Q0, the amount supplied would 4e.30,000 gallons., .

t . I
I

.

'11,' Inliguret-13 on thabworksheet "Supply and Demand," galldns

of gasoline are stown alRng the horizontal axis. Price
.-.

,

is shown arong thp verticIe axis. Use the information in
Table' Two to construct ,a line graph on the-worksheet.
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12. Which. one f the following canclu ns,Can be drawn from the
.

,

supply linegrAph.you constructed.

a) As price increases, tale amount ofgasoline supplied also
i increases.

4'
b) The amount of gasoline supplied does not seem,to be

affected-by price.
c) The amount of gasoline supplied decreases. as the price. .

increases.

13. What is true for Hoosierland is true of the United States,:
Producers will offer more of a product for sale at a higher
price. They will offer less at a lower prAle, other things
constant. N 4

THE ENERGY-MARKET

14. Decisions made by consumers and producer ,Hoosierland are
affected by the same factors. But these ctors affect ,the
decisions of consumers and producers in the opposite way'!
Producers are willing and able to offer more gasoline for
s'ale at high prices. Consumers are willing and able to
purchase less gasoline at high prices. Consumers.are willing
andable to purchase more at low prices. Producers are
willing rid able to offer less for sale at low prices.

15. The answer is that Hoosierland'producers and consumers muse
snake Their needs knoWn.to.each other. This is done in a
market.

. ..,

16. The 'market for gasoline
vin Hoosierland can be seen. on the

following sraph. It was made by iputting.the deMand line
graph and?the.supply.line graph that `you constructed, to-
gether. , .

FIGURE C: MARKET. SITUATION, HOO$IERLAND
Price

2.75

2.50

2.25

2.00.

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

:50

.25

0.

April 1978

.Supply

Demand

5 -10 15 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 (Tens of Thousands
Gallons of Gasoline 83 of Gallons)
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17. The_g4Oph in Figure C shows the amount of gasoline that
consuff&ts.in Hoosierland demanded On April 1, 1978. "It

also shows, the amount of.gasOline that Hoosierland pro-
ducers supplied on that date..

18., At. what price will gasollne be bought and sold? There is
'one point at which the demand line and the supply line in-

tersect. It is at $1.25-a gallon. a:

19. If the ',price of gasoline is $1.25 a gallon , 35,000 gallons J
will be >demanded. Aid equal amount will be supplied-. At

that price producers will 'offer for sale the same amount
of gasoline. as consumers will purchase,

20. $1.25 is the market clearing rice,'in this situation.' All

gasoline offered for sale would purchaSed at that price.

21. Price determines how 'much producers" are willing and able
to offer for sale. It'also determines how much consumers-
-are willing and able to-purchase.

22. The market clearing price also determines who will purchase,

the product. If gasoline, for example, is sold at ,$1.25 a

gallon in Hoosierland, 35,00(3 gallons will, be purchased.
But it will be purchased only by those consumers 'who are will -

ing and'able to spend. $1.25 for a gallon of gas. If the

market clearing price increases to $1.50 some consumers
will not'purchase-gasoline. Others will buy-less.

23. To end this lesson, list three optioas-that areavailable .

to a Hoosie'rind-cbnsumer 'who is unwilling .and/or unable #

to purchase gasoline at the market clearing ?rice ($1.25).

78
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.WORKSHEET

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

DEMAND FOR GASOLINEFIGURE A : , HOOSIERLAND

Price

3.00

2.75

2.50

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

.50

.25

a 0

April 1, :1978.

46

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50. 55 60 65 70 -75 80 (Tens of Thousands

Gallons of Gasoline

FIGURE B: SUPPLY OF GAS6EINE', HOOSIER-LAND

of Gallons)

Price°.

3.00

2.75

2.50

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.00

.75

}50

.25

0

April 1, 1979

9

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 '66 65 79 75,1 80 (Tens of Thou'sandS

Gallons Of Gasoline of. Gallons)
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Price

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50.

1.25

1.00

75

.50'

.25

SCENES AT A HOOSIERLAND GASOLINE STATION
MARKET SITUATI*, HOOSIERLAND

Apri1,1, 1978
ir _ r

Supply April 1, 1978

Demand

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
Gallons of Gasoline

a

70 75, 80

WORKSHEET

Ci-

(Tens of Thousands
of Gallons)

Sometimes the price of.ta -product is set above° or below the market

clearing price. Imagine, for example, that the price,,of gasoline

in lioosierland was $1.50 per gallon, Use the information in the
above figure to answer the following questions :

a) How much gasoline would ,consumers be willing and able' td

purchase ..at that price?.
b) How much gasoline would producers be willing and 'able . to

Offer for sale at 'that price?
,c) Doe'$ the market clear at 'that price?

Whicb of the following pic'tures would better describe the

scene around service stations in Hoosieiland after' gasoline
had been -.selling at $1,.50 .a gallon for a while?

MIINFIWIFIWW.P11.1.11.
POW WINIIIMPWIPIIIIP OW UMW/ N
1111FINIMPIErete Of IMP UP WOWS.
areillitffleitiliknitliPiSiMPOW

E 9 eiN!IMIRMiiiiihia E7111111 ICI
1 till NI 4 1 51

GAS'
$1.50

-

P
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0,

Now imagines that the price of gasoline in Hoosierland:j_s si.og per- .

. gallon. Use the information In theligurd to answer'the, following

questions 4 IAO
.

. ,

d) how much gasoline would consumers be willing,and'able t5 /
0.,

% .4

purchase at that price? :, .,

u)' how much gasoline would producers be willing and able to
offer for sale at 'that price?, ,

c) Does the market clelar at this price? ,
. ...,

d) Which of the following pictures would better describe the'
scene around sexyice stations in Hoosieriand goon after f'

gasoline started .to' s 1.for. $1.00 a gallon?

z

siiralearrerwanwinseareemwart4sermannoravenrownwinerasarawatraffeweffionwigral
/11111111WRIVIONWPIWPOWVINVIIIIII

11/1-1-131
W

FREE
case of

coke with
11...-1

A

ti

6,AS .
$1,25
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:LESSON 9: clIANtES IN SUPPLY 'AND'', DEls'IAND'

.

e *.
.CONCEPTS: Determinants of supply arXd demand; changes in. Supply.

and.. demand

*2
'.k EOD.MENDEft ifS 'Middle School' (This lesson deals with advanced

0
, ,

: , .'con.tepts: However , it serves as a valuahld
'.background for understanding boycotts and their

,

'r.

effects on producers and Cortsumvs.)

'1.-T4-1E RE*JIAEO : 2 class periods
I , ..1 .. ,

.M.AT LRIAU REQUIRED: o Student Materials provided

LCONOHVCS IN -THff UtSSON :l
, ------.--2--t v

. ! ,Thd supply ofa good refers to the amount' of that good' that
il,.., ,. -producers .f`e :iwilling and able to. offer' r 'sale at various

Rossible4pric650, other things constant d ring some parti'eu-,
14 pgriod .of -tiMe. , )

,

t.
.e.

,_% What, de ternrinRs the amount of a good supplied alt various
.,,- prices? There are five determinants of supply: (1) the

....pfit of . 'the .facEor& .4of production, (2) technology, (3) '

.

theptiee:. df bother goods, (A) the number of producers ,
'0116 0 ) the pr,Oducer s ' expectations about ther-future. s-

.,- , ,
.

v 4

Changes in.;any of .. these determinants cause a change in
:supp],y. _ This cdn ;be represented;bSr a: leftward (decrease)
Or rightward (inCiease) shift in the supply -Curve for ft

'1,parcuia.r. period of time.
,

- .- H .,
.

-Thedemand 'tot, a good refers, to the amount of that good that
' consumers' are willing and-Able -to purchase at various . :

pbssible 'prices% dthei hings- constant, 'during some particular
peripd of l_me. - ,

)
.

.-
. 'What detetraineS :the. amount Of a gObd demam4ed at various

.., .. ' :prices,? rilietre a're four determinarits of demand; °' Cl) the
.

price of" other goods , (2) consumeir income, (3)con'sumer
. , ,tastes and preferences, ,(4) ,:consume,r expectations about

,the future , eand' (5) number of buyers: .
,..)!4

ft ,-, l
, Ch a a g e's in any of these deerthinants cause s change' in-ide-,

.
- marlii. :,!".'.hiS can be r(presented by a 'leftward .(decrease) or.
:' .r.1-1".ATtwAd (increase7).'in the supply curve for a '.particular 1

ruductr .;

W

a
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IZATL011ALE:

...Events occur -N,A-iich. change 'the determinants of supply and. curvesdemand fOr a. product. This causes -Supply and demand urves
(calded -"lines" in these lessons.) to 'shift.. The re.,sulft..is.-
a change in the-market- clearing price for that proatrct.'

One such event was the decision of OPEC nations to restrl_.,
the exports of .oil to tkavir customers This lesson
an .event like ..the OPEC decision ,.among others, within
Supply-demand context. The lesson shows how such eventS-
ca-use. changes in supply and result. in higher or lower market.

.pric .
r

ItIST-RUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

"1
On'.;.eomplet1.i n of this lesson; 'learners will. he able t

. . .

.

1. define-,1M, a.47e in supply" and "change in demand;"
2. ekpl.ain ianges occur iniSupPly and demand;
3. descr4'be :how'-'1)tice changes, resulting from changes

in su.pply4, :affect decisions- made by producers ands

SUGGI':bri:ED TEACHING PROCEDURE.
.

o.A. If your students have not covered the other lessons in .

this unit dep.ling. with supply and demand, have studentit
work slowly hrough paragraphs 1-.7 of the student mater-a,'

.
Otherwise, paragraphs 1-7 can serve as -a, review,

df the basics of supply; demand; and market clearing
price.- .

consumers.

B. Have students read paragraphs 8-10 of the student: materi-'
° alb NOTE: At this le)01 it- is not important for stu-,,

dents. to be able td' list the 'determinants of deMand or .
be able to identify these determinants*: What .

ant is .'that they understand:
1). that -certain ,factors ;determine the amount of a

goo- demawled at various prices; (paragraph.
.2) that the demand line on a 'graph -dr demand information

in a eabele .rteflects the status of these" determinants
at one point in time. This 'Point in time is 'always
_identified on the table or-graph. (paragraph' 9).;;

) 'that' these determinants may change at, any time
T4is.:wi11 cause the. amount; demanded -at various
prices' to ..:change,. (paragraph 1-Cr) A

llave ':3,tu4enrCs fallow the diiedtions irl paragraph 11.
4Th.eir igraph should look fike Vas': . .
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Price 2.75

.2.50

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

:5P

.25

0

'RE DEMAIID;FOR GASOLINE, 'HOOSiERLAND, JAIWAR.Y;-2P,:-;1979.,
.

Demand
i

011,1978 SuPP.

".)

5 10 15 20, 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 <75 80 85.90 95 °.100 (Tens -of Thousands
Gallons of Gasoline of Gallons

D Point out that the demand lirie has shifted- to the right.
Gasoline is .a _good, that people want more OS as income
increases. Ask students to list other goodA that
people",want more of as their income increases. now
aboUt thing's they inapt less. of as income irfcreases?

E. Ask students thethe market: clearing price was affected--
by- the upward trand in income. They :should, respond

-that it increased as well.

G.

. 1i,

Present student: with the situation described. in para-
graph 15.':.Askl-tpem how _the demand. line would shift..
They shoulccrespond to the

'AA,
y highl:igte what, is sa,icj .

paragraph 14..
SIArimarizO this ,sectio

°in not. important- for gtudents to kn,,Ow
'deer)/ which 'factors 'deter i the -arThOunt s.uppliea at-
various prices..-.. But it is i ortat; for-.them to under-
stand:

1) that there ,area cle.terminantS'0!sitipplY

2) that ,the- ''s'upply lisle ...on. a graph-or supply inforTa7
Lion on .a table reflects the s.tat,us of theSedgtef-
,minants it one point in', Lige (ii-arag.taph 16) :

that t4ese determinants' ther,efor;,, the ,amout.tg,
supp,lied may change., (paravaph§

,

Have students foq.1,ow' the -dirpcirci-oris in
kr.aph.s should 160). like `this <

4 IT
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FIUURE C:. SUPPLY OF GASOLINE, HOOSn,RLATID, t:IARCI1 1,' 1979

Price
3.06

2.75

2.50

2.25

?.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

_ 1'.00

.75

.50

.25

0

1)
*:

Supply'Ap(l 1, "1978.

Demand

5 tO 15 20 25. 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85' 90 95 100 105 110 115 120

), (Tens of Thousands
of Gallons)

Galloris of Gasoline

,
.J. Point out that the supply line has ,shifted to the right.

. Ask students how_ the market clearing price was affected
when more Pred'ucers. entered the market.. They should
respond that 'it went down. '

. ...

K. Summarize this section by -highli,ghting what ifs said
-

in *parag'rapiii 20.

L. 'Have. .students read, paragraphs 21-24.* YOu might intro=
,luce .the final section .of this ledson.,by pointing. oat
twat what IS described here is a situation similar .ty
the conditions 'faced by the U.S. in 1973" and 1979 when ,

OPE'Ocastically reduced expAts. You might also men-
tion that the situatibn dEits6tib in- paragraph 2._ .- ,

an agreement among independent,S. pliers Co. coordin=
.4, atefitheir supply decisions ,-,, is: °' a cartel'. =The

... f'"''. termk cartel is often used to describe tiv,Y'8uPpliers. . .
d." themselves as in '!OPEE. 'is 'a catel." -:;, le,, Wtl gs the

...agreement' among them.

,

_
.Tf. Have stUdents..k.follow the diteCtionS',,i 'parai grap) 25.

rtTheir graphs le houl d lo ok Like this: ,*
of - A ,

AA, :-.

' . -
, ;

.
1 st, ' St .. .,

^ ts la 1 ..

4,1N 1! :,,,fi.ele,

. . ,
9

as



I 'FIGURE D: s SUPPLY OF GASOLINE, HOO'SIERLAND, FBRUAR
7T-----

. -

1.75.

.

1.25

1.00

:75

#0
25

0

N.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35° 40 45 50 55.60 65 .70 75 80

Ilaye, students answer quegtio in p'ax'agraph 26.' They
sthould, respond:

a) $1.75 a gallon
b) It shifted:to the 01,pft.. .

c) 25,000 gallonsk'-=s) s .-
d) They wo-u14, be" ericklraged by this,s.higher price to

offer more, oplo ff,64a within ll'ooSierland,4fbr sale,..1

This might requite-1116re "explotatiOn-.,and drillingi.09:on their Tart.' !.,x°,;'.. .
.

. '..,-
e) They might stat,.061:4e.'rving gasoline by makingA
-, shorter tripsiI,ett.,?).°. 1 ., .

SUGGESTED `L'"
., I .

I.. Ask students to define .',1change supply ' and "change.;-
ip demand": . .

Show _students, :demand or supply.,1,,iiries on a graph -in, tw
-different p.nsit:ions"., -Ask s,tiildentS to explain why the.{
shift occurted".',(Acept geileral".'!ahswers only) .

Show,,,,t.tUdent'S -graT5ts *dontairring ',*n.tor'mation 'like that
they,,, dilwelopeld ut kesp'ons.e-,,to tfitt:'81.rectiops.-.j.m. para - '
graph ,,'25. .,Then'as).c a 'seri,As:'of cfues'tgans .'siltiirqr :to
ttidSe.1.in'patagr.aph :2.6. ''. ,% ,"2 .. ,..

,i_ ; ,. - ty. '. '...-
.it-, 4 r

".4 .



SPIN OFF

Students might be interested in exploring what haS happeneel
since OPEC reduced -exports in 1979 with the cons-equent-4n-
crease n prices - described in the _final section of this
lesson. .Since 1982 news magaines have featured this issue.

' Have students -begin with the situation describee$ in thiS

lesson - highpr: oil prices --- change in supply --- -higher.

maxket price"for gasoline. - Then have them trace
has' ,,e.ppenedOince to ai4Ppliep . and price , using informa-

. ride 'Contained..iti .news magafine articles . The may bel sur-)':;;

prised! ..1-leg.,-ate some good sources :

9-OPEC and the, Oil Glut: I at Happenetl?" aenior Scholn-Qtic
- 13

"Are. Lowey v Prices G6.0$ new:wr- Bad NONTS ? " U S . News and

World ReanklieAk.ril-5, -1982,4. p. 42
Ig

, -

"Why Prides Are Faitin Nevisweek, Febtuary, 22 1982,- p- 59'

"Piunging Petroleum Prices, " Time, February 22, 1982, p. 43

"Dow*R; -Down, Down , ". Time Marth 15, 1982, pp. 60-62.1_.

-;

.

Ir.
7 - '
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,S-2UDEL,IT MATERIALS : CHANGES IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND-

.
1. BelOW is a 'table showing information about gasoline suNliky

and demand.. The informgtiOn Ls for the fictional country_
of Hoosierlando about .5 years ago:

c

TAiLE'04t -.AtE4.41P- =8OLINE,-HOOSIERLAND
Apr

().4,
Price ga. Ooln)

(A)
Amount Supplied

(in gallons) :J.:J.

4, 60:000

46;000'

35,000.

30; 00
. .

s f

-

$.460

..50

1.25.:

1..00'

50

C Y

Amount Demanded
(in gallons)
20y000

35,000

-,55_poo

. .-
....4Cbitiriva"C" shows'shows' the dem* alld for gasoline in Hoosierl'and on-" l C 1978..., Demand refers to the<.amount of a product ,

Ifeople tare willing :,and able to puv.chaseN at varitms :'es. Column "A" -shows the su 1 of -kasoline in illobsie-r-':
1 April . . .: , irorc- April ly 1.978.- Supedy.'te ers tol the amount oz a ,e,

., .'pro ct.." that producers' -are willing and able' to offef fortsgale at vriuicea.
V: l... ...,..

3. '.. .Thg. table s'iy,,A;tha gksoline could be 'offered for sale
'ati $2100 `)1.ron, i;t00 gallons..vould4e gqpplieff.,, Attijat'',prtce... 00 gallons wou1.4 b dema.ncled. How mu;t-t,.. -,,...''%gdsolin.e: c-,i" IA !bk eManded tf , the. :price 17.,°.$ 1 ,..00 ..,,-.'r:g4t11on'? ','' J

llOw muQh woli].:41 b0-,p
' ... .4.,...., . c"

- . .

., '0

:4
... 4 q' 4s f'

... 4 ' ,.41.04,:.
, ki" k

.1.'1%
,;.!. f.l.,

.t!:.,

40

; .1..

. .e ,v..
': 7;`'"*!q;-.'it . ``

1;,*. 'It ' z; !9-5..... "-T,:elt. 4
'ff
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. The information in Table One is shown in graphic forth i_ n

- Figir're A, below.

FIGURE A:. "DEMAND FOR GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND, APRIL 1, 1978

Price

4

y.
3.00

2.:75

2.50

: 2.25

2.00

1.75

Supply

#.25

1.00

.75

.50

4A' .25

0

fr

Demand

-6- 10 15420 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
Gallons of Gasoline

5

0. 65 70 5 80 (rens of Thodsands
ofGallons).

....C4".!-.. , . _

:75

At what jBr ic:e will gasdines b'e .bpUght_ and sold in the',:situa.-
tion shown on tbt gr./01v? Ybu wilt notice that ,there ,is one
point at >ihich .the demapd lineand the supply. liri'e ...intersett"..
It is at $1425 4 gallon..

,

the prit...e of .gasoline, is $1.25 a gallpn, 35,0,00 aalion0.9r.

ill 41'2 ciiiinandeci and supplied. At that price .prodOers are ;,
'willing and able 'to .offer for sale 4-ttle _ sat% amodrit OX; gaso,.:
lirie aSe Consumers are .,wil.lin and alle 'to ,lif urchase,; . ..

( it .
'r, ':./ ,

, '7.. On-e .dOrla* and twenty -five beats 1(.S1 )".1.8 the ma crl.ear..- 7;

A e_rig p'i.i.c'e .. All' gasik'line :offered fo sale would b tchasdd
at -that ,'price. Ustfallt4 a, produ#' pr'ice ',7i1-1, mo ;,towatd

1
the' mar.k.et clearing. price . 4" , -

0 . .
' . , -.

tr ,1,. .- * ., . .. -

' Gi-IAN.GE IN DEMAND . A.,.
f

'

. ` *.i.,
1 ,4 '

',t ./ '. '>"'',,
- '1 , f. 4 sf

, if ... I 'i; , i 7 ,.. . ., ., ..''

41...%. ...%elt-t a fri .faco.f.At 'deter -e. the amkptint of a prioduo.,t,'41/4gt COri,
`1.,,!;,,, r.:.... giiii..it±:e... are .4i.,1'..;1ig ani§Aaliretit O -At;t- db.a.' 4 . at .. vi-a.j.0.t.fs: "*.iL.4gp .; ;0 -;'
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So, the amount of ga.sbline demanded at various prices in'
Hoosierland on April 11 1978 (leen'. in Table One and 'Figure
A.) 'was affected by many thingS. One was the price being
charged for other products- like .food and Clothing. The
amount .demanded at variousi-prices was also affected,by
Hoosierlartders"incomeS.. nn.ally, tastes,. hopss 'for the
'future and the 'number of consumers in Hoosierland Affected
the *amount of gasoline 'demanded at .various prices-on that
day.. -

10. .If any -Qf these - determinants cltange, the 1."Iformation in
sJ Table One, column "Cu ' would cange. Imagine, for ex mple,

thatHoosierlanders incomes went up` in 1975. Iptat would
happen? Well,- When; Jaeorile have more money to nd; they
usually buy .more giqolid`p. This is 'true for che-ap-gaS,
middle price gas, and-.expendive gas". In 19,79 Hoos,iprlanders
had more; money to spend So, they proba.bly.tught -more -- line than i-n "1978. "Table Two -shows the results.

4. .

. , . .

TABLE Ti O:- DEMAND FOR GAOLI,N-E, HOOSI/RLAND .....

January '20.,19.79. N,.;

flemanded",(in ga°11.6ns)i-

',.t 2.00 30,000 7--...

. ..k], . 5 0 :4o , 0 0 0,4 ...t7.'

1.25- 45%000 ° .: '
,1.0'0 '. 50,.000 '.. 1:13

"-50 ... 60,.0-00,- i....._

0.

11. Ltse'Ehe infprma.tion in Table Two to constructs a
on Figure 13 below for. January 20, 1979.

FitUR ,B:' DEMAND FOR GAS60LIOJE, 1-100IERLAND JANUARY

Price 3,00'

2.75
..

2.50

- *010,
.- 1175

r,, ...." 160
. 4. it ;.,.,

'' ,,, .;.-,
P

c

ai''' 1 .00
1. "41 '. '. 75' 1 . '.' , ' P.-,

i).41i;i), ''' .50
I. ".7 e

.,t:,'
.-. ": '=;..1,:f .j25- /

0 -. °

demand

6, 1.979

. 1

.

.
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12. Notice the position of. thee d an* the. h fted
the right (increased) when income Gasoline
is the kind of goOd. that -people buy more of when, their ,in-

v.

comes increase.,

13. Iinagine that in ttie -summer of 1,9/9 'tastes of Hoosierlandets, -
began to change. :Instead. of using. their par's to travel
everywhere, they started walking and using bikes. . As a,
result by early 1980, they demanded' less asoline at any
given price, than they did in 19-78... In, h direction i

would the demand line shift - to the right or to the 4ft?
.

. -
;,,

. _

14. A shift .in the pos.itiOn of the "demaqd 'line .is called a change
in. demand. They, occur when any. one or more of the adtertrii- f
nants of demand chantge . . . - v4

CHANGES.,, IN SUPPLY

15. :Certain 'factors--rdetermine the amount of a product that- ,prO-
ducers are. willing and able to-, offer for sale at various
prices., These determinants of Supply are: ,

-..
I -i)-the prices of resources and other factors o

ii) technology;
IproductionA"

ill) the pr,ice of tier products ;aji
iv) the number pxoducers ; ,

v) the producers ' hopes for the future.
°

, : 47:
A

16. - So the amount of gasoline at various .priceS in Hoosie41arld
on April 1, 1978 rflects (1)APe prices of resourcesl.and

:- other factors of production , 42) the technology, (3) the'
prices of other products, (4) the number -of gasoline- pro-
ducers and (5) the hopes of ~gasoline producers as they
existed on that day in Hoosierland. The results -,re seen
in Tafile One and E.,fgure- A.

. .

, .

17. If any of these detertninants change , the -sp_nfo-t-matio,, nr- i
Tablgi One, %

)column "A" would also change. Imagine 'for ex-.
ampler;' that on Aril 1, 1978 there were 10 gasoline producers
in Hoosderlandf: ,Addinr together the amount each pr,oducer
°would supply, ft various grices gave .us the figure in column
"A" of Table One:, _.)

, ., ,
,

° ..i ..
. at s4Touldk,happen if; irr-March iof -1979 one mor-e p ducer -began
t.,,,suppl,ing, gasoline in Hoosie.r:larid?, More gasolin

-
iwould'.1e,

'Of fOied for sale at e'agh.priMe'.-, The :results ar yholkra in,
.

,b Table;

.4.. 17; A

:

'akt: se

0.

A.,

:X °

,*.,
mow



TABLE :rHikEE SUPPLY- OF . GASOLINE" HOOSIERLAND
,.

:.
\ Mqy 1' 1979 .-7

lie ice ex 11o)

70,0

50,000

45,000'
, .

40,000.

'30,000

.

1'9; Ust2 the informq.tion,in. Table Three to construct a supply
-inC.F,Lgure C..for March. 1, 1979.

1.25

1:00

.50'

Price

3.00

-2.75

2.50

2.25

%2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

.1.00

.75

.50

.25

0

'

FIGURE C SUPPLY OF GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND, -MARCH'-1, :1979

a

.1w

Supply April 1,197?

De mart

5 10. 15 20' 25 30 35 40 4

Gallons ofGaSoline

50 55 60.65 70 75 58 85 .90 95 1,00 011'5120

r

(K

(T,en'S ofs thibusands:
of Gallons)

- 4
, . .

ilot ce ,of s'upply for gatolfne:' shlfted

to the ,r,ith't (j_iiereas.d) when Taore, pr`oducevs entered the flarlet.

:;.
°A:Shif the' led- -,-ChAnge

ita'..su 1 occurs 'when. on or mor.e76rthe, de.termi'nants.
.

-
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.21. , -some kl,f',:tlae.. giasal.'tne of:fered: for sale intlioosi-erLand is pro-
difistid fio,rfi',crudie oil ',:found -within- the ,Country itself .13,ut
some Of it iS.i.Troduced from crude ail imported from foreign

_ .countries. . . -. , , 1a,
, ..-

01. .111
. .. .

22. In early 1980, thF goverrunents of ,these oil producing .countiies"
had ,a meeting,. They - decided to reduce the amount of crude oil
shipped to' tioosierland and ot4alfer' Oil customers.

' .. -

23.' As a, :tesiilt, Hoosierland gasoline producers' were forced
to

pay
much.. 'hiper prices for the foreign crude oil -they used to pro-.
duce g4goline This had two,efeets.. Revenues going to
the foreign-, oil. producing countries. increased sharply: Thi5,

.0f-course, was,:their reason 'fr reducing exports of oil..
..r .

.24. The dother result was 'that gaSoLine producers. supplied only
half 'as much gasoline for. sale,.. at any given price,-as they, ..
had :on. April- 1,, 1978: Th`e results are :shown in Table Fout,ee $ ,,,

: 6.

.

TABLE FOUR: SOPPtY, .OF 'GASOLINE., _.}100SDERLAND
February 1, 19`8(5'

4-tount .SUpp.lied (in gallons) Price (per "galion):.
.

$2.00

'1.50

1.25.

1.00.

.50

*t

36,00y .

20,000

'17,500

5,000

Po,000

, '25. Use the inforcilation in Table Four to co..nsffuct a soUPPalY, line
Ya in F4,,UreiD 7fO"i February 1.; 1980.

.

FI(;URE' SUPPLY- OF -GASOLINE, ilOOSIERLAD , FEBRUARY' 1, 1.980

rt

2.50
Price

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50,

1:25:

14)0

.75'

.50,

.25

.f 4

Supply April 1, 1978

le

Dernnd

.r""

,
,

5 10:. IV 20 25 .30' 35,, 40 '45. 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 (lens of Thousands
.1,.. "e aPkGallons)

.;,t *. 1.0 0 , Gaitons of Gasoline' ,.t;i; ". ...

..: '93 I:0'



4 . e. : .
2b.,. Notv answer the following 'questions bout Figure D in the. .

spaceprovided.j(Assumc that the determipqnts of ,demandfon' Feb:ru4sy_..1-, T980 were the same- as those . that/ existed '.
onAprilal,!19,78.). :

2....

a) _Iihat-is the n*:.market clearicg price? . -. 1-

-.b), HoW was ithe position .of the supply line affected : '
At- wheri'l,he pi-ice.of crude oil increased? .,. .

litai./ many gaeliaan6 of .gasolin re availa.b le for pur 7 4.
.4) chase by coAumers at-.this ce? ... .:.

.

d) -1-1 o you think oil' companies' in Hdosiertand wourd.
to the new market` cleax:ing ipr-ice?

e)- I o .you. think consuines would react to the nerd:
market clearing .price? .' . -,

e
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Exter ties re side,effe'et,,s that result wheri the Pro;y: ...

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COSTS .

a
- _

ducti n o consumption of<a !good Or se' vicd in 'die 'Market
direet1 aftletts the welfare -of others without 1?einz'.-rb-.

, flec.ted t h the price mechanism. , xterrral,itie 0 CC Ur. °,
in -both pr bd:uot /oh 'Arid_ ceonsump t ion ; an 'they c-an have..positive,. or ,negatile eijects . For exa pie,: 03,garette .

smoking is inicreasingty- vieWe'd..-as having detrimental .'. , !-

effects- on non-smokers irr". close- Proximity to smOker.s.
On 'the ,other ha.nd ind?e':sollooling is. regarded' as linproy7
ink ihe well-being not -,only, of th,e individuals .receiving
the i,..Chooling but also 'of other through. the creation. of

o, A. better' educated: society.., P6Aluting firms .aloliZ,"..tiirais .:

f. in the rives.. . ° 1 : , : ' ".

red oeithe. pleasure ,,derived by people who might swim -.or
is

.,,..

External i taes.: cari,lie treated, in -var iou6 Idays . Pas i tive .7,"*. ,'
externalities', or -extern,alabenefies- (res-ult'ing frorlc.educa,-7,

-,-:tion, . for example) can be .4 mulated; by substdizing°.those'
i*.activirties 'whidh prOduce : .NegaIlve" ekte.rn;alitte-s ..or..

external costs (resulting Ltom.,pollton., 'fo.t., example) cat
be cdrrectd dir,e'Otly by* tItose'who.,Produce the ekternalities' ,'--,.,
or indirectly by- taxing those who prodyice the%externaltiies:, Y.

'.by giving. subsidies to.help:t16.elimina're th6 eXternalitfe,. ."
..' by compcfisting. those ;people' adversely affected by then, :,.:: .

or by direct legal 'prbhibition. If no cor,re,ctibn ov,Cu'rs, ".

a. 5 of teris,h4pens , the resdit, is that social.;,1,311a..e. is:

less "tal/ it would' other wise ..be. At t.e s,aine eiffre . goerii -'

Iment .:eff.o. to' coxrect..for externalities hre.; mat agiwazs, 4 .

successfu, . ' 4 .b- -; -.'` : '. .. ' ! . ,c', o,

{

ri!
i

-* : . 5'' '' 4!.: . .
s `.''.. ' .., .
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.s
14-i,-reeenrt ear's laws have 'been passe4 to try- to internal-

S'briv erre.-rgy--related external costs, for example by
reriring poll,u,tion'.conel:Ol, or. increased mime safety.. An
external cost --1;s internalized *hen- the providers of a goo4

:Or .k.!*i.Ce pay' that c.oS.1$::and pass it on tot'tlie: consumer
4 . ;.

Nqt, Zll.'external. ltie are negative. Not all externalities
a're assOciAtetw-itfi. produces; Some result from ;the actions
'of .p+onthiiiiers. ofios.leyr:, leSson attention is 'given
only, tot' the. ex.terha-I.: costs- aSsciciated' with production of

.Ildet-its area to unders.Lind 'the current *energy-- situation
'they- must be .asaar4 -Of, the external costs associated" 24'

energy 74prq.du,etion. ahey must. also learn ''abouI eforts:to -
'fhese:costs.and the effeCts that the interna-

,.,lizktio.ri.of .costsfliave on the' price of energy
,

,..: LW StriCJC",rrONAL OBjt,-,'CT;Ve.:),. .1-- ,
4- ' ' ' ;'.
t' it- , ,

A ' On co riinpletio of tliii-.;le'sd'o4 r,':learners will be able to
--.... -.}

1.: di4t-inguisti.)Detweeti ititetrial and external' costs of
producta.pn_; ; .., :. . ,, t.
,-,.,

.. 24, identify fi.ei,ntd,ttial. aril external-` costs; invol.redf.,... .

- ,i_.%examrleAi.of e riq r gy Pyro-dcti_On; ".

"3..-.suggeit:-viays"` of, irrtetualizing s.ome, of the external
'b's,t.A.

inVoTved ,irig

energy ProOucti/orf:' e

' , 2
3.

13-1OCEDURE:;1- t
Li

...t
.

4 : p . A.. Hata ci. .ou t the,:studerLt ).par rilp- .and.:haye t'he stu:dsnts
c read paragraphs 1- 5. "1:p-te.....sTe paravaphs infro cg , the

concef4t )ef4t1I0 Pntethal -co4t,S of .,:it o,d12,5t'itin..` '-..RevipAT .
the 'clharaOter is t1es1 of 'internal .:C.,osec-s- ei.f..)400icti.in. :--,1

wil-;,,,studet-i-ts.: . . '- :..... ; '..', ' '. :-,,,_..,# -. ; ._. .,-:: 7

.
.1

COS of -tptod.uctioa are --paid), 3.by- producersaired are.
. pasise the consumer. ..theApra.ce. paid for

.! thq,.. go -e .

. xnterrie1., .6 0.4 tt cif produgti,bn °) ;lite.... paid;
,tliia'ns act i:on,:betiee.,p,'.P.tfistiki0.er and' tonsume.r...,

from the pto-.
thes`k ..co8tS

.stucten.f,s, atee's4) ''..O''f'the internal costs of
41Pa?thier e:siy,44,us Ss'? TheyThey sho-uld answet.,, -7 buy -
Ike` n' tpayinglAthe doton, buying- and main-
eciZipraent etcdt , -w

/ i.1 .

. e ' 'N' 141* 1 ,.^ ell f

.14 41' ,t4 " 6;



:1-1aVe students. readpakagraphS 6-10. These paragraphs
introduce the conceptof external doOts of production-.
Review the.:charactertStics..of'external costs
Uctrori WithStudenti

.
.

a.- Ext.drnal costs of production are
the transaction between prdducer
id that- . -

paid outside
and consur,

the; persob paying::e*ternalcosts of production
_ receives ho'benefltS from the producer in:return
f or7paykngYtherii.

c. External costs of Poduction.arise-when producers
ignore certain costs involved in the producton
process: These,Cosed are inflicted on some
-else Without compensati n.

D. Ask students "What are som of the external costs,of the
egg farmer's business? Who pays them?" They, should
answer that the farmer's neighbors pay the ect-
costs-of his,busineds.

Nr.
/

jThese costs include dizziness, inconveniehce.
of medicine, lost-'property value, and the/cod
air-Conditioning and, sealing mheir ho#s/

E. iave students .follow the directions in/cla0 aph
'Answers to the questions related to paragr p, "a"
given in 9he-student materi'als. 'For-the other para*

; graphs students might respond:

b') The value of the f'sh no longer harvefted
recreational valu of-the.fish.

-ii) Exte'rnal. The co l producer did not pay to
control the leaking of acid)water from the
mine. The fishermen must pqy e costs that
result but receive no benefits r paying
those particulat costs.

The cost of drilling for oil - equipment,
labor, transportation, etc.
Internal. It is a cost that was paid by the
produce?. It will eventually be paid by con-
sumers in the price they pay for gas. But
they do get a benefit. Plenty of gasoline is
available.

c) i)

ii)

97
105
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WINDMILL

The ,.local people benefit' some ent.because
they are getting some el.d. tricity. But- the main'
benefits will go ta peo p(who will obtain elec-
tricity in' the future/a less cost due to improve-
ments in the-windmills to be built in the future.

The lost beauty Of.theciuntain.
The cost 'of:noiSe credi:ed by. the windmill'
operation,
The cost of vibration which breakS things.

REACTOR

a, The ones who IlenefitfroM the reactor are the
peoplereceiveelectricity froM it': (That

)



, - --

'b. He is losing business. This cosli results not
from a problem with the local reactqr, but be-

_

cause of problem with the nuclear industry in
general. . The production of nuclear energy has
saddled him with costs for which he is not com

.

pensated. -- *

G, .Have students think back 'on the three stories they just
finished' and on the people who ended up paying external
coats of energy production.. Then ask "Do you think it'E
f that,these people had to pay:these costs?" Have
s ents_explain their responses. 'Rost Atudents will-

, probably say "No, it is not fair. These people are be-
ing:ipflicted with costs without-compensation."

H. To end this lesson, review the details of each story.
In each caee ask "What do you think should be done to
solye the problem created by external costs described
in this story?" and "How can your suggestions be put
into effect?"- Accept all reasonable suggestions and
implementation strategies.

StGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGIES:- 4

1. Have student g define internal and external costs of
production. Have them give examples of each.

2. Present.students with short paragraphs describing
costs related' to energy 'production. Have them an-
swer questions similar to-those,contained in para-
graph 11 of the student materials. Here are some
possible paragraphs.

.

a. Suppite carbon dioxide released by burning. .

fossil fuels causes a warming of the earth.
The midwestern corn belt becomes a desert,
but vast new areas of Canada and Russia be-
come produetive wheatlands.

;:b. A worker i nstalling .a solar collector falls
off the roof and breaks her leg. She is laid
up for Three weeks,: -However; her company 'by
law) carries worker's compensation insurance
that pays all her.medical,bills. The company'
also has disability insurance that pays, her
wages while she can't work.

3. Have s'tude ts examine situations similar to Phoge
contained jin paragraph 12 of the student materials.
Then have them answer questions like those contained
in paragraph 16'and step H of Teacher's Guide. Here
is. one possible story.

107 99.
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COAL TRAI14

Ruflial City is si,small town in a Rocky Mountain state. The
railroad; track/runs through the middli. of town,- dividing6'
it in half.

- R6,eently, large Goal mines have been opened:150.71724es.
,'north of the town. The - railroad carriettoal from the
mines to electric power plants in ottier -states and.alao
to seaPorts for shipment to other countries.7-tries
Mike: Morley, the .towni s :mayor summarize
many: residents when he says, 4"This.
little -town. Well-, it's, little, -Vat
more. Instead of maybe _a- train .1.'4,-
'train every hour, and they.a(14,,tiois-r 0

s the 'news of.,/
o be a. quidt /*

...lquiet any -
6' have. a

Mr. Crosby, who owns an ice ereell,. parlay' on west tfain;
-Street, says: "I knotif-I've loSt business becatige., of,
these trains. People cote_ to 'town from the 1 faii4s,
out east. They want, something: MAybe, there"sa' trairk,
in town. No way to get throu.A -to 1;ny stare, nidt
the train' s coming through. Likely. as ;hot they '1i.
,give up and go home. And an ice Cream cone not like'
a piece of hardware. A harnrni)len.wily buy' next trikir
they'll _never buy an ice cie*ri to replace the one.''they
didn't buy last trip. This Whole: town. eat j.ust, barely
support one store like mine.; t o w n

Dr: Brown, one of the town's two is also
worried. "One of.- thesa days -theTe's :going Co- be a
medical emergency, a /fire, -sprnething Iike that, and.,:
help won't be able to get through,.; Then there'll be'
trouble. The town, just has to faaa up to -it.
have to raise money to construct an u.ncief'pass.",

Mothers are, especially critical o the, ' Mrs..
Ellen Glasgow says, "These trains are'a-danger. to
children. The right-of-way isn't fenced;and trains'
come through town at thirty failes an hour , right
through our backyards,. really. Children don't know
enough to keep put of the way. Two dogs were kilted
last year. Someday it'll be a child."
The president- of the railroad says, "People need this
coaL, and the railroad is the cheapest way of getting
the coal to 'them. Rtfral City grew up where it is be-
cause of the railroad. It would be easier and cheaper
to move the town than to relay/the tracks."

foo
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ixl 'redent-s years , , ,item s ,:haye e Made "I to- ha re dnergy: pr
iducefs:internalize external 'kos r associAde with 'energy._
1,9t oduction . Invite rprr sient at fr om:1 o call: energyivtiiities to Class to discusS,h;bw they are ntrolling.3aii. and Water"! pollution aisO,Ciated Haiti t .productionactivities.' Ask them to disCtiss the impact rnal
'ing these costs ion- prices that tliey charge.

4,g,t eina t 1:vegou.1 d be to fildentify government- departments
chakged,With,mineitgring energy producers in tens of their
compliance' with.Aio,lIutron iegulations. Represdntatives . of
these agencies Cljuid` be asked to cti.s.cus.s. the /extent to
(which extdrnp.1, costs have :been dimipidhed all the result ,of government ,regulations.

-40

1r1

11,



-S''TUDELiT MATERIALS:

Imagine that you rove 7i. of land that is

. //-
//gXTFRICA.L. COSTS(':

tie country.

One toy a fskther ,buyis e;land . an./egg ranch.

There-Are several: 'cos s., fin.volyec13..1n; ,prodct3.011. of eggs ..
The :farmer ,,bq..iy,.-'.464s , ' rid roospx6/../ (4.Airthithe -veter4ratian.
to ..check their healt 1... He must .1bu3i arid 4Ointain equipMent.
He also buys A lot. o. .Chickeni,feed.

,f,.' I, .`,.)-,i '

. The farmer' PaYsiii,fori the- chicken' feed aildlithese..oLthe4-,-'costs
of productiOn/ Il].ie (knows; " that 7whe6'.he;-"selZs- egga,.'.he will

..,, have to ge' ',lire ,Ots pack from'yyLIls ,ci4oine;s./,.';,

The chicken /Peed And these'other costs qof production. are
call,ed- internal .ts,s.tio/./of : piOdiii446-ili: lie faiMerpays them.----He then paiisetheseilcoSts. alkxngfikO; the customef, in (the
prices he chargest-fOr eggs. / SO .they'..iore .COS.f,s,'-t,hat are
paid with ti the, busthess tranSaction 'between/ protucer and

/ 7 .contuther. In this :frAnsaction; ,iie' Consume ,-.'pays for the
-farmer'.s:cost of Oroduction, but/Pgefs:bene its'A.h return,
fresh egga to eafl-

,

. . As if,,, happens , there is one ',cost of prOdUction ;that the ,
farMer, didn't pay. It iisiobi4OuS,71/to anybne" living nearby
that the .pos ranch smel lei, 47/ful) ..///;It smells :so ',bade Yair
head: .spins , 'your eyes Water..., , '
In "the course ,6f. pr odUction //thi's- ,farmer' Igtiores one major / ,

cost - , waste 'disposal. 4 As . .hq. sais -, It .s'my land so lef,,
the chicken .droppings fall where they may!" i

now you,, the egg rancher's rieighbor, have ,,some costs. '-
. ki.nd? Well, you pay for 'medicine .to cure f zine,ss
,tgatering eyes. You try to sell.kyour house. you. ..-

4are 'offered a lot less for it than yoti would have received
fare the egg ranch was opened. You /end tip sealing your
n'dows and buying an air conditioner.

Will the farmer pay' for.yoUr air. conditioner? No, lin doesq,t
-see-your air 'conditioner as one of his cents of production.
,W411 he' pass the cost of your air, conditioner cilyong to his
'cuSfomers? Why should he? Will the. peopic who 1,uy eggs
'from him pay you for the suffering you expgrienced so that
'eggs could be- produced on the ranch? No wayl

be

1 1 1



-i0.1 your suffering,' inconvenience and other costs are called ex
. -ternal Costs of production.; They are :cost created by thT-

TiF--"ner ' s proauction activities. :rheir:result from his ig-
noting his waste disposal problem. External _costs of 'pro=
duction are not paid by the farmer (producer). They are
paid by you! They are outside the transaction be'tween pro-
ducer and conswer. Yo1.77JFeive no benefits e in return for
Paying ttjese'particialar cbsts
Each of the' paragraphs below describet a 'cost' relatext to
supplying- osr- producing e rgy.. Answee:the questiattsiasked
abouf each 'paragr,aph.. "e the space provided. An .iampl

. done fo* you.

licoai-burning used to heat an office
builang produces smoke which soils the brick,
wall, 41.1f nearby, buildings., The owners of ifiese
nearby buildings' pay to have them steam-cIeaned
every Seven years. '

i) What is the cost described n alit. pdragrepit?
Weowners of buildings pay toPliave them 'V
cleaned ,because they are soilesT`by smoke .

i Is this an it-Wen:Val or -.external cost of eenerrgy
production? Why? It is an exterri-n. cost. T ie
enekgy producer is not' paying .to control the
smolke produced by burning coal' in the 'office
building furnace.. The owners of -nearby buildings
must-pay the costs that result, but 'receive no
benefits from: the, energy producer for paying
these costs.

Acid' water draining.,from an,
all the fish in a stream. In
fisherman used 'to catch about
year), .

/

d coal mine h kil
that stream, sport
700 pounds of =fish a

What. is the-, ost descried this

ii) Is an tntenal or external cost of energy pro-
duction? Why?

to'
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(t

:;An oil Company spedUs millions of dollars s7drilling for .

oil. As a result, gas statiOns-supPlied-by'ehigtom-
pany have plenty .g gasoline available fortustomers.

i) .What is the cost described in this paragraph?

4

ii) Is this an:internal or external cast of energyd-
duction? Whys

I

In" the 1940's, due ) air.pollution, 'a small' town, j

downwind from a generating station had a higher rate
of respiratory disease than a .similar town upwind.

As a result, more work-days were lost in the down-
wind town, and people tended' to die younger.

i) What is the cost described in this paragraph?

ii) Is this a nternal or external cost of energy pro-
duction? Wily?

1

12. Each of the following ,stories describes a situation,in which
there is one or more external costs. The situations all in-

volve energy use or supply. (It is important to realize that

.
external costs may occur dn a wide variety of situations.
They are not associated only with enerigy.rplated activities).

As you read a story, find answers to,ehe qUestions ithat

appear before it.

WOOD SMOKE

S Jhat benefits are people getting from wood burning?



What costs does wood burning in Mercer put on the

.

-young-.matried person'utho heats his home with an'elec-

tric heat pumpq-

d. Vhat costs do old people who stay in Mercer have as

a result of wood btrding? What about. the old people

who move?

Mercer is a beautiful-town in a rural mountain valley. Many

, people have dome here to live just because of its beauty,

including .many retired people..

Because the price§
,
of other r-fdels have increased in the'

last five years, many 'people.in-Mercet have started to use

-wood as their main home heating fuel. However, smoke. from

.the area's -many fireplaces and woAitsoves has created an 4

air pollution problem. Now a bluehaze hangs :over the

valley all winter long.

At first, people didn't wane" to admit the haze was caused

by,burning wood. Now they are asking the city council to .

pass krdinances limiting the amount of wood a home can

burny'

Part of .the problem is the scenery. The mountain peaks

that ring Mercer can no Longer be seen.

Health is involved, too. Infants and old people are

especially affected. Doctors have. advised older people

with lung problems to leave Mercer. Even people who

have lived in Mercer all their lives are being forced

to sell their homes and leave. 4

***

WINDMILL

a. Who benefits from the windmill? What, benefits do they

obtain?
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Describe-at least three external costs' of produCtion
that people living near the windmill have as a roSulr
of its operation.

The Department oflenergy has erected a large experimental
windmill.. The windmill generates electricity, fahich is
fed to the homes of local residents, but its main purpose
is to test windmIlj.ddesigns. The knowledge that wilt he
obtained by operREing this windmill will enable people'to
build less expensive, more durable wind generators in the.
future.

But the people who live nearby complain.

"That windmill is the ugliest thing I ever saw," says All'
Hethel-ow, "It looks like a plane crashed up there. Tha-t's
not what these mountains are about.. If God-wanted a'wi,pdT
mill up there, he'd 'a put it there."

Other neighbors co plain that the windffilll is noisy
when it is operati g.

"Noise isn't the half oCit," says Maureen O'Leary.
"That.machine's.cracked two of my 1?est china clips.
I can. just feel the. rumble wften it getspp.ing." En-
gineers tdIting the machIncagree that it does goner-'
'ate subsonic frequencies uihic7h. might crack glass at
a distance.

"That's one of.Che. bugs we're working out,

***
3

KEACTOR
d

a. Who benefits from th reactor?

h. What costs. it Jake payin

they
1111T 2

Jake Holburn owns a little resort in an isolated riirnl sor-
,
tioh of tile state. "'It includes"cabias on a lakewith
dock and boats, Jake's place is a clean, pleasant, family-e-
style resort.' His regulars have beentcoming back yenr prror
year for almost as long as Jake has beenjwbUsiness. That.

until about two years ago.
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Jake's resort isa little more than a mile from a nuclear
power plant. In fact, the cooling towers of the plant are .
plainly visible in a phcito on Jake's brochure, rising up

. behind the-hills on the other side of the lake.

Jake says, "My business started falling off right after
Three Mile,Island. I couldn't figige it Out. People were
even calling to. cancel reservations families that had been.
diming for years.' So finally I. called up' some customers I
'knew really well, and they told me why they weren't coming."

Mrs. Lucinda Counsuelo says, "We've gone to Jake's for about
five year's and we were very pleased with it. But after hear-
irig',on the T':N.T. about them evacuating children-when they
had that accident .in Pennsylvania and all that stuff, me
decided,why take a chance? What if we were at Jake's when
something happened? There are plenty of resorts where we
can .go.. Why take the dhance?"

Jakes says, "I don't know who's right and who's wrong-in
this nuclear thing. All I know is, I didn't-do anything
and Itm going out of business." ,

(
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LESSON 11': RESPONDING. TO .CHANGES IN PRICE-
,-

.CONCEPT: The p.ricse* mechanism

RECOMMENDED. USE: .fiddle school' (This lesson deals with advanced
concepts.:)

41

TIME 'REQUIRED; .*1-2 class per ds.

AkTERrAL,IKEhED: Transharencies:'"Gasolifte Prices"
"Drilling Activity"
"Automobile Gasoline

i . Consumptidn"
Blackline masters proNided.

ECONMICS IN THIS 1200N:

,Price'is the principal allocating mechanism of the Aterilcan
economy. Prices ,act aS."signals," flashing information to
housekoldS, producers, workers, savers, and investors', help-

ing them' to deci what are the 'lost rational and profitable
decisions to make.

The array 'of prices cafrontirig individuals and households
helps to determine the wy.they will spend their .limited .4fQ

income. The prices a finished goods relative to' costs
indicate to producer.s. '-the most profitable items to 'pro'
duce while the prices of prOdu.ctive resources determine
other. costs Of production. Change's- ts, price affect the

.

consumers spend their money, where workers work, how
-* savings are invested, and what pnoducers produce'.

,
,eATIQUALE:

f

one aspect,of the energy situation in which every-
7one Is interested -'price. This lesson examines changes
that hi:We taken place in the price, of -energy. It theQ

. .

con-
siders how people's' decisions are affected by these price
changes . The lesson is intended to introduce students to
the impact of prices on people's decisions.

IATRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

On completion of'thisjesson, learners will he able to:

I.'. obtain information from line graphs;
2, .describe some, recent trends in energy prices;,*
3 identify ways in which the decisions of energy pro=

ducers and consumers are affected,by'energy price

changes.
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SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

'Using :the overhead projector,, show the, graph of gasoline

prices'. '(NOTE: In some classes, it may be necessary
to. review the ides of line graphs.,-Several will be 'used

in this `lesson. You may want to use-the following as

part of your classroom review of line graphs.)

Line graphs are usefill for seeing the direction,(usually

upward or.downw,ird,).that information takes` over time
The gasoline prices,line graph is aboutothe direction
taken by pries between 1.965 and 1981.

On a line graph., points are plotted for eachTiece of
'The distance of each pbint from the

bottom of } .the graph depends on the particular piece
of inforniation it represents.

On the gasofihe prices graph, a point is plotted for
each year. .The diqtance of the point from the bottom
of the graph represents-the average price for,gasoline

in that year. .

The numbers along the side of
t

the line graph help the
reader determine theexact meaningOf'the points.
In the gasbline price line graph, the numbers along
the sides stand for cents per gallon.

ne direction taken by the information'is found by -Ain-
ing each pair of points with,a straight line., The re-

sults show the general Xrend'in the information..

B. Ask students What is this line .graph about?" To an-

'swer this question, have them inspect the graph title,
check the graph sources, and examine the graph notes.

They should say, something like"TETS is a line 'graph
about changing gasoline prices in the U.S. The prices

are adjusted for inflation. The informationis from,
11---e U.S. Department 67 Energy, 1982. It is forthe
period 1965-1981.';

C. Point out to students that because the prices have
been adjusted for inflation, they can be accurately

ccimpared. Also point out that the prices on -the graph

are not-the prices that appeared on the pump at gaso-

line stations.
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D. Have students describe how the price of'gasoline.changed
between 1965 and 1980. Ask them:

i) How did prices adjusted for inflation change be-
tween 1965 and 1973? (Student.response - Prices
fell slowly.)

ii) How .did prices adjusted for inflation change be-
tween 1973 and 1974? (Sharp increase)

iii) How did prices .adjusted for inflation change be-
tween 1974 and 1978? (Slow decrease)

,iv) How did prices a usted for inflation change.
after i978? (Vey sharp increase)

NOTE: Record these answers on'the chalkboard for later re-
-re-Fence.

E. Tell students that changes in energy prices affect de-
cisions made by producers and consumers of energy.
Have them speculate about how price changes seen in
the gasoline graph would affect producers and consumers.

Ask--"How do you think energy "producers (oil companies)
would repond to changes in gasoline prices ?. If the
price of gasoline went up would they increase or
decrease the pace at whic11 they drill for new oil to
make\into gasoline? If the price of gasoline goes
down, would producers do more or less drilling?" Use
a table like the one that follows to record student
answers.

Drilling Activity

Price of gasoline More Less

Up

Down

ASk "How do you think energy consumers would respond to
changes in gasoline prices? If .the price went up,
woUldpeople:use more or less 'gas? What would they do
if the price fell?" Use a table like the one that fol-
lows to record student answers.
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Price of gasoline

Consumption of Gasoline

More LesS

Up

Down, I

Record student answers on the chalkboard. This recording
should not:be done for evaluation purposes but simply

to motivate students tot examine the evidence which fol-

lows.

F. Project the transparency "Drilling Activity". Ask stu-

dents to describe changes in( the number of new wells
drilled per year since 1965 for the four time'periods

used in Step D, above. Record answers on the chark-
board so that they can be cpmpare-d to those developed

in Step D. Students should respond:

i) 1965-1973:

ii), 1973-1974:
iii) 1974-1978:
iv) 1978-

drilling activity slowed down
(except for 1966 and 1969);
a jump in drilling, activity;
an increase;
sharp increase.

G. Have students spend a few minutes comparing these re-

sults to their predictions. Who was right? (With

the exception of the 1974-1978 period, activity in:-
creased as prices Went up, and-slowed as prices fell.)

H. Ask students "Why .do you think oil companies would
increase their exploration activities (drilling new

wells) when gasoline prices -increased during the late

1970's and early 1980's?" A.variety of answers,are

possible.

I. Show the transparency"Autombbile Gasoline Consumption."
Ask students to describe changes in the number of gal-

lons consumed per vehicle since 1965 for the four time

periods used in Step D, above. Record answers on the

chalkboard so that they can be compared to those deve-.

loped in Step D. Students "Ilould respond:

i) 1965-1973:
ii) 1973-1974:

iii) 1974-1978:
iv) 1978-1981:

consumption went up
sharp decrease

'sharp increase
sharp decrease
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J. Have students spend a few minutes comparing the results
to their predictions. Who was right? (There is a clear
relation betw en place and consamption. When price f 11,
consumption creased. When price went up, less was on-
sumed.)

K. Ask students 'Why do you think energy consumers would pur-
chase less ga when the price weht up in the late 1970's
and early .198 's ?" A variety of answers is possible.

L. To conclude t is activity, have students suggest other
ways in which producers and consUmers can respond to
an'increase, in the price Of a product like gasoline. 2z,
They might suggest:

Consumers could find substitutes for gasoline, like VI
walking, riding bus:
Producers could increase their productivity, making
better use of existing energy sources.
Consumers could try to do without energy.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION STRATEGY:

1. Provide Students with line graphs of energy prodUct prices
like electricity. Ask them to describe whatthe graphs are
about. Have them answer questions about the information
portrayed in the graph, similar to those poed in this
lesson.

2. Ask,students.to describe in writing or in graphic form
trends in prices'of gasoline through 1981.

3. Create a list of short statements describing decisions made
by energy producers and consumers. Have.students identify
those statements reflecting decisions most likely to follow. .

from 'energy price increases. Here are some examples' of de-
cision statements.

i) Consumers use less natural gas to heat their homes4
than previously (associated with an energy price
increase).

ii) Producers develop new technique for ,extracting oil
from existing wells (associated with an energy price
increase).

iii) Consumers start buying large."gas-guzZler" cars again
(not associated with an energy price increase,)

SPIN OFF

In 1983, the, price of certain forms of energy has been decreasing.
Have students collect articles from news magazines that describe
this trend. Have students use the contents of these articles to
identify the wqs in which the decisions. of energy producers and
consumers have been affected byithis downward trend in prices.
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p.

S:75
Cents per

Gallon .70

.65

.60

.55

.4
-c
. (5

4-

; .20

.15

.10'

.05

0.

:

TRANSPARENCY I.)
:GASOLINE PRICES*
U.S. 1965-1980

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 4972 1973 1974 197,,5. 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

*NOTE: Prices have been adjusted for inflation

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 1982
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New Oil
Wells
Drilled

2300

2200

2'100

2000

1900

1800

1700

1600

1500

1400

1300.,

1200

1100

1000.

900

800

700

600

DRILLING .ACTIVITY *,
U.S. 1965-1981

TRANSPARENCY

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 '1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

of'

*NOTE: New Oil Wells Drilled

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 19.82
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hr.

AUTOMOT04-GASOT:INE CONSUMPTION
19t5-..1980

800

750

Gallons Per
Vehicle

410 700

650

600

r.

a
,

TRANSPARENCYJI]

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 1982
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LESSON 12: PRICE CEILING
4

CONCEPT: Prioi ceilings

RECOMkENDED USE: 'Middle school (This lesson deals with advanced
concepts.)

.

TIME 'REQUIRED: 1-2 class periods

MATERIAL REQUIRED: Student materials provided

A

1.

ECONOHICS-IN THIS LESSON:

In the American economy the questions of what to produce,
how to produce it, and how to share it are not leei ex-

i elusively to free market.forces., In our mixed economy,
government plays a key Tole.. Control over the production
of some goOds,and services '(such as national dofense, high-.

. ways and justice) has been removed !..-om the private septor
and placed in th( public sector where government makes the
imp.e-tatt decisions. Cove nnent alto intervenes in many

. markeLs with regulations d controls with the intent.to4
improve upon the resurET produced by the free play of. mar,-
ket forces. Examples are public utility regulation, tariffs
minimum wage laws, antipollution and safety requirements,
price ceilings and flOors. Fiially, through- its taxi

"and spending activities, government tinifts control over
resources. rom private hands to ,the public, and,it also
redistributes income anion indivi tals through transfer'
pAyments. These activitis influ nce what and how much
will be produced, how it ill-be roduced, and how it will
be shared or used.

RATIONALE:

Price rations goods and.serviees. -Goods, and services will
gp to those consumers who ean and want to pay the market
clearing price.

. C
Sometimes 'a society decides that price rationing is not
the best wayi to allOcate goods and services. Price ceil-
inot are sometimes. used.to,make. sure that prices' of some
items tuch,as food or gasoline do not 'go too high.

1.

Price controls have side -effects. It 'is important for stu-:
'dents to underTtactd whY,price ceilings are sometimes im-
posed:Whaf the. consep4ences (cdsts) are, and if the bene-
fits are worth the costs.
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

On completion of this lesson, learners will be able to:

1. define "priCe ceiling";.
2. ident±fy situations in whiCh a price ceiling likely

to be imposed;'
3. identify who benefits and.whotcurs costs when a

price ceiling is imposed.

SUGGESTILD TEACHING PROCEDURE:

. ,
NO1E: If you have,covered the lesson "Supply, Demnd
and Prices in the Energy Market," with your Students', y u
can have them move quickly through. paragraphS 1-10 of. th
student matenials.

"A. Have students ad LUrough paragraphs. 1 and..2.

NOTE: The phrase "other, things being equal" is explained
in the lesson "Supply, Demand and Prices in the Energy
Market." It can be ignored for the purposes `of this lesson.

Have students follow the directions in paragraph 3. Their
line graphs should look like this:

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

.50

.25

Figure A- DEMAND FOR GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND
Oct. 1,1980

o.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 (Tens of Thousands
of Gallons)

Gallons pf Gasoline
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B. In response -to, the question asked in Paragraph 4
they should say "C ".

-Have Students read paragraph 5 and follow,the directions
in paragraph 6. Their line giaphs should l'o'ok like,..
the opeJpelow.,

,

FIGURE A- DEMAND FOR .GASOLiNE,,HOOSIERLAND
OCT.-1, 1980

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

.50

.25

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 '60 65 70 75 80'
GALLONS OF .GASOLINE (Tens of ThoUsands

of Gallons)

D. In response to the question in paragraph 7, they should'
ay

E. Have students read paragraphs 8-10 and review the meaning
of market clearing

willing and able to offer for sale the same
amount of gapoline as consumers are willing and: able to
purchase.)

F. 'paragraph 11 points out that price along with.other- things
affects ,decisions made by consumers and producers..

G. The idea presened'in paragraph 12 .actually introduces
the main theme of this leSson. Have students read this
paragraph carefully. Be sure they understatid that price
can play a rationing role.

H. Have students.read paragraphs 13 and 14. Review the main
points' of these paragraphs as a class.

i) Trice ceiling- a.government price control that'sets
an upper limit on the price that can be charged for
a particular good or service.



,

ii) Price ceiling- lesually used when it is feared that

..;,,,..'

the price Jr 4 vital basic good will be, tob high for

..
people, especially pbor people,

III

to afford'.
4,

e
I. Paragraphs 15-16 "set the, scene" for the stablishftent

of a price ceiling in Hoosierland. This may bfa good Y

time to tell students that while Hoosierland is a,
fictional plate, the workings 9f the market and the

impact
.

mpact of the price ceiling are realistic.
.

J. Have students read paragraphs 17 and 113. Ask'"Why

d/d the government of Hoosierland decide to,impose
a price ceiling on gasoline ?," They should respond,
"The government feared that the burden ,of the new
market clearing price was too great for people,

I especially the poor."

K. Have students follow the directiohs in paragraph 19.
Their "price ceiling lines" shpuld look like this:

Price
Per

Gallon

Fiamt A. DEHAND FOR GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND
.October 11980 .

2.25

2.00

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

.75

.50

.25

-

Net

Price
Ceiling

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 (Tens of Thousands
of Gallons)

Gallons of Gasoline

1

t

119

132
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L. They should respond to the questions' in paragraph
20 as follows:
a) 30,1)00 gallons;
b) 20,000 gallons;
c) The price ceiling was set, below the market cl ar-

ing price. So, more gallons of gasoline were
demanded' than were supplied. This resulted in
a gasoline shortage. When'a 'shortage occurs,
people gp'end more. time searching for .gasoline

'-and waitingcin line to purchase it -

d).. Ansv'ers,may-vary. Accept all reasonable suggestions
Such as:

4

COSTS
,

. .

'o The poor themselves - Time and money are wasted
lookihg and waiting for gas.-

o Everyone else who must deal with the:shortage
by deatching and waiting
People who work for oil companies. Companies
have.no incentive to produce more gasoline so
they don't hire workers.

o Gasoline stations - must deal with unha,ppy
customers .,-

BENEFITS

o 'Those who manage to get some of the gasoline
at less than the market price with minimum or
no search costs.

o Those with few other ways:_to spend their time.

- SUGG.ESTEDL UATION STRATEGY

Ask students to define price ceiling.

2. Provide students with short statements describing
situations in which prices change rapidly. Have
them identify which of these are situations in
which price ceilings are likely to be'imposed.
Some, sample statements:

a. ,Because of the popularity of jellybeans in
Washingtop, D.C., the price of a pound increases
from $.75 a pound to $1.35:. (No price ceiling
likely, not a vital commodity)

b. .Because of a series of dutbreaks of disease
four years ago, fewer cattle arebeing delivered
to market. The'price of ground beef increases,
from,$.89 a pound to $2.15'a pouncL (Yes, a ceilu
ing is possible here.)
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3. Have students identify call:0 would benefit and who'would

incur costs if a
,

price ceiling was imposed in the situa-

tion described in 2 b. ab ve.' $ .

,

SPIN UFF

The role that government shouW,J)lay;in.controllingenergy
prices is an issUe.often.debated.by,-.1abor leaders, consumex,

group members and energy induStyy executives. Invite reihre,

sentatiVes of these'groups in tb preSerit their particular

points of view. .

Encourage students to preparelquestions to ask guest speakers,
using material in the lesson as a guide. For example:

o Is there a situatitn in which price ceilings shoul,dbe
imposed?'
What are some consequences? ,

o Who is aided; who is hurt by price ceiliAgs?
A

NJ,

k
. .4

Students should also "role play" interviewers.and
.

interviewe'es
.,

before the guest comes to class. Students could use material-
gathered.from guest, ifiterviews'"as'the basis for a debate on

the pfols and con's.of,price, controls.
.3

r
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STUDENT MATERIALS -.PRICE CEILINGS
o.

-K BACKGROUND ,.
,

, t
l'. Below is ataille showing information about /gasoline supply

.

and demand for the fiCtional aountTy'of Hooslerland about .,

* Tyears.'ago. i, , j.),'

, .

:TAB DNE'*: 12LIMELEk±giliqq41\1IIPPgggTAP
;;

.AmOunt:Supplied

j

,

Tice:t Amount, Demanded-
(inaalLaris) , .(per _gallon)

$2.00.

(in gallons)

20,000,
20-,0 0 1:50 30, 000
1:7:,.6 0- 1:25 35,000,
15,000-** LOCI 40,000

.50 50; 000

441

T11 VI cokumn of Tab,le 0nd shows dtmand 'for gasd-
iliii,? inti iVs rland'on October 1, 1980..'Derikd refers: to

, ,

lie 4* o pt-A a proauct, in this. case gaSoline, that people .

a'te'. 1 trYg4And:able to purchase at various prices, other ,'

bei. lecitial. The table Says that if gasoline was
. .

4 '°Ile ed f 'sale at $2.00 a gallon,,the,quantity demanded ' ;
qoul be..420t000 'gallons. If the price was a $1.00, thekr.

.
amountgwoilldbe 40,000 gallons.'

z,,1 .: .'-',,,

4 l';'72
Triation in the "price" and "amount demanded" :

itir0.04' 4ie One to construct a line, graph in Figure
tt.k,ZO ws. Notice that in Figure' A gallons of gasoline 'are

he horizontal axis. Price is shown along thesbpwn
vePteical

FIGUR46A: DEMAND FOR GASOLINE, HOOSIERLAND
October 1,q9 13U

a

2.25

2.00.

Price

Per 1.25
,Gp.yori

1.00,

.75

.50

.25

5 10 1.5 2Q 25 30 35 40 45.50 55 60 65 .70 75 80 (Tens of Thousands
Gallons of Gasoline of Gallons)

135.
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Alkich one of .the-ollowihg-cOnoltisions can b -draWn frOm
demand-line-graph that you tohstructed?

4111teamount of.-gasolipe demanded does not seem to be
-'7144ffected by prices.

price-increases,:-theAuantitY f gasoline demanded
a1so inC46ases.

.1lbe.amount of dethanded decreases. a's -the price

.increases.

O

The left hand column of Table One shows the 'supply of gasoJ:

line in,Hoosiercland on October 1, 1980. Supply refers to the
amount of a product, in this case gasoline, that producers
'Are .willing and able-to offer for sale at various pricts,
other things being equal.' 'The table says that if gasoline
could be offered for sale at $2.00 a gallon, the amount
supplied would be 30,000 gallons. If the price was $1.00
the, quantity suppried would be. 15,000 gallons:

, 4

t .je. the infOrmatiom:In the "priceuand "amount:deMandee
columns of-Table One to construct a Supply-line.graph on

Figure A.

7. Which one of the following ConclusiOns'Can-be.draWn.from the
supply, linegraph you constructed?

a) As price increases, the amo unt.of gasoline supplied. also

increases.!
.b) -The quantity of gasoline suppliked does not seem to.be

affected, by price.
c) The amount of gasoline supplied decreases as the price

increases..

You witl notice that there is one *point in Figure A at which
the demand line and the supply line intersect. It is at the
$1.75 a gallon price level.-

. If the price of gasoline is $1.75 a gallon - '25,000 gallons
will be dem-anded and supplied. At that price producers are
willing and able to offer for sale the same'amount'of gaso-
line as consumers are, willing and able to purchase.-

10.. One dollar and seventy-five cents ($1:75) is- called the:
market clearing price in this situation. All gasoline
offered for. sale would-be pdrchas0 act-that price.

11. Price and other things (e.g., the priiCe of crude oil) deter-
mine how much,prodiJcers'are willing and able toNoffer for

sale. Prices .ffid other things (e.&.,income) also deter-
mine how much'consumeu are willing and able to purchase.
At the market-clearing price, the amounts are the same.
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PRICE CEILINGS

12. Price dlso determines who will purchase the product. If
gasoline, for example, is sold at $1.75 a gallon if Hoosier-
land, 25,000 gallons will be purchased. But.it will be pur-

. chased only by those consumers who are willing and able
to spend $1.75 for a gallon of gas.

13. Sometimes governmeAts decide that theprice charged for a
product is too h . -This usually happens in the case of
basic goods and vices like food, fuel, housing, and
medical care. fear is that poor people will not be
able to purchase enough of these goods and services to
satisfy their needs, if prices are high.

14. In a situation like this, tke government may control prices
by establishing a price ceiling. A price ceiling sets an-
upper limit on'how much can be charged fora particular
good or service.. It is enacted bya government.

1 Imagine plat Figure B portrays the supply and demand situa-
tion for gasoline in Hoosierland in early September, 1980.
Notice that the market clearing price was $1.25 a gallon.

FIGURE B: REMAND FOR GASOLINE? HOOSIERLAND
September 10, ,1980

Price 2.25
Per

Gallon 2.00
1.75

1.50

,1.25

1.00'

..75

.50

.25

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 69 .65 70 75'80 (Tens of Thousands
Gallons of Gasoline of Gallons).
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1 . Then, in SeRtember 1980,- Hoosierland .,gasoline producers de-_
cided, because of the higher price Of 'crude oil," to cut back

on the amoant of gasAline-they were willing and able-to sup-
ply. at each price The result was the situation shown
in Figure A, with a market clearing price of $1.75.

17. The government of Hciplerland decided that $1.75 a gallon
was too high a price-for people to pay for 'gasoline. They
felt that someone consuming 20 gallons of gasbLine a week,
would end up paying $10.00 extra a week for gasoline.
This, the government felt, was too much of a- burden for
people, especially poor people, to bear.

18. The government enacted a law requiring gasoline stations to
charge no more than $1.50 a gallon. A price ceiling was
thus established at $1.50.

19. Draw a straight 4ine, parallel to the horizontal axis, all
the way across Figure A, at the $1.50 a gallon level.

20, With the price ceiling line in place, answer the following
questions:

a) How much'gaalkline would consumers be willing and able
to purchase at $1.50 a gallcm?

b) How much gasoline would producers he will :frig and able

to offer for sale at $1.50 a gallon?
c) When the.price ceiling of $1.50 a gallon for gaSoline

was established in Hoosierland, consumers spent more
time searching for service stations that had gasoline
ta sell. 'They also spent more time yesting in line
to buy gasoline. Why do you think this was true?

d) Price ceilings are usually established to help poor
people.. Who.benefits and who incurs costs when a price
ceiling for gasoline is established?
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. A NOTE TO iTACKERS

.,The Indiana Energy Info'rmation Center IEIC).operates an
en .y information service which is available to all Indiana
resiTents. maintains, for dissemination, a wide
variety.of energy information and materials covering all
topics on the following resource list. Single copies of these
materials are free. For-an IEIC publications list call the

ENERGY HOTLINE
1 800 7 382-4631

or write the:

Indiana Energy Information Center
Division of Energy Policy'

Indiana ,Department of Comterce
1 N. Capital, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46204

The IEIC Staff is "on- call" (via the ENERGY HOTLINE) to
help Indiana residents with many kinds of energy questions.
Speakers and other energy related services are also available
through IEIC.
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*EdiSon Electric Institute
Educational. Services
1111 -.19th Street
Washington, D.C. 20036'

Coal: Answers To 'four Questions. A 48-page booklet; #78-46.
Sample copy free. t

Kee in The Lights On: 19.79 educational kit. Grades 5-9
3- 57-Taivity-centered program about' coaland other

energy sources. Includes six activity duplicator sheets'
and a-teacher's guide. $3.20.

,

*Exxon Company, U.S.A.
Public Affairs Department.
P.O. Box-,2180 - Room 4T87
HM41061i,`TX 77001

Coal Pocket Data. Tables, diarts, .and maps of Exxon's
coal operations, plus statistics on U.S. and world coal
production: 399 pp. Free. ' .

*National Coal Association
1130 - 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Coal: a.24- -page, illustrated reprint of The World Book
encyclopedia article on coal. Grade's 7-12. Single copies free.

Discovering Coal: A boxed- kit, including film ip, cassette,
eight activity masters, two fullcolormeall char s and teacher's
guide. Designed for early elementary grades. $8.95.

The Power of Coal: A 20-page, two color booklet -destribing
the beginnings, history, production and uses of bituminous
coal. Designed for upper elementary grades, Includes activi-
ties for duplication and teacher's guide-. Single copies free.

1
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CONSERVATION

*Allimice to Save Energy
1925.X.Street, N.W.
Washiraton, D.C. 20006

The 25% Solution: A 17-page boolljet containing a dozen in-
, .expensive ways to cut household energy use by as much as

'25 percent. Single copies l'ree; additional copies 25 Cents
each.

*American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution Section
2101 L Street, N.W: =

Washington, D.C. 2037

Energy Conservation Tips: Information on conserving our
.energy supplj.es. "Includes conservation quiz, gasoline
saving tips, guide to efficient energy use in the home, and
tips on conserving energy in-die kitchen. Single copies free.

*Association of Hor* Appliance
Manufacturers .

20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606

Appliance Errergy'Conservation Tips: Series of tip sheets
on how to conserve energy and save money through proper
operation of home app- liances. 25 cents.

*Charming L. Bete, Co. Inc:
200 State Road
So4th Deerfield, MA 01,3.

Energy Conservation Booklets: "The ABC's of MPG's," "Conserve'''.
Energy at, Home" "Heating Your Home,"`"Save Energy," and
"Shouldn't You Share a Ride." Single review copies free.
Quantity pricing information available on request.

*Consumer Information. Center 2

Public Documents Distribution Center
Pueblo, CO 81009

Find and Fix the Leaks: How to check for air leaks around
your house and save up to 50 perdent on your fuel bills.
$2.50

In the Bank or Up the Chimney?: qllustrated-how-tos for
weatherstripping, caulking, insulating, etc. WOrksheets
for choosing methods of energy conservation far greatest
savings. $2.00 '

*Edison Electric Institute.
Educational Services
1111 - 19th Street 1 3 0
Washington, D.C. 20036

I A A



CONSERVATION Cont.

low to 'Save Energy With Better. Use habits: 17980, 18 pages.
Conservation and energy manaRement. $ample copy free.

*Exxon Company, U.S.A. ,

Public Affairs DepartmeA
P.O. Box 2180 -Room: 4187
liouston, TX 77001

Drive Like There's No Tomorrow: A 1ooklet discussing
Benefits of driving at 55 upff Free. (

Mickey Mouse and Goofy, Explore Conservation: Gomic book
-tra-Ecan be used as an energy-conservationteaching aid. Free.

*Sierra Club.
Information Services
530 Bush S-Erdet .

*San-Francisc@h CA -94108
*

-4;=,..
0

1
.,.

Ene4iv Conservation,: An ,Immediate.and\Reliable Alterna4ve
8 pages. raclude'S'reading and.referenists.,25 cents.

4
Y

cennecd Ine. 4 \
uSlic.Affairs Department
l'O..Box 2511
HOuston, TX 77001 ,-

The Fourth R: Resourcefulness in School Energy. Conservation:
A booktat' used as a companion to Tenneccrs filmT11Tife
Fourth R." DO:Wiles school energy 'problems_ and: illustrates',.
typical .solutiohs. Fee.

-.'

-Something Special Fro m Seed (Schoolhouse EnergyEfficiency:
Demonstration)TT79Tage report 6T TU Demonstration s 'Fool'

9i;energy aidits conducted. Lists more effective ener s ving
recoatmendations. Con;ains energy audit survey forest dents
and technical manual which serves as guide for school per
sonnelJto conduct audits in.their own facility. Free.

..

SOmething_Special.for Teachers: .Designed for-teachers, the
booklet_ includes: background on energy issues; an energy'
survey teachers and students can use to examine' their own
school; and, examples to help teachers "energize" existing
curricullim. Free.

*U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Public Awareness
-Environmental Research Center/1
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711

Get the -Most from Your Gas Heating Dollar: Pamphlet answers°
the most cbmmonly askea questionsa7aEhe conservation,
pollution, and potential safety hazards of typical gas-
heating equipment. Free.

, .
.

Get the Most from Your aeatinE Oil Dollar: Pamphlet provid-
ing information on cutting costs andTanciag pollutiod kv
having ail burners 5,erviced annually. Free.
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ECONOMICS AND ENERGY

*Amoco Teaching Aids
P.O. Box 1400K

. Dayton, OH 45414

The Mog4aa: For 7-12. Contains teacher's guide and
, ten student activity sheets ilkustrating economic concepts
.-tabopt the nature and mechanisms, - df the free market gYstem.

.$1.00. k

*Indiana Department of Public Instruction
Video Duplicatioyi Service
Room 229, State House
Indianapolis, IN 41204,

The following vildeo series are available to.the schools of
Indiana from heiState.Department of Public Instruction,'
Division of Federal Res.ources and School Improvement. There

are no chargepor fees.foc the series but schools are re-
quired to provide the blank video tape necessary to dupli-
cate the programs. 'Schools'may request series in any
standard format -- 3/4.-inch U-matic; 1/2 inch BETA; 1/2-
indh open reel; 1/2 -inch VHS -- but all blank tapes sent
witt requests.for series should be clearly labeled with
the school or school corporation's name as wellQas the
specific seriesand program,,titleS to be recorded on each
tape.

Requests for any of thefollowing'Series.should be sent?.
along with the necessary blank tape, to the above address. .
For further informations, about the Video Duplication Ser-
vice, call (317) 927-0393..

GIVE.AND TAKE is designed to help junior. and senior high
school students increase .their understanding Of economic
concepts and improve their. decision- making skills as con-
sumers, producers, and citizens'. Each of the twelve I5 -1-
minute programs dramatizes a problem-solving -situaeion
that shows students how economic concepts can be applied,
to areas of personal economics, Scarcity,personal'deCi-
sion-making, opportunity costs, consumer credit, produc-
tivity, human capital, derived demand, and career choices
are just some of the topics covered in GIVE AND TAKE. The
programs are,open-ended to stimulate classroOm discussion
of the issues dramatized:

TRADE-OFFS is designed to improve economics instruction
in United States and Canadian schools. This Series of 15
lessons for children 9 to 13 will help students think,
their way through economic problems and increase their
understanding of economics. On a broader Scale, it will

help them become more effective decision-makers and ulti-
mately more vesponsible citizens. TRADE -OFFS is a coMpari-
soh series 4o GIVE AND TAKE.

.1 3 2
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ECONOMICS ANIY ENERGY Cont.

*Phillips Petroletm Company
-Public Affairs
16 B4 Phillips Building
Bartlesville, OK 74004

Mitexican Enter rise: A serie of five .28-minute films
documenting our country's economic history. "reaching
'Guide. "Teaching Notes" newsletter. Permission avail-
able to educational institutions to duplicate at-no
charge on videotape. Films or videocassette available
free on loan from two sources. Karol Media, 625 From
Road, Paramus, NJ 07652, toll free phone (800)526-4773;
andliodern'Talking Picture Service, 5000 Park Street:k
North,. -St. Petersburg, FL 33709,. phone (813)541-6661:I'

*Standard. Oil Company (Indiana)
Public and .Government Affairs
Hail Code 37Q5, P.O. Box 5910-A
Chicago, IL 60630

a

The Kingdom of Mocha: Animated 16mm color film introduces
economic conceTEFgSout the free market system in relation
to the energy needs of society. Free on loan. Modern Talk-
ing Picture Service, 5000'Park Street, North, St. Petersburg,
FL 3374.



ELECTRICITY

*Edison Electric Institute
Educational Services
1111 - 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 22036

-Thomas Alva Edison: His Fertile Milli': 32-page booklet.
#76 219. ;ample c free.

Electrictty Serves r Community: 1981, educational kit

#03-078037. Grades K -6. Cardboard model of an electric
utility system. Includes bulletin board cutouts, diagram
for display, teacher guide. $4.50.

. -

You and Your Electric Company: Answers to Your Questions:
36-page booklet. /78-47. Sample copy free.

A
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ENEgGY (General)

*Alliance to Save' Epergy
1925 K Street, NN:
Washington, D. C':'2 -0006

The Energy Puzzle: How You Fit In: A 32-page magazine
reviewing the energy situation, articles by nationally
known writers. Single. copies free; additional copies 25
cents each.

*American Gas Assocition
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209

America's alanaing Energy Sto'ry: /N81110. 1981. A 71/2

minute, 48-Erajeufilmsitript with cassette, suitable for
general science and socfal studies classes at the junior
and senior high school levels. Gives a broad overview of
the energy picture in the U.S. today. $2.70.

*American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution Section
2101 L Street, N.W.
Vasnington, D.C. 20037

Two Energy Future: A'National Choice for the '80s: 166-
page book. Contains heavily documtriEeJ chapters on oil
and gas, coal, nuclear, synthetic fuels, access, environ-
ment and economic issues. Bated on extensive survey of
recent energy forecasts. First ten collies free; additional
copies $2.50 each.

Ener.-y in America: Prouess and Potential: #877-15330.
Examines gEeTTEZ's recent energy progress. It also points
out the continuing risk of oil supply disruption, that
underscores the need for- further progress. 40 pages.
First ten copies free; additional copies $2.50 each.

A Guide to Staff Energy, ,Assistance Offices 1981-82: #806 -

09000. A state:57-state liTting7C7773W income energy and
weatherization assistance contacts which provide funds H
.and/or information to eligible families-who may need
hellS,in paying their fuel bills'or weatherizing,,their
homes,: Limited quantities availgle free.

*Atlantic. Richfield Company
Speakers Bureau
515 South FloWer Street.
Los, Angeles;--CA 901171

, . ,

Speakers :.Available on. a wide range of energy topics such

as:.-Alaskan oil, offshore energy and economics
and alcetnative energy:SOurces-like.solar and coal.. Speak
'.ers available to the follOwing cities: Anchorage, Atlanq,
Chicago, Dallas, Deriver,' Houston, LoS Angeles, Louisvil;
Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Tulsa, and Washington,
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0 !
(GENERAL) Cont.

,*Edisbn Elmeri Institute
-Ateducatibnallabrvi:es )

- 19th Street, N.W.
Washington., D.C. 10036',

A Short Energy History of the.Udited States .:.and- Some
Thoughts About the Future: Decisiommakers bookshelf
series 1980, 85 pages. $2.50.

:*Exxon Company, U.S.e
Public Affairs' epartment
P.O. Box, 2180 - Rooil 44187 .

Houston,'TX 77001
,

Se0nd edition. The history of oil pro-,

dUction in. Middle Eastern nations, plus tables; charts, -

and maps.' 39 pages., Free,
A

'.coplf,___estip_ls and Answers. OPEC explained in layman's
*rms. 35=pages. Free..bx

..

'. Pocket Data,. .Uieful statistics. abbut Exxon and the energy
-industry pgpked In a tiny pocketsized booklet. 39 pages.

,Free..- ,/
,.. ,

., . .

. '
, , \

. . ,
,

-Pocket Position BoOk. Explains where ExXon stands on-37

4
ifdiffererit issues from federal leasing .policy to national

.-

;'health instrance.P.'Pocket-Sized booklet-. 39 pages. Free.

---e: , .' 4 . , ' !.

.DC'S'. Enerzy.OUtlook: The nation's future `energy needs%aand
how .they will be met. Compiled annually. b Exxon pI4nners
to:help guide the company in, its business decisions. 16

pekes. Free':-
,

,,,,',;, .i :',
, .

-1000 Wye* Energy Outlook. A worldwide view of international.-
energy supplies an0 Idemand. 40 pages: Free.

World Oil Idventories! The factors that,affedt international

* ,oLl inventories. jlow.(Notld oil supplies are stored and

dit,ributed. 17 pages Free.
z

*National. Geographic Society
Educational Servites
Department 82,
Washington, D:C. 20'016

,

,. .

.

Special Report on Energy. A 115-page.special edition of
Netional Geographic magazine devoted entirely to energy.
Includes 12page atlas of-America's energy resources,
history of-energx. crisis, proposed solutions. Copyright
1981, 1-9 Copies, $1.45-each/10-99-cbpies, $1.15 each/

.100 or more copies $1.00 'each,
4 .. .

l*Sierra Club ,

'IhformationServices
530 Bpsh StreeC ',

136
San PranciscO4 CA -94108;
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ENERGY (GEOERAL) 'Cont.

Energy and the Sierra Club:: A sumtary f Sierra :Club energy
policy. 15 pages. 4.0.centS.'

*Sohio Film Library..
2515'FranklinRoad
Cleveland,'' OH

Energy inPerspetitiiie: 16mm, 21-minute, color film. lhoug4t7
provoking film about energy. Discusses man's historio use, )

of energy, examines the limits of the world's spply of
fossil fuels, considers alternative sources of,energy, and
emphasizes need to turn frbm thoughtless over- consumption of
the past to a mor& intelligent use of energy in the future.
Produced by The. British. Petroleum Company Limited.

*Speak Out. Sohio
Attention: V.F. Tizzano
1760 Guildhall Building'
Tglevelandi OH -44115,

Two,Eneru Futures: Speakers available for classrooms,
.seminars, or workshops. ,Topicb include energy outlook, energy
economits,.energy environment, and energy regulations.

*Texaco Inc.
2000 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, NY 10650

The Road to Energy, U.S.A.: 29 minutes, 16mm, color film.
°Shows that we're all on the same road together helping
satisfy America's ever-growing energy needs. Film stars
Bob, Hope. Free on loan #31142 from: Modern Talking Picture
Service, 5000 Park Street,North, St.yetersburg, FL 33709.

C?
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'ENERGY EDUCATION

'America'n PetoleUm Institute
PublicatiOns and...Distribution Section
2101 L Street N.14:
Washington, 20037

'Looking for Energy? A Guide to Information' Resources #875-
44000.- Akcatalog listing, various sources of energy informa-
tion. Single copies.free; additional copies 25 cents each:

.

Movies. About Energy: #875-44500.:A catalog listing energy-
related. films. Contai4s over 500 entries.' First 10 copies
free; additional copies 75 cents. each.

*Amoco Teaching Aids
R.O. Box 1400K
Dayton, OH_ 45414

Energy;Adventure: Grades 9-12. :'Contains a 28-page teacher's
guide and student activity sheets: Resource reviews energy
history, petroleum, natural gas, coal, .electriCity, alternative
energy sources,1 and energy conservation. $1.

Living With Ener ; For grades 7-12, and The Energy Crisis:
fOr grades. 4 - . Both contain an eight -page teaching resource AN
with five duplicating student activity Sheets that provide a qg
variety 'of activities7to study current energy sources, types,
uses, 'and conservation. 50 cents each.

*Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.,
Publications Office.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814

Audio- Visuals on Energy: A. listing of films on general
energy topics, nuclear energy,-and supplemental energy
sources. Up to three copies free.

*Center for ReneWable Resources
Publication Department
641 South Pickett Street
Alexandria, VA 22304

Solar Ener Education Bibliography for Elementary, Secon-
dary and Co ege Students: This interdisciplinary bibtio-
graphy covers selected solar activities, reading lessons,
and,background materials on sun, wind, water and biomass.
February, 1980. 75 ,pages. $3.95 plus 15 percent, postage/

handling.

*Chevron Inc.
Public Affairs Youth & Education
P.O. Box.7753
San FrancisCo,, CA 94120 ,

J38



ENERGY EDUCATION Cont, ,

The Energy Leatning Center: Grades 5-8. Concerned with all
aspects of energy resources, and with past, present and
future uses of energy. Contains teacher's viide, spirit
misters, and extensive bibliography. Free.,

*Edison Electric Institute
Education Services
1111.- 19th Street, N.W.
WashingtonD.C. 20036

Ethics and Energy: Decisionmakers ,bookshelf Series. Soft=
bound, 96 pages. #79-27A. $2.50.

*Education Commission of the States,
Education Lmprovement Center
1860 Lincoln Street:; Suite 300
Denver, CO 80295

Energy and Education: Plannin for Higher Prices and
Potentia S tortages: Designee to in orm e ucation e-
cttion makers about major changes in federal policies,
addressing energy shortages, and the implications of
these poi:cies for state and ti',..,, pinning Also i

f
. manageme t,plans. Price and ordering information avail
able fro ECS.

En _Education: A Policy:Development Handbook: A book-.
et ev6TOT-Ja toEETT) formulate appropriate and useful
energy. .education policies. Free.

Energy Education.: Why, What and How"? Provides informs- .

tion about the content of energy ecEication and imple-
mentation. strategies. Free.

*National Association of. Elethentary
'School Principals
1801 North Moore Street .

Arlington, VA 22209

Schools Find Answers to the Energy Crunch: From Principal,
Vol. 60, No. 4, Marcg-1981-- pages 23-5 by Rogi7.7Wal .

$5.00.

*National Council for the Social StUdies
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20016

Teaching About the Energy Crisis: A special section' of
Socia Education., edited by Judith Gillespie, April, 1980.
$1.50.- - -

Guidelines for Energy Education: Social Education,'November/
December, 1981. $5.00.

*National --H Council
Education Aids
150 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
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ENERGY EDUCATION Cont.

Electric Energy Education, Aids: Flier documents all materi-
als availalle on electric energy. 'Free.

1

Energy Education Aids: Flier listing all energy and educa-
tion materials available. Free.

Petroleum Power Education Aids: Lists Materials available
on petroleum power. Free.

*National Science Teachers Association
1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009

Playing With Energy: 106 pages. #471-14778. Classroom games
and-simulations for grades 9-12, selected from the Project
.for an Energy-Enriched Curriculum learning packet series.
The gar4s take important,energy concepts and translate them
into action, strategy, and fun for maximum student involve,
ment. $5.00.

*Shell ,Film Library
1433 Sadlier Circle West-Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46239 (1

Shell Films: A catalog of films available. All,films are,
available free on loan, with the understanding the user
will pay return shipping costs and return prints promptly
after showing.

*Sierra Cl
Information Services
530 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

Information Service$- Literature List: Listing of Sierra Club
publications available. Revised semi-annually.

*Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Public and Government Affairs /

Mail Code 3705, P.O. Box 5910-A
Chicago, iL 60680

' .

AmocQ'Teaching Aids: A 5-page folder listing teaching aids
available to help students understand basit economic con-.
ceptacand energy-rel:,f:ed needs, resources, and problems.

*The Standard Oil Company (Ohio)
UbliC Communications Departmenti:
1760 Guildhall.Building
Cleveland, OH 44115

'

Energy Adventure: Teaching'res'ource booklet containing use-
'ful backgrour4 infortation and optional suggestions-for
classroom activities. Each activity in the teacher's guide 41

corresponds to'a spirit duplicating master. Ineludes 1G
exhibits in the form of maps, charts, graphs and illustra-
tions. Free.



ENERGY EDUCATION Cont.

*U.S. Department, of Energy
Technical Information Center
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Selected Department of Energy Publications: An annotated
list of free booklets.and curriculum materials currently
available from the Department of Energy. Contains order
blanks. Free.

.T
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ENVIRONMENT

*American,,Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution Section
2101 L Street N.W.
Washington, DC .20037

A Shore For All Purposes: #877-68070. This illustrated
booklet is a summary of the Coastal Zone Management (CZM)
Act of,1972, including the subsequent amendments of 1974
and 1976. The booklet focuses on the purpose of CZM and
the reasons for its adoption as law. Free..

1,,

*Edison Electric Institute
Education Services
1111 - 19th Street
Washington;3DC 20036

Beforetthe Rainbow: What We Know About Acid Rain: Decision
makersBookshelf Series. 1981,, 108 pages. $2.50.

*Mobil 'Oil Corporation
gOom'654G
150 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Health and .the Environment: A 48-page booklet that exa idles
environmental issues and describes' steps Mobil is taking. to
assure employee health and safety, product safety and
environmental.protection; Free

*National Coal Association
1130 - 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 22036

What Everyone Should Know About Land Reclamation: A 15-page
two-color booklet describing land reclamation, its importance,
how it.works and the many uses for reclaimed land. Grades 4-12.
Single copies free. A

*U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Research Summary Editor
Office of .Research and. Development, R61-674
Washington, DC 20460

Research Summary: Oil Spills: A brochure providing a brief
description of major areas of EPA's research and develop -.
ment program. Free.
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NATURAL GAS

*American Gas Association
15154Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

--(-703)- 841-8676

Ple4se Mote: Minimum order $5.00. Single copies free to
teachers, courtesy, of the local gas utility companies.,

Energy Report6:A series of 4-page reports on various as-
pects of energy and the natural gas industry. (Inquire
further regarding current titles) First 99 copies, 10
cents each; quantities over 100, 7 cents each.

History of Natural Gas: #N00430. Comic Agoo9k giving the.*

story of the gas.industry past, present, and futige. 1-4
copies, 7 cents each; 5 or more, 5 cents each.

Natural Gas Energy: #00585, 1982. For junior or senior
high school. An illustrated booklet. Tells the story of
natural gas - where.it comes,from, how it .got there, and
how much there is. Discusses exploration, transportation,
distribution, storage, household and commercial uses, and
by-products of natural gas. 75 cents each.

r

Natural Gas Serves Our-Community: /1N00160, grades 4-5; mm

1700170, grades 2-3. ,Cut-out kits of 28 pictures that
describe the story of natural gas. Each kit contains
booklet "N00165 or "N00175, which may also be purchased
separately at 25 cents each. Kitt $2.00.

Properties of Gas and. Heat En r Experiments.: 000085.
ert *. aver, eventeew"experi ents.on properties

of gas and 14 experiments on heat energy. Prepared on
spirit duplication masters for easy reproduction by
teacher for Student use. For junior and senior high
school. $3.50.

,

Science Principles and Gas. Appliances h_Amitments:
#N00500. Elbert C. Weaver, 1970. A 32-pagu-H-Oklet on
science principles used in six gas appliances: range,
home heater, water heater, clothes dryer, incinerator,
air conditioner, with twelve classroom experiments.
Materials for overhead projection and sample report
sheet included. Grades 7-9. $1.60.

What Happens When You Turn On the Gas: 000575. Arthur
Shay, 1975. Grades 4-7. A 30-page book in the form of a
LIFE magazine picture story telling the story of natural
gas from the well to the user. 40 cents.

What. Is Gas? #N00550. Elbert C. Weaver% 1972. A 45-page
booklet with 12 demonstrations/experiments. How does a
child learn about matter that exists in a gaseubs state
if it is colorless, odorless, tasteless, has little weight,

and moves silently? The dembnstrations/experiments sug-
gest ways that some concepts about the world of gases may
be developed. 4-6 grade -teaching level: 60 cents.
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NUCLEAR ,

*Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
Publications Office
7101Wipconsip Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814

Nuclear Energy Pamphlets: A series of pamphlets covering vari-
ous aspects of the nuclear fuel. cycle - how plants work, reac-
eor safety, the use of uranium, etc. Up to 3 copies free.

Radiation...Naturally: 16mm, 28 minute color film which
the world of low-level radiation - sources, applica-

tios, effects, benefits and risks. Available from: Modern
Talking Picture Service, 5000'Park Street North, St. Peters -

burg, FL 33709,' phone (813) 541-6661.

Reactor Schematics: Schematic diagrams of the four U.S.
nuclear reactor types. Up to 3 copies free.

A Play Half Written: The Energy Adventure: A 16mm, 1979
color film celebrating the technological advances made
possible through-the use of energy; includes information
about the importance of nuclear energy to the energy. mix.
A 1979 Cine Golden Eagle Award winner. The.film is accom-
panied by a discussion leaders/teachert package.' Free on
loan: Modern Talking Picture Service, 500Q Park Street. Noriki,, 41
St. Petersburg FL 33709, (813) 541-7571.

*Eiison Electric Institute
Educational Services
1111-- 19th Street
Washington, D.C. 20036

Nuclear Power in American Thought: Decisionmakers Bookshelf
series. 1980, 92 pages. #01-070831. Book examines social,
political, philosophical and psychological aspects.of nuclear'

power in America. $,2:50.

Nuclear Power: Answers to Your Questions: A-48-page booklet.

#78-24. Sample copy free.

*Sierra Chit)
Informdtion Services
530 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

Nuclear Power & -the Sierra Club: 12 pages. Includes Sierra

Club policy on nuclear. power, Also includes bibliography.

40 cents.

Nuclea tes: 'Reprint from July/August 1979 issue of. Sierra.

pages. cents :.

Nuclear Wastes -. The Myths and the Realities: 'Reprinted from

the July/August 1980 issue of Sierra. klpages. 20 cents.
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PETROLEUM

*Alaska Pipeline Service Company
-r835 South-Bragaw,Street
Anchorage, .AK .99512

Operating the ,Trans Alaska Pipel4TE: A description of the
pipelint and its operation. 22 pars. Free.

Operations Summary: A concise version of the pipeline
operation. 16 pages. Free.

*American Petroleum Institute
Publications and Distribution Section
2101 L Street
Washington, DC 20037

I

Facts About Oil': #87.5418700. An illustrated booklet con-
tarETEE statistical data -and information on.the marious
phases of the petroleum industry. a Single copies free;
additional copies, 75 cents each.

Gasoline for Your Car-r2uestionslAnswers, Second Edil-ion:

3-8Z2-15800. This piTrication provides answers.to '''ions

frequently asked about gasoline and its principal
features, octane, volatility, factors that Influence
knocking characteristics, various gasoline addires'and
their functions. 15 cents.

KnoW Your Motor Oil faith #3Q5-15070. Useful in
educatj_ng. car drivers.onvarious.practical aspects of motor
oil and engine lubricati6n, 50 cents.

The Search for Offshore Oil and Gas: #862-60682. This book-
let examines one of'the sourEaTor increased U.S. energy -
the crude oil'and.natural gaS resources underlying our
coastal Waters. Free,

*Channing'L. Bete Co., Inc.
200 State Road
South Deerfield, MA 01373

ABC''s of Oil: Booklet explains 'how oil i8 located, drilled;

refined and,transported.. Single review copy free. Quantity .

pricing information available on request.

*Exxon Company, U.S.A.
Public Affairs Department
P.O.Box 2180 - Room 4187
aduston, TX 77001

The Offshore Search for. Oil and Gas: The cost and rewards
of finding and producing oil and natural gas underwater.
Text, charts and maps. 38 pages. Free.
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Pi4TROLLUE Cant .

*Mobil Oil Corporatioh
Room 654G .

150:East 42nd Street
New York, NY 1.0017

The liew Fici once of Oil: Imphlet ,nt.aining a four part,
series' of Essays that describe the newt techniques for

of exploration and production. FAe.

*Shell Oil Company
. One Shell Plaza
P.O. Box 2463
Houston, TX 77001

T.he-Story of Petroleuml_A primer on the history and key
unctions of tEe.oil'illbstry -.#e4Ploration and production',
transportation, refining and marlOnig, and the manufacture
and maxAWng'Of petro-chemicals. Free. ,

'*Stando,-1 Oil CarpanL(Indii,,
Covellitmevirfaii:s

Mail-to/le 3705, P,O. Box 5910-A
Chicago IL .60680-

Catalysts and Crude: A 22-page booklet about petroleum
refining,". Free'.

Oil, In Depth: A 30 -page booklet about petroleum explora-
tion and- production, Free.

:*Sohio. Film Library
'2515,Franklin Blvd. ,

-Cleveland, 0H '44113

Pipeline Alaska; 1,6 mm;-28-minute colot. film. Tells the
story of the trans-AlaSka pipeline. Free on loan.',

*Union .0i1 Company of California
Corporate Communications, Dept.: A
Box 7b00
Los Angeles, CA '90051

The Story of Oil: An illustrated wall, poster featuring
cartooncliaracters telling the story bf Acbil from its,
formation. to its many u4eA. ,.Free (limit three copies).

Environmental Protection 'Agency.
Publidations.Office
401 n Street, S.W.
.Washington, DC .20460-,

Unleaded.Gas...TheWay'to Go: Pamphlet that-answers the
most commiiiir7 asked' questions about unleaded gasoline.
Free
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REtjNWARLE ENERGY SOURCES

*Center, for Renewable Resources
Publications Department'
641 South Pickett Street
Alexandria,,VA 22304

fa. Solar Energy Education Packet for Elementary and Secondary
Students: This packet of7reaaing lessons contains prams Tor
solar activities and background materials about all forms
of renewable energy. Over 25 student projects. September,
,1979. 64 pages. $4.25 plus 15 percent postage/handling.

*CAREIRS: Conservation & Renewable
EhergyInquiry & Referral Service
P20.- Box 8900 :.

Silver Spring, MD 20907

solar Bibliography: Bibliography of elementary through
Tri:gEMEhoolnergy ePtication materials. Free.

Note: CAREIRS also distributes literature and answers,
questions on the following topics: energy conservation,
solar, wind, wood, bioconversion, alcohol, fuels, photo-
voltaics,"solar thermal and small-scale hydropower.

0

.*Consumer' Information Center
Public Documents Distribution Centd
Pueblo,- CO 81009

He-at-in°. 'With Wood: Types of firepla;ps, stoves and .furn-
aces, Buying. and burning wood effin.ently and'safjly. $2.00.,.

.Hotheowner's Solar Sizing-.Workbook: How to select the most
efficient solar heating system for.your-home.. $4.0n.

Wind Energy.Information Directory: Lists of government
dffjces, manufacturers/distributors, colleges and uni-
versities, computer prograths, organizations, 'audio-Visuals,
bpoks -and periodicals. $2.75.

; , .

*ExXon'.Company,'U.S.A. ,

Public Affairs Department
P.O. Box' 2180 = ROom"4187'
Houston, TX4 77001

.,

Hi ke Mouse and Ggpfy E)Wcye. Energ : CoMic hook charac-
te ead. a seafE E_Frougl the ages for new sources of energy-

' and better .ways to. use it. Free.
,

*Union' Oil Company of-California
Corporate Communications _Dept. A

P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles', CA 90,051'
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RENCJABLE ENERGY SOURCES Con

Geothermal Energy: A 12-page illustrated booklet explaining
the/harnessing pf the natural heat ofPthe,earth. Available
in Classroom quantities to teachers. 'Free.

The Story of Geothermal Energy: An illustrated foldout
poster showing how the earth's heat Is being used to provide
electrical energy. Limit three copies. Fre.
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SYNTdETIC.FUELS

*American PetroleUm Institute
Publications and' Distribution. Section,.
-2101 L Street, .141,11
Washington', DC :20037

a
Supplementary Energy Sources: #877-69500. A booklet discussing
the need to develop alternate fuels that could help:America
to meet its growing demand for energy in the future. Includes
se'etions on coal liquid fuel and coal, gas from coal, oil
shale, tar sands; geothermal, nuclear, solar, biomass,-writd,
tide and ocean. Single copies free; additional copies. 25t.each.

*Channtrig L. Bete Co., Inc.
200, State ,Road
South Deerfield,' MA' 01373

,

Enerc, 'Sources Booklets: "About.Coal;" "Coal c3asification, u

and ,Oil ShareTTSingrDikeview copies free. Quantity
pr cing informatidn available.on,request.

*Edisop Electric Instit
Education' Services
1111 - 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Mternat,ive Enemy S rces - - Answers td.Your_QUeStions
1981.'57 pageS..Samp e copy nee.

4-

,

914
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IMPORTANT ENERGY, AND ECONOMICS WORDS
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'GLOSSARY

INPORTA4; ENEIIGTAIs71) ECONOMICS WQR6S

ATOM = The .'basic buildihg:block matteT,:an atom is the
smallest particle of a chemical element (such as ;ron, hydro=
,gen, gold or uranium) that ,still has:the properties of that
element. -

-
BARREL - Although seldom put in actual 'barrels",-crude oil is

.

measured in a unit called the barrel,: equal to 4 U.S. gallon
',One bgrrel of crude oil has the same energya§ S50 pounds of
coal..

f- ', . .

, it
.

BASIC Ecaaomic QUESTIONS - Every economicfsystem must answer
these questions: What shall be prodgded? -How shall it tie pro-
duced? How much shall be Produced? For whom shall it be pro-
duced? .

fBREEDER EACTOR - A nuclear reactor that- makes more nuclear.fuel.
than it irises, by, changing certain atoms that will not Split into-.
atOms'that will split. . ,

,

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT :(BTU) The Tount of heat necessary -to
raise the temperature- of one pours water 1° 'F"

.

..CAPITAL RESOURCES-,- Goods such as tOOlS, mach,ines or factories
that-areused.trOduce other goods. and services.

,
CARTEL -An4greement among-firms not-to.engage in,price competir,

Jtion. .Ptachidtion quotas may alSobe set and penalties for viola
tionsagreed'upon.. Cartels gfe- nOt4.egal in the-United-StateS.-.-:

CO L - A sdlid fuel; mostly-carbon, formed from the fossils of
plants giving hundreds of millTons of years ago.

COALCASIFICATION - A chemical process to change coal into fuel,
sitilar to natural gaS: the biggeSt advantage is- that sulfur and
other-pollptants'in coal can be removed before it is burned.

COAL LIQUEFICATION (COAL 1-1DROCENNtION) - A chemical process to
changeocoal into liquid fuel's' similar to gasoline and kerpsene;
compare with_coal gasification.

-
CONSTANT PRICE-- Current price 'adjusted for inflation.

CONSUMER - A' User of goods' and .servides to satisfy wants.

CONSUMPTION - Using goods and services to satisfy wants.

COOLANT,- Anything pumped through. a' nuclear reactor to cool it 'or
absorb the heat it produces. ;Common coolants are water, air,
helium, and liquid

0
sodium metal.

CRITICAL HAS -.The smallest amount of nuclear fUel, tikeuranium,-°
that wilt sustain a. nuclear chain reaction of Splitting atoms.
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CRUDE OIL - fiiquid fuel formed from the toi'din. of animals: and
planes at the -bottom of ancient-seas;'petroleum'as'it comes from
the grOdnd.

CURRLUT PRICE - The_price that exista,at a particular time,
e.g.; pump price' for_` gasoline.

DEEP MINING - Mining that"must be performed by digging underground
shafts and tunnels

DEMAND - The amounts of a good or service that buyers wil1bgl,
willing and able to purchase at'pch possible price at a giVet:.

time. ,

DEMAND CURVE The demand .foe a good' or. service shown phi;9,411y

with price On the vertical axiS,arid quantity demanded on the
horizohtal axis

DEMAND SCHEDULE - dtable showing the number of units of.a good ,

or, service that would be demanded at various prices.

DIRECT ENEXGY COVERSION - The process of changing any other,f6riii

of energy into electridity without machinery that ,has rioving
parts. For example, a battery-changes chemical energy into
electricity b direct energy, conversion.

DIVISION OF.L B - Breaking down_work into different operationS.

ECONOMICS' - The shady of the way scarce- resources are.allocated'
,in order to satisfy wants. Economics looks at the way goods and
service:3 are produced, distributed.and consumed.

EFFICIENCY .- A measure Hof how effective an, economy is in using
resources: to meet consumer, demands for goods and serviCes.

EFPICIENCY, THERMAL - A measurement of how_efficiently .'any device..
changes'heat into another energy forma For example, a modern
coal-burning,electric plant has about 38 gercent,thermal effi-
ciency because just under 4/10 of 'the hedT from burning the coal
is actually changed into electricity.,

ENERGY - The ability' to do work or to make things move..

EQUILIBRIGa PRICE - That price at which the quantity of a good or
service supplied by producers is exactly equal to the quantity
demanded bN consumers. (Also called 'market clearing price)

EQUI:XX - Fairness. In taxation, equall treatment of people with
the same incomes and circumstances.'

ri
EXPORTS - _Goods aad services sold too foreign people, businesses,

or governments.-:'
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:FISSION -.Thesplitting of theiluc,,,eUS (orcenter) bf. one atom
into two or mare smaller atoMPrfihiOn.afteri rele4sesllarge
quantities.: of energy

FISSIOW:PRODUCTS. - the St4lleratOmS
or split.

eh atoms fission

FLY ASH - Tiny particles of solid ash in' ..the smokdwhen fuels
such'a6 Coal are turned.

FOSSIL .FUELS - Coals, Tetroleum and natural gas; this term
applies to any fuels formed from the fgssils of plants and
animals that lived eons ago.

FUEL - Anything that can be burned or fissioned to prodUce
heat energy.

FUEL CELL - A device-similar to a battery in which fuels, such
as hydrogen gas or methane can be directly combined with oxygen
to 'produce electricity and'very little heat; the principal by--
products of the process are water or carbon dioxide.

FUSION.- The process of combining the nuclei or centers of two
light atoms to form a heavier atom; fusion can release grdat
quantities of energy. The sun produces its energy by fusion.

GAS COOLED REACTOR - A nuclear reactor that is'c'ooled by a gas
like or helium, rather than by water or other' liquid,

GASEOUS DIFFUSION - kprocesS by which natural uranium is, en-
riched` and becomes .a' _better nuclear'fuel.'

GEOTHERMAL ENERQY Heat .energy prodficed-deep_within the earth
through hot toOk6 deep beneath the earth's surfade:.

AO.
,GEOTHERMAL 'STEA1,-- Steam formed by underground:water. seeping
through hot rocks deep beneath the' earth's surface.

GOODS - Tangible products like cars, clothing, and food that'
can be used to satisfy huMan wants

HORSEPOWER.- A unit that Measurep:thetate at which energy:: is
3r.Oduced .or used. A man,doing heavy manual labor prodUceP
en4grgy at a rate, of about .08 horsepower,

HUMAN .RESOURCES - The.contributiont made by people to the Tro-
dUc'tion of goods and services. Mental efforts as well as

. physical effOrts are inclUded

IMPORTS - Goods and services -brought into &nation from other.

.INCOME - PaymentS to people whO Supply. productive resources
.land transfer payments. Paytent may be made -in Toney; goods,,
9br Services. -4

'
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INPUT -.Factor.used in production'. Land labor, and' capita

are the mbst'copiponly*edAnpue-classifiCations.
, .

INTERDEPENDENC,- In a market economy;. allpriceS':-Are to some

degree affected by all other prices-. Specialization makes trade
necessary and people depend on others for vital goods and services:

...LKILOWATT 7 AlAit that measures the rate at which energy is pro- 4"

du'C'ed or used.. Ten 100-watt lightbulbs .use energy' at the rate.

of one kilowatt (equal to 1000 watts), A rate of one kilowatt
maintained for one hour produces or uses one kilowatt-hOur of

energy (equal to 1000 watt-hours). ir

.

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHD) - Process That uses a magnetic:fipld
to produce electricity directly from thq hot smoke and gases we
get from burning fuels like coal and oil.

MARKET CLEARING PRICE - See equilibrium price.

MAKET ECONOMY - An economy where the basic economic questions

of what, flow, how much, and for whom are answered in competitive

markets. Resources, goods, and services are allocated by the

forces of supply and demand, whichdetermine market 'vices.

IEGA4ATT - Unit to measure, thet,rate at which energy is prOdupet1

or used; it is equal. to 1000 4lowatts (see kilowatt). '

MODERATOR - Material,, such ds water and' graphite, used in a
nuclear reactor to slow the speed of'neutrons produced when'
atoms s

fw,

MONEY. ny-Ehing that is gnerally acceptable in payment of
0

accounts. Money in the United States consists of currency and

demand deposits. (See also currency and demand deposits.)

MONOPOLY' t'A market situation with only one seller and no close
substitutes. for the product.

NATURAL GAS -'GaseOus 'fuels fotmed from. the fossils of ,ancient

plants and. animals; often found with crude oil.

NATURAL RESOURCES - Factors of production not created by human

effort. Land, water; and ores are examples.

NATURAL URANIUM - Uranium as it is found'' in the groundi.

ture bf two types of uranium atoms.

NEUTRON - A tiny particle, extremely heavy for its size, often _

found in the nucleus of an atom. Neutrons have no 'electrical-
charge, and are released when atoms split (fission).

NUCLEAR POWER,- The energy produced by splitting atoms (such as
uranium) in a nuclear reactor.
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OIL SHALE - Rock formed by silt and mud settling to. the bottom of
ancient seas that contains a substance-similar to crude oil. So-
called shale oil can be removed from the rock by heating and then
used to wake gasoline, kerosene, etc.

OPPORTUNITY ODST -'What is given up by producing d good or service.
It.is also called alernative cost because resources used one way could
have been put to alternative uses. 'Those uses are the opportunity
cost of the choice that was made.

. -

OUTPUT -' The goodSand services that result from using inputs
in. the production process.

PER CAPITA - Literally, per head. Whenever it Is importdnt to
know what is available for each person in a society, per capita
measures 'are used.

PERSONAL INCOME - The sum of wages and salaries, -rent, interest,
dividends, income of unincorporated enterprises,,and transfer'pay-
ments4

PETROCHEMICALS - Chemicals removed from Crude oil-at the refinery
and used too make a wide range of products .such .as- plastics, syn-
thetic fibers, detergents, and drugs.

PETROLEUM See crude oil.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS - The process by which green plants convert sun-
shine into chemicals.

PLUTONIUM - A heavy,/man-made, radioactiye Nta1 that can be used
for fuel in a nuclear reactor.

-116aTION - Damage done)to,aii, water, soil, and other natural
-r4.1ronrces.,

PRICE CONTROLS - Temporary measures taken by government during
periods of rapid inflation. During 'World War II, for e2cample,
the U.S. government set maximum prices on many goods and services.

PRICE INDEX t An indicator of the general level of priCes. The
three most important price indices in the United States' are'the
Consumer Price Index, the Wholesale Price .Index/wand the GNP
Deflator.

PRODUCER - One who creates goods or services out,of productive
resources.

PL ODUOT.IVE RESOURCES - Human physical and mental I or, raw mater-
-

,ials and, capital. They are also known as factors of productidn.

:PRODUCTIVITY A measure of worker efficiency. Out ut per unit
of inputqd the general measure used.
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PROFIT - The difference,betweln a firm's revenue and its costs.
Economists ,include the opportunity costs of the bus iftess °owner 's
labor and capital or normal:profit as costs. Profit then is
revenue over and above nvmal profit.

PUBLIC GOO - Goods that cannot be kept from one person 'without
beirtg kept from all; National defense-and flood control are ex-
amples of Public goods. Since `no private citizen could force

.

others to pay for such goods, they.would not be provided .privately.
Ohly the government can provide public goods because-it can tax
people to pay fov them. Not all goods and services provided by
government are public goqds, becatse many of them could be pro-
vided privately.

r,

RADIOACTIVITY - A spontaneous-change in the nucleu,s or center of
an atom, accompanied by the releAse of energy called nuclear.radir
ation.

RATIONING -.Allocating available resources, goods and services
among possible uses. and users. Market prices are one way of
rationing. Government has intervened and used.a system of ration
coupons when ,the price system was seen as unfair.

REGULATION - Government control of-"the operation of privately'
owned businesses. Regulation may limit entry into an industry
by requiring licenses, may -setimaxiMum priOes.',.Jor'business like
public utilities, or may control the operation cif business as.
with safety requirements.

SCARCITY-- The basic economic Human wants are greater
than the resources'necessary'to satisfy those wants.

SERVICES EconoMic actions that satisfy human wants. The work
of doctor's, plumbers, and actors are services, -Thr

SHORTAGE - When the price of a good or service is set below the
market clearing price, a shortage, results. At the low price
sellers will bring les-s to the market than buyers are willing
to buy: The unavailable quantity is the shortage..

.
SOLAR ENERGY - The energy received from the sun. Nuclear and

:.geotherffial energy are the only presently available-energy forms
not derived from the sun.

.

SOLAR POWER - Electr'icity, heat, or other uSeful energy ProduCed
from sunshine.

SPECIALIZATION - When people, busineSses-; or nations ,produce those
goods and serviceSthey are most efficient at prodUcing, then
trading their surpluses for the other goods and services they
need.

STEAh ELECTRIC PLANT - An..electric power plant (either nuclear or
one that burns coal or other fuel)"in which heat boils water '.1-1to
steam, the steam is Used.t turn a turbine,. and the turbine turns
a generator t9A)roduca'electricity.
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STRTIMINING - Mining for-coal or useful:ores by vemovAng.the s4
androck:found abOve them, rather than :by tUnneIing niiderground..

.
.

.
. . . .

SUBSTITUTES - Goods and services ttta can be:interchafiged. When a
price .ncrease in one good causes an increasevin demand for another
good, the goods are substitutes.

! -

SUPPLY - The relationship between barket priceS and wIlat will be_
offered for saleat those prices. The amounts of 'a good-or serv-
ice that seller-S are. willing and able to offer for sale at each
possible price at a given time.

SUPPLY CURVE - The supply for a good or service shown graphically
with price on the vertical axis and quantity supplied on the hori-

.

'zontal axis.

SUPPLY SCHEDULE - A table showing the number of units of a good
or service that would be supplied at various prices,

SURFACE MINING -.A sytIonym for strip mining.

SURPLUS - When the .price'of a good or service is-set above the
market clearing price, a surplus results. At the high price
se.J.lers will bring more to market than buyers will be willing to
buy. The unsold quantity is the surplus. .

40

TECHNOLOGY - The combination of'skills and knowledge used to
produce a good or service.

THERMAL POLLUTION - Harmful effects to the environment that may
be produced by the warm water released by electric power plants
into nearby lakes, rivers, or oceans.

THERMONUCLEAR FUSION - See fusion.

TRADEOFF - What must be given up when an economic decision is
made. (See opportunity cost.)

UTILITY - A measure of ..sefulness to a consumer. Much of elsonomic
theory relies on-consumers' ability to rank their choices in order
of their preference.

WASTES, RADIOACTIVE - A by-product of.producing power by splitting
atom in a nuclear power plant; some "of these materials are highly
radioactive and stay radioactive for a long Period of time.

WATT - See kilowatt.
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